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1 Opportunity by Choice and Sponsorship 

"Literacy practices trail along within themselves histories ofopportunities granted and 

opportunities denied, as well as ascending power or waning worth, legitimacy or 

marginality ofparticular literate experience" 

(Deborah Brandt 8). 

B..W The Silent Learner (J;}_g 

With my duster in hand, I begin sweeping Kleenex, candy wrappers, and other 

litter from the lounge furniture. That's the best hands-off way to tackle this dirty job. As I 

begin spraying and wiping five laminated tables, I hear a girl mention that Ancilla had 

accepted her GED. She is seated at the sixth table with two other female students. I recall 

all the lines I've heard that allude to the idea that my GED is a dead-end street, and my 

thoughts begin to form a superstorm as they prepare to explode into thousands ofground 

seeking, meaning making, lightning strikes. 

"They accepted mine too," another in the trio replies. 

The third student rattles off the not so local high school from which she graduated 

some few years ago, but the other two become quite animated in sharing their college 

acceptance stories. They are no longer members ofthe drop-out society; they are now 

accepted members ofAncilla College. 

Normally dust-mopping is a quick job, but tonight I linger and listen. I find some 

dust particles that have overpopulated a comer and put a little extra effort into 
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annihilating their community, but the remainder of the conversation proves fruitless to 

my immediate needs. When the students realize their break is ending, they leave their 

empty wrappers on the table instead ofdropping them in the large blue trash cans on 

either side of the French style door through which they pass as they return to their class. 

Striking my usual mantra, I huff to the empty room, "Ancilla students are messy," as I 

sweep their wrappers onto the floor to join the other litter before herding them toward the 

growing pile ofdebris. I leave the lounge fifteen minutes behind schedule, but am 

delightfully preoccupied as I continue my routine this night in June 2004. 

aW Collections Q}_g 

In addition to the trash and a vacuum bag full oflunch crumbs, I collect five 

course-completion checklists for associate's degrees from the registrar's office: English, 

Art, both elementary and secondary education in English, and Nursing. I grab an 

admissions application and another for financial aid from the document holder in the 

admissions office after straightening the waiting area and vacuuming its three connecting 

offices. Later, I find a stack ofextra college catalogs and handbooks under the greeter's 

desk in the lobby, so I add one to the growing mound ofhope atop my cleaning cart. 

Catching a glimpse ofmyself in the bathroom mirror as I move from stall to stall 

applying toilet cleaner, I stop and stare at my reflection for a moment. My beaming 

reflection mars the gloss ofdaily life. My current state ofexistence will no longer shine 

true. I'm of the habit that ifl want something, I want it yesterday. I'm a dreamer; no, I'm 

more than a dreamer; I'm a hopeful creator. The spark ofa different and optimistically 

better life has charged me. Who wants to find tobacco spittoon cups in the dark reaches 
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of desk cavities? Who really wants to fish paper from a urinal? I admit that I enjoy the 

satisfaction of stripping and re-waxing floors because I can make a room look new. 

Those dirtier parts, well, they're just jobs. There's no joy in completing them. For them, I 

simply collect a paycheck sans satisfaction. 

aW On Sponsors blJ_g 

Sponsors are people or institutions that are responsible for other people, says my 

laptop's built-in dictionary. As a child, I participated in a volunteer event. The 

organization targeted the vitality of youngsters, and asked us to collect donation sponsors 

who would pay X amount of funds per X amount ofminutes that we continued jumping 

rope during a fund raising event. All proceeds, ifl remember correctly, went toward 

pediatric cardiovascular research. Product or service supplying sponsors pay to help keep 

a broadcasting agency in business in return for advertising spots. "Literacy sponsors," 

Deborah Brandt writes, "are any agents, local or distant, concrete or abstract, who enable, 

support, or withhold, literacy-and gain advantage by it in some way" (19). Although, to 

gain advantage is the norm in providing sponsorship, Brandt acknowledges the exception. 

She mentions some Protestant parishioners whose efforts to help the local working-class 

community learn to read were soon exploited by the sponsored who then began "riotously 

demand[ing]" that instruction not be limited to reading (20). Then, there are those 

instances when people unknowingly become sponsors. By withholding advancement, 

they actually inspire the denied to find a way to gain the desired status. These types of 

sponsorships are noted in the cases of battered women and run-away slaves. When an 

abused woman flees in the night with only her children in arms and resolution in heart, or 

an enslaved person shoulders the terror and risk of lynching to be free from a master, 
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their oppressors become sponsors. Therefore, the sponsors gain nothing in return for 

inspiring the burdened to find freedom. Master Hugh forced Frederick Douglass to 

relinquish his weekly wages. Through this occurrence, Master Hugh became an 

unsuspecting sponsor when Douglass was allowed to keep a penny for each dollar he had 

earned because Douglass said ofhis allowance "I re- garded it as a sort ofadmission of 

my right to the whole" (Ch. XI). He then set his mind toward freedom and selected a date 

for escape (Douglass Ch. XI). In the cases ofbattered women and slaves, true 

sponsorship sprouts from the oppressed. They become their own sponsors and gain the 

advantages of freedom. 

aW Proof W~ 

Because my original copy ofAncilla's Course Catalog andStudent Handbook 

has long since been missing, the following narrative is a merging ofmemory combined 

with text from the most recent updated handbook version. 

I sit down in the conference room after warming my dinner in the college 

president's microwave, and begin reading through the materials I have collected. Well, I 

reason as I scan the checklists, I'm not sure about Shakespeare, but at least there' s only 

one required math course for the English degree. Picking up the Course Catalog and 

Student Handbook, I thumb through topics on academic integrity, academic honesty, 

course loads, and grade appeals, and I learn that incoming students are required to take a 

placement exam. Thumbing through some more pages, I land on "The Admission 

Process." Then, I sit in smiling disbelief as I read that a "first year freshman must provide 

[an] official high school transcript, home school transcript or GED scores" (Course 
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Catalog 22). Under another subheading, "Getting Started at Ancilla," I read: "To be 

admitted to Ancilla College, a student must have either graduated from high school or 

homeschool, or attained a passing score on the general equivalency diploma (GED) as set 

by the state of Indiana." (Course Catalog 9). Yes! I exclaim to my dinner companion-. 

the air. I jump up, clear my trash, and make my way to the small elevator to begin 

cleaning the second floor faculty offices. 

~m My Choice W~ 

I was eager to share my news with Bruce. "Hey babe, look what I found at work," 

I say as I show him the catalog and tell him about the conversation in the lounge. "Maybe 

I should look into the new nursing program. Nurses make a lot of money," I suggest in 

response to a recent discussion about bills a few days earlier. His reaction bowls me over. 

"Ifyou think you're gonna become a nurse. You can do it without me. You aint 

gonna bring home AIDS to me and the kids." 

"Do what?" I ask, wondering where in hell he dug up that notion. He sits in 

silence, so I add, "Nursing pays Sue's bills, and she hasn't made her family sick." 

"What do you really want to go to college for?" he asks dismissing my reply. 

"You hated high school. You quit, remember?" 

"With a degree, I should make more money. Maybe we will finally be able to take 

a family vacation, and you know I only quit school because of the bullying. I stuck it out 

after being pushed into the school's pool. Should I have stayed after finding my jacket 

smeared with shit? Would you have stayed?" 
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Still facing a silent wall with expressionless blue eyes, I retreat to another room 

only to return moments later with some final comments. "Between lay-offs and injuries, 

we are sinking. We're gonna lose the house. What if surgery doesn't fix your tom 

shoulder this time? I'm thinking ahead here," I conclude. 

"Thin.kin' ahead? What ifyou meet someone, and give up on me? It won't be a 

family vacation then! Will it?" he said, as he stormed out ofthe house. Overloaded on 

caffeine and Vicodin, Bruce sucked tar and flicked ash while he seethed on the deck. 

Monday morning I was reading in the admissions office when the secretary 

arrived-a perk to having a master key. After I apologized for startling her, she 

commented on my high GED scores, and we set a time for my Accuplacer Test. Basing 

my decision on Bruce's crazed reaction and the fact that my heart wasn't really into 

nursing, I chose the English and Art programs. Mostly, I chose English because ofmy 

love affair with stories. I also chose Art because drawing and painting provides me with 

relaxing entertainment. 

~m My Surprise Q}_g 

"Geez it's hot," I think as I engage the air conditioner by adjusting the thermostat 

dial to the -2 setting, which will reduce the temperature by a whopping two degrees on 

this August morning. I resume sitting in the back row ofroom 201 as close to the cooler 

air as I can possibly be after making the adjustment. I'm waiting for my first college 

writing course to begin. 
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A grandfatherly white-haired man shuffles into the room on the quarter hour and 

slams his leather case on the large desk. Talcing several colored folders from his abused 

case, he assumes position at the podium and introduces himself- I think. I cannot hear 

him over the hum of the air-conditioner to my left. Considering his reputation as the 

meanest instructor on campus, I am dazed by his whispering. He grimaces; I have no idea 

why because he remains inaudible, so I decide that it must be due to the punishment of 

his full suit and tie on this hot day. He begins talcing attendance, I conclude, as hands start 

popping into the air in time with his lip-syncing. There is a briefpause in this 

choreography; a blonde baseball player looks around the room following Dr. Bayless's 

quick room scan and calls out, "Stefanie Summers?" I raise my hand with a slight shrug 

and sheepish grin; Bayless almost smiles back before handing copies of the syllabus to 

the student closest to the door. Seconds later the copies are circulating the room in a 

serpentine manner. They travel down one row, up another, and then down the back row. I 

am now in possession ofthe last one in the stack. I had begun classes when Ancilla was 

overly crowded with a rich abundance ofstudents; there were no empty seats. I am 

reading my syllabus from the comer seat positioned two feet from the humming, albeit 

useless air conditioner, while Bayless pantomimes and flips pages. Soon, his inaudible 

presentation is complete; I exit last from the quickly emptied room at the end of the 

seventy-five minute period. 

Two mornings later, having just downed half a pot ofcoffee in the supply 

room/custodial office after my shift ended, I sit directly in front ofthe quiet man's 

podium. The problem is solved without confrontation. 
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~m Sponsors of Sponsors (l),g 

Through Ancilla's sponsorship, I was awarded full Pell Grants during my first 

few years of college. The federal government helped me take a firm financial stand as I 

entered the realm of adult learning and literacy maintenance. Ancilla' s dedicated 

professors helped me stand strong in the river of academics. Had I managed to scrape 

together the funds for a Phi Theta Kappa membership, I would most likely not be facing 

such high loan payments because PTK provides members with scholarship opportunities. 

As a member of the adjunct faculty, I now know that funding is available to help the less 

fortunate pay PTK dues. I was not aware of this possibility when I was most in need. 

Now that I am aware, I communicate that prospect to outstanding, financially strapped 

students. Not joining the honor society is my biggest educational blunder. Yet, I still 

cannot condone the fact that I would have been forced to scrimp on groceries for our 

family of six in order to possibly receive future scholarships while my recuperating 

husband collected workers' compensation. Instead, I did as most financially inferior 

students do; I accepted the loans. The incoming education bills are my slap of reality. 

Colleges are not alone in providing sponsorship; additional support is available through 

connective agencies. Students need to be resourceful and seek additional help if 

necessary to gain the best advantage; I wish I had been so wise. 

a.III Day Two IJJ,g 

Sitting in my newly claimed seat on Wednesday morning, I am again waiting for 

my writing class to begin. Dr. Bayless walks in, slams his mistreated leather bag down on 
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the table again, and then writes "one in a million" on the board. Pointing at those four 

little words, he instructs us to, "Write a five paragraph essay on that topic." 

"Yes, that topic," he replies in a wavering tone ofannoyance to a loud-mouth 

from the back row. "And," he whispers, "You have 75 minutes to complete the task. I'll 

be back within the hour to see who is remaining." He shoots us an evil Vincent Price grin 

as he leaves for a meeting. 

Well, this is not what I expected of college. What about a lecture? 

We all shuffle papers as we prepare to write. The girls on either side ofme immediately 

begin writing. I sit staring at the words on the board. There is giggling and other noise 

erupting from the row behind me. 

"That man's a quack," someone says on the right side ofthe second row. 

I struggle with my brain to deny the statement. Approximately fifteen minutes 

into the period five people vacate their seats in the back row. The students on either side 

ofme turn over their papers and begin reading for another class. The prompt has struck a 

writer' s vein in them, and their thoughts effortlessly spilled forth unto the paper before 

them. Still, I sit without a written word. Another student behind me begins tapping her 

pencil in concentration. The noise from two boys behind me escalates. With only thirty 

minutes remaining, I am nearly brimming with tears. I gather my belongings and stand to 

leave. 

As I turn around and catch the sight of those two obnoxious boys in the middle of 

the row behind me, I change my mind about quitting. Instead, I leave the room as I growl, 
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"Some ofus intend to pass this quack's class, and you two should shut up so we can!" 

Retreating to the library behind the classroom, I stare at my empty paper while tears soak 

my blouse. 

Drawing a deep broken breath, I look up. I look around the room. I look out the 

window at the already fledged Robin's nest on the windowsill. I look at the orange 

painted shelves and the glass cabinet that houses a collection ofengraved plates. I stare at 

the Norfolk Pine with its massive drooping limbs that betray its age. I look at the shelves 

again. The orange shelves filled with books hold my attention. After a minute or so, I 

begin scribbling a short essay. Barely writing the minimum five sentences per paragraph, 

I hurry back to the classroom to hand in my paper about the "one in a million" adventures 

that books provide. The boys snigger at my tell-tale red and swollen face as I reclaim my 

seat. Bayless returns to collect our papers, notes those who have given up, and says he 

will return our failed essays on Monday morning. Lisa, the pencil tapper, and I walk out 

together. She had told the class that I was in the right, and then she stared the boys into 

submission. 

*** 

Slam! The beaten leather case announces Bayless's arrival. He walks with a 

bounce toward the back row. He is impishly grinning and dancing quite like I imagine a 

leprechaun would as he begins pushing a covered cart to the front of the room. He pulls a 

cracked and worn soft vinyl covering offthe object on the cart to reveal an ugly blue 

beast. The oldest and largest projector that I've ever seen now stands naked between us 

and our Shakespearean scholar. 
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Bayless whispers. "I'm about to project your papers onto the large screen." He 

pauses. 

He points to each ofus in turn, and in very hushed tones he says, "I have removed 

everyone's name for anonymity, so don't blow your cover. You are about to see the 

grossest ofgrammatical errors. My poor red pen has been layed to rest after bleeding 

out," he continues in mock grieving. "On with the show," he titters. 

He fed page after page to the machine. The majority of them didn't resemble 

essays. I was surprised to find that a lot of the papers didn't have paragraph breaks. Two 

had only titles and bulleted lists. So, I was not alone in struggling with the assignment? 

Interesting. 

As he nears the end of the lecture, Dr. Bayless manually feeds another paper into 

the belly of the blue beast. He turns the dial. Turn. Turn. Turn. I squirm as I recognize the 

larger than life image on the 6X6 foot screen. He had written one word in all caps across 

the top of it-SKIMPY. 

"This is a fair paper," he says. There is a long pause. 

"With so few words, it better be," he added. 

He fed the last paper to the beast. "This, is a good paper," he said. Lisa 

immediately claimed it as she gloated. That day, she and I embarked on a friendly 

competition to one up each other. Lisa was a natural at writing though, and she ultimately 

earned the impossible A that Dr. Bayless claims he "never assigns" to his writing 

students' papers. I enjoy writing, but I have always had to work very hard to produce 
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very little. Writing, for me, is like squeezing fresh orange juice. The trash builds as I 

collect the few delicious drops of :fruitful prose. 

B.W The Chair (ll_g 

Several weeks into my second writing course, I find an old padded chair in the 

hallway outside my boss's office when I begin my third shift rounds. Todd had tagged the 

chair with several other items for permanent repose on the fifth floor where the ghostly 

nun is rumored to roam the halls. I load the 3X5 foot wooden hand-truck and begin the 

lonely procession down the hall. The cart and I make a right at the end of the hall, and 

then I slowly pull the soon-to-be-forgotten-items down the long corridor. The furniture 

and I make another right at the end of the hall before populating the large capacity 

elevator. I inspect the chair during the elevator ride. It is perfectly sound. "Why," I 

wonder, "Is it tagged for doom?" The procession resumes after I turn left out ofthe 

elevator. Mary, Our Lady of Grace, watches our solemn procession make a left before the 

statue' s peaceful countenance. I continue to the far end of the hall where a discarded 

cathedra stands guard outside the last door on the right. I unlock the guarded door, and 

then bury all the items except one. I relock the door before the chair and I return the cart 

to the first floor. I personally carry the rescued black-padded chair up the flight of stairs 

at the end ofTodd' s hallway where it is reassigned to the front-row desk in front ofthe 

podium in room 201 . 

I experienced my first creative writing workshop while I occupied that seat. We 

were encouraged to create rhyme schemes and describe our memories. The purpose ofthe 

workshop was to supply Ancilla' s literary magazine Scripta with content, but Dr. Bayless 
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canceled printing the year I took Creative Writing because administration proposed an in-

house printing. "It would look horribly unprofessional," he had said. A few ofmy earlier, 

and therefore very primitive, writings appear in the next year's publication-the last of 

the traditional printed format before they turned digital; two editions contain several of 

my drawings and watercolor pieces. 

From that chair, I also earned a Bon my handwritten Writing II final, and I 

listened as Dr. Bayless read Hamlet in my Shakespeare course and explained that "to 

blow a nail" meant to warm your hands by blowing on them. I earned an A on my 

analysis presentation of Shakespeare's sonnets "Spring" and "Winter," and I met the 

great William Faulkner's works during World Literature. Then I learned that Ancilla was 

dropping both ofmy study concentrations. 

B-W Narrow Corridors W..e'f 

Oregon Davis brought new meaning to "high" school. There, kids either did drugs 

or watched their backs. Everyone knew 0-D was a drug school. I also knew it as the 

home ofmeanness. There, kids were only interested in drugs, fighting, and sex. Usually 

they hunted for excitement in that order. We were victims ofnon-accredited, yet still 

mandatory, secondary education. During the 80s, a high-school diploma from 0-D was as 

good as useless, which meant it was a license for laziness for the wider population. A 

wrecked GP A was as good as a useless diploma, and it was certainly more fun to achieve. 

"She's a good girl, probably a narc!" most of the kids said about me because I 

smiled and thanked them for calling me names. I was determined to avoid confrontation 

as I wound my way through their gauntlet to the next nap station. I stayed home on 
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weekends and built puzzles because the drug game was fearful. Sex, however, was 

natural and alluring. Charles was a friend to everyone, which saved his ass on many 

occasions. He was another good kid, but the others kids accepted him because they had 

all been together since elementary. I was the outsider from John Glenn who invaded their 

territory at the beginning of my freshman year. As hard as I tried, I couldn't convince 

Charles to ignore his parents and church about that abstinence until married rule; we split. 

I pursued the tall, blue-eyed blonde in my art class instead. Flirting was such an 

easy and silent communication. He'd wink, and I'd blow him a kiss. Soon, we began 

using each other behind the hunter's shack in the middle of a com field on the outskirts of 

Walkerton. Hangin' with the senior, I was certain, would surely lead me to a state of 

being accepted. Instead, it fueled the girls' vengeance toward me, and the name calling 

took on an entirely new dimension. "Well, duh! What did you expect?" I ridiculed 

myself. The yearbook staff asked each senior for a quote that would summarize his or her 

dreams. "I hope to meet a girl who will love me," my senior quoted. There was no room 

for him to love me in the arrangement that I had enabled. He graduated the end of my 

freshman year. We quit hangin' together shortly after graduation. 

I earned mostly average grades between middle school and reality just out of 

reach on the other side ofhell. English courses with Miss Moore prevented my GPA from 

dipping below average. Between iny freshman and sophomore year, I began training as a 

certified nurse assistant at Miller's Merry Manor. That summer, I also met Bruce at a 

dance. My friend from John Glenn had arranged a blind date. I was intended for Bruce's 

cousin, but I took one look at Bruce and resumed flirting. A punch to the gut and a 

request for him to dance with me marked the beginning of our 27 year relationship. He 
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was 23, and he had a get-away pick-up truck that transported us to concerts, tractor pulls, 

Potato Creek State Park, the Dunes, Brookfield Zoo, or the Cavalcade ofWheels each 

Saturday. Knowing there were only three things to look forward to after high school, an 

end to the bullying, extended work hours, and safe sex through marriage, I accepted 

Bruce' s proposal in December 1986. 

A few months later, the principal told me I was destined to failure as he handed 

me my shit-smeared jacket in a freshly sealed Zip-Lok baggie. Mom's bad day turned for 

the worse when I sat down across the dining table from her tear soaked face and told her I 

quit school. She had just watched my youngest brother, four years my senior, and his 

fiance lose the drug game to prison sentences. "Well, that fixes that now doesn't it? Miss 

Moore had such hopes for you too," Mom said. I knew I too had failed her. The following 

week she escorted me to sign up for adult education classes. Bruce and I attended classes 

together, but eight months after we were married he reneged on his promise to my parents 

after he missed the sentence skills portion by two points. He never returned to retest. 

a.W Significant W/5 

Skimpy often tattooed the face ofmy Writing I and II papers like an obscene 

gesture, but never in World Lit., or Shakespeare, or any non-Bayless class. Why is that? I 

believe it is because I need relatable content to write about. Literature provides stories. 

Old Testament holds stories I grew up with. Psychology and sociology have theories to 

think about. In my core writing classes, in a room with three rows ofdesks sans 

stimulation to charge the senses, I had nothing to grasp hold ofwith the "skimpy" 

prompts written on an otherwise empty chalk board. IfI hadn' t sought refuge in the 
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library, I've no doubt I would have failed to find a topic for the "one in a million" 

assignment. I would have lost my literacy sponsor as quickly as I had gained it. So, why 

did my writing receive that offending mark often rather than always? Dr. Bayless 

alternated between such prompts as the word zero, magazine pictures, a two foot circle 

drawn on the board, or "imagine you are a coin; which coin would you be?" For the coin 

exercise, I chose the penny because I value large families for their strength in numbers. 

Each little member contributes to the unity ofthe whole. Pennies add up quickly; they are 

seemingly insignificant to many, but they are appreciated by those who have ever been in 

need. More generous prompts and pictures saved me from always encountering that 

embarrassing mark because they held just enough ofa spark to invite a response. 

a.W Practice and Patience W.e"S" 

Writing is work that involves a good bit ofon-the-job-training. Learning to dig, to 

expand, to elaborate, to layer the details and draw conclusions, to dissect, to rebuild, to 

tum a topic around, or flip it over and describe it from a new perspective, to redefine it 

and illustrate its significance in relation to today's societal climate requires practice and 

patience. I continued to struggle with developing depth of thought in my studies after 

leaving Ancilla, so I have encountered variations of"Skimpy" statements since I 

ventured into the larger world ofscholarship. More anon in chapter two: Virtual 

Vermont: Constructing a Voice. 

a.W Signs: Opportunities and Barriers W.e"S" 

"Ancilla College: Start Here. Go Anywhere," was the message that adorned many 

local billboards for years. Ancilla became my first college literacy sponsor. Brandt 
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records that "Sponsors ofliteracy emerge and recede ...rise and fall ...so goes the 

prospects of those they sponsor, both in terms ofopportunity for literacy learning and the 

worth ofparticular literacy skills" (27). 

In spring 2007, Public Speaking marked my last class with Dr. Bayless. With less 

than a dozen students in this class, it was one of the smallest classes I had attended-

topped only by four attendees in my creative writing workshop. I survived speech class 

by reasoning that I was old enough to be my peers' mother. I forced myself to deliver my 

assigned speeches. To ensure success, I conjured the familiar faces ofmy children: Bruce 

Jr., Barbara, Anthony, and Ste:f'ania, and their friends: Tina, Virginia, Arielle, Jessie, Sam, 

Rusty, and Belle. I received the same blank stare from my peers as I did from my own 

kids and their friends. I knew their ears had tuned me out the second I began trembling 

behind the podium with my dry throat and shaky voice. I wowed Dr. Bayless with my 

PowerPoint presentations, but he and I were both out ofplace in the room directly 

beneath his podium and my chair. "Something is rotten in Denmark," Bayless warned me 

again. That semester I was forced to seek an alternative sponsor because Ancilla dropped 

my programs. Ancilla was depriving me ofa happy ending. 

During his eleven years with Ancilla, Dr. Bayless had seen a decline in English 

degree seekers between 1996 and 2007. Sponsors, Brandt tells us, "reject or discard the 

literate resources ofpeople that no longer serve their interest" (70). There were only three 

of us English majors. Krista graduated that May, and Matt soon disappeared. I was 

moving too slowly through my programs as a part-time student, so Ancilla would not 

wait for me. Dr. Bayless was of no further use to the college because he had no desire and 

saw no reason to keep up with the technological advances in the world of academia. The 
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worth ofhis particular literacy skills was waning. Brandt also discusses a vocational 

program that transformed according to popular choice ( 41). Ancilla, like the vocational 

program, was beginning to take "shape in response to growing regional demand" to 

strengthen the sciences department that was quickly filling with nursing students. 

Students' complaints, that his classes were too difficult, helped Ancilla take a stance 

against Bayless's lack ofcomputer literacy. Students also complained that the art teacher 

was boring; his lectures were dull and dry; students droned. Dr. Bayless, the art 

instructor, and I, lost our sponsors that spring; thankfully, I signed on with a new one that 

following August. 

Today, Ancilla's motto is "Ancilla: A Great a Place to Start." Ancilla is now 

sponsoring my teaching literacy. I am, once again, teaching Writing Concepts and 

tutoring writing. Ancilla College: Start Here-Go Anywhere-Return Home, rings true 

in my heart. I had expected a happy ending before it was ripe. 
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2 Virtual Vermont: Constructing a Voice 

"That voice can be engaging, abrasive, hesitant, cranky, philosophical-but it is not 

invisible. The voice reminds us that there is not only a human being behind this work, but 

a specific (and, we hope, interesting) flawed human, at that" 

(Becky Bradway & Doug Hesse 7). 

~m Points of Contact W~ 

On a Monday morning in August 2007, I wake, wash my dream-dried thoughts 

down the shower drain, don my most comfortable tank and cutoffs, collect some straight 

up fuel from my BUNN machine, and join the other hundred or so Vermont students in 

my Donaldson, Indiana dining room. We are permitted to pass through the portal into 

Virtual Vermont's fall residency introductions affair at nine o'clock this morning. 

Relying solely on text, we write ourselves into existence in that virtual world. We greet 

one another and begin populating the expanse ofvirtual space webbed together by an 

invisible line of internet connection. 

Nice to "meet " you! 

Good to "see" you again! 

I join the opening threads, Hi from Indiana! 

Good Morning from New York! 

Greetings from Ghana! 
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This experience instantly reminds me of Joe Diffie's song Welcome to Earth, 

Third Rockfrom the Sun. Through "cause and effect, chain ofevents" each ofus arrives 

here in cyberspace to continue making sense of life. 

I am intrigued by the wide range of study interests, but I also wonder where some 

of them fall on the educational plane. At this level in my education, I do not yet 

understand that learning doesn't necessarily involve the streamlined courses associated 

with formal education. A newly initiated Akan Priest hopes to tell ofhis firsthand 

experience in relation to his ancestral heritage. A mom who is due to deliver her third 

child in October wants to design her project around the history ofmidwifery and to study 

the benefits ofdelivering her babe in a swimming pool in her living room. My mind 

wanders toward the codes for disposing of the birthing water as I gain a sense that 

nothing is impossible with this type ofeducation-including the art and culture ofbelly-

dancing-of which I remain especially skeptical. Yet, I am hooked. 

As I read posts, I jot down very brief thoughts about my immediate reactions. 

They become seeds for contemplation. The best part of this program is my ability to 

actively participate without feeling the pangs of shyness that I've so often encountered in 

the physical presence ofacademic peers. I have never been good with impromptu Qs & 

As. I credit my initial delight with Virtual Vermont to the freedom ofcollaborating with 

virtual points ofcontact, to being able to practice my responses in the absence of 

expectant stares that are a regular part of face-to-face class discussions. 
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B-W Construction IJJ_g 

Like a tag-team relay race, Virtual Vermont took up my academic paper trail 

when Ancilla passed it off. Brandt, author ofLiteracy in American Lives, cites the works 

ofEdward Stevens a U.S. legal history scholar who speaks of the "advanced 

contractarian society" that relishes the "ideal of the contract" ( 4 7). Such a society is one 

that values the textual trail. "In an advanced contractarian society, the ability to write has 

grown as integral as the ability to read; in a world ofprint, writing is often the only viable 

way to have a voice" (Brandt 48). The illiterate are left open and exposed to the activity 

of someone else's pen or keyboard. Johnny Ames, who was wrongfully incarcerated and 

later released, shares his story with Brandt. In his powerful life story on becoming 

literate, he reports, "They were painting a picture ofme that I really didn't understand... I 

said I would never let anyone talk over my head again" (Brandt 61). Ames freed himself 

from the shackles of illiteracy during his imprisonment. He also freed himself from the 

shackles ofhis falsified incarceration by writing his own appeal. In taking control of 

reconstructing the text ofhis life, he acquired the means to begin sponsoring others 

(Brandt 58-64). Johnny Ames was free and able to reenter society as an active literate 

participant. 

A documentary society also erects a barrier before those who cannot keep up or 

stay ahead of the marching machine that devours information and redistributes it at an 

increasingly faster pace each day. We are now in the wake of the fastest acceleration of 

this machine's existence, with printed pages fading into the background of illuminated 

screens that reveal our desired information as quickly as our thoughts are formed. In the 
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wake of the rapidly evolving machine, we, who are about to go under are also at the 

helm. Society is the machine that builds society. 

I made the decision to construct my academic self. The changes that I had 

initiated became a personal contract between myself and society. Brandt provides three 

useful views of the definition-defying term "literacy." Ultimately, she sees literacy as a 

resource that is made up of three themes, learning, development, and opportunity. 

Literacy learning, Brandt states, "refers to specific occasions when people take on new 

understandings...Literacy development [spans] a lifetime ...Literacy opportunity refers to 

people's relationships to social and economic structures that condition chances for 

learning and development" (Brandt 6 & 7). I bought into the membership of literacy 

learning, and the incoming bills will prove my academic travels whether I pass or fail. 

Sallie Mae holds the text ofmy future. I had witnessed the fall ofmy mentor who had 

clung to his Shakespearean scholarship instead ofclimbing toward the peak ofadvancing 

technology. I learned from his experience that I must keep up and contend with the 

struggles of literacy development. 

~W Residency W~ 

As members ofthe Virtual Vermont program, we are invited to share our 

interests, experiences, and personal history with the community; in conjunction, we are 

required to bring into discussion a possible study project. The entire residency experience 

emulates Paulo Freire's concept of"students-teachers" because we all work together, 

collaborating with fellow students and faculty advisors to help one another through the 

development ofself-discovery (257). Virtual Vermont's five step process provides the 
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scaffolding for new learners to transition into this writing intensive style of education. 

Scaffolding, David Barton says in his book Literacy: An Introduction to The Ecology of 

Written Language provides learners support as they develop experience in a given 

situation (134). Learners need some guidance as they become more confident in their 

actions. As I read around in the posts, I encounter encouraging notes from faculty and 

experienced learners to all ofus new learners that Virtual Vermont's process will 

eventually become routine. Soon, they tell us, we will be wielding the torch of 

encouragement as we begin guiding others through the process. For now, I cling to the 

scaffolding. I draw power from the many torch bearers' words ofconfidence. 

I blog in as a newbie and begin processing a variety ofnew learner orientation 

sessions. I welcome the easy task ofmaneuvering within my new virtual environment. To 

adapt to this new mode of learning, I simply have to orient myself with the tabs at the top 

of the screen that contain my personal profile, a world map with dots to represent the 

location ofmy peers, and a drop box for document submissions. In addition, I encounter 

sidebar buttons (units) to the left: Introductions, Explorations, Orientations, 

Presentations, and Faculty Offices etc. Virtual Vermont coordinators have incorporated 

some recognizable elements of the long-established college and amalgamated them with 

their virtual components to fashion a new college setting that simplifies student 

transition. Navigation is uneventful once I am familiar with the signage. Having stepped 

into a very comfortable textual atmosphere, I blog to my new community that I hope my 

study proposal will be as easy to prepare for as learning the ins and outs ofthis Virtual 

Campus has been! I believe I made a wise decision in transferring to Union Institute. 
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~ID A Welcome Discovery ID~ 

Krista will be our last English graduate, Dr. Bayless said This announcement 

was as jarring as seeing his reply to my first in-class writing assignment three years prior. 

SKIMPY, is what he had called my essay in response to his "one in a million" writing 

prompt. During break on the night ofBayless's second bothersome declaration, I 

searched the internet for "online English programs" and discovered Union Institute and 

University. 

Union Institute answered my prayers; it offered a low residency Bachelor ofArts 

program known as Virtual Vermont (VV) that would allow me to earn a degree 

completely online. Usually a low residency program requires learners to travel to the 

physical campus at the beginning ofeach new semester. Union Institute offered that type 

ofprogram too, but I chose the VV format. 

Union Institute & University provides our students with flexible options in 

education. Our online classes are through our "Virtual Vermont" platform 

and can lead you to a BA without you worrying about the time and hassles 

of travel. Our online classes let you attend class any time on any day- to 

fit your schedule! (A Different Approach). 

For the most part, correspondence with my advisors occurred via email. Two ofmy 

advisors required one phone call within the first two weeks of the semester. I studied with 

five advisors--0ne every six months. Virtual Vermont is adult homeschooling with full 

support from a faculty advisor. Students collaborate with an advisor to develop study 

projects that focus on their individual academic needs and passions. 
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~m A January Telephone Inquiry W-6 

Following is a transcript of the phone conversation as I remember it. 

Q: Hello Christine, Would you please explain what you mean by "Study Project?" 

A: Yes, the project replaces the coursework otherwise encountered in a traditional 

college. It covers five months of studying, and accumulates 15 credits. 

Q: How is a Study Project determined? 

A: You choose the topic according to your passions. 

Q: How will I know I have developed a creditable study project? In other words, I do not 

want to reach the end of my study and have someone tell me that it didn't count. 

A: We have a highly effective process for planning each study. The process begins and 

ends with an online residency. The community gathers together for fourteen days to 

complete the frrst two stages of our process: Explore and Plan. We break away for the 

longer Study phase, and then we reassemble for three days to conclude the semester 

with the final two stages: Report and Evaluate. Before you reach the study phase of 

your project, you will have a clear self-made and faculty-approved syllabus that will 

guide you through your independent study. Ifyou follow your personal study plan, 

complete your monthly packets, read a minimum of20 books, and submit a minimum 

of 40 polished pages ofwriting throughout the semester, you will receive credit for 

your project. 

Q: You mentioned "Monthly Packets." Would you please elaborate on those a bit? 

A: I'd be happy to! A packet is quite simply a compilation ofmonthly documents that 

you will email to your advisor. The packet will contain essays, annotations, book 

reviews, etc. and a monthly dialogue letter. The dialogue letter is the crux of academic 
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discussion here at Virtual Vermont. In the letter, you will describe what you have 

learned, and in what capacity you learned it. You will also pose specific questions that 

you will undoubtedly encounter between submissions. Your advisor will return your 

documents with "Track Changes" and extended conversation via a return dialogue 

letter. 

Q: How are advisors assigned? 

A: Each semester you will select a faculty advisor who will best support your immediate 

study intentions. 

Q: Great; so, is it possible to earn the equivalent ofa B.A. degree in English through 

Virtual Vermont? 

A: Yes, the Writing and Literature concentration can definitely be tailored to equal an 

English degree, and ifour transcript specialists accept the credits you have 

accumulated you will be well on your way! Now, Stefanie, I have a question or two 

for you. 

*** 

Q: Are you persistent with asking questions until you receive the answer for which you 

are looking? There aren't any class lectures, so you must be willing to seek help in 

writing. 

A: I believe I am persistent. 

Q: Are you self-motivated? To be more specific, will you continue studying between 

packets? This practice is difficult for many people, and Virtual Vermont's staff has 

discovered that online learning is not suitable for every learner because some students 

tend to procrastinate. Do you think you are suitable for Virtual Vermont? 
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A: Yes, I believe that I am suitable. I do not believe I am a procrastinator. 

Wonderful, Stefanie! I hope you decide to join our community. Please let us know ifwe 

can answer any other questions. 

~W Anonymous Appearances W~ 

"[Introverts] welcome the chance to communicate digitally. The same person who 

would never raise his hand in a lecture hall ...might blog to two thousand, or two million, 

without thinking twice" says Susan Cain, author ofQuiet (63). 

To be an active and participating member ofan online community you must 

provide some personal information. In the least, a traceable email address is required. 

Yet, the appearance ofanonymity is just enough security to allow shy people, or 

introverts, or otherwise reserved people to open up and take flight in the free and 

welcoming virtual environment. VV provided me that freedom. What I enjoyed most 

about the controlled social aspects ofthe VV format, of fingertip communication, was the 

nice, neat, organized package ofattachments. There was never any fumbling for words or 

red-faced stammering. I simply typed all ofmy reader-responses, uploaded them as email 

attachments, and clicked the send button. It was easy. 

~W Step One: Of Books and Bread W~ 

Based on my desire to learn about Native American literature, culture, and art, I 

pass through my very first of three exploration portals. Once on the other side, I type my 

reconfigured ideas into another blog and turn my attention toward reading my peers' 

academic aspirations. 
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Because VV is a world-wide "campus," learners check in at various times; 

consequently, each exploration lasts a minimum of twenty-four hours. We are required to 

post at least twice each day; most ofus post more often. During the next eight days, we 

complete all three explorations; each one includes a faculty member and eight to twelve 

students. By our third exploration, we are expected to have a valid study in the works, 

and we should be building our working bibliography. Stefanie, someone types, you really 

must include the following books in your study!!! 

The Native American Illustrated History. Edited by Betty and Ian Ballantine. 

Published in 1993, and Harold Courlander's The Fourth World ofthe Hopis. 

Those are great suggestions, Stefanie, Marty tells me. He adds Trail ofTears: The 

Rise and the Fall ofthe Cherokee Nations by John Ehle, and the book American Indian 

Myths and Legends, which is co-edited by Richard Erdoes & Alfonso Ortiz. 

Everyone at Virtual Vermont suggests books. There are book suggestions in The 

Commons-a student lounge. More recommendations materialize in the faculty 

presentation biogs. Even full-fledged bibliographies are offered- shouldyou want a 

copy-simply ask. 

I seek the advice of as many advisors as I can manage and leave their offices with 

virtual armloads ofmore reading recommendations. All of this activity takes on the 

appearance ofa jumbled mess, but I have big dreams. I've always had the knack for 

building castles in the sky, so I arrive on the other end ofthe three explorations with this 

proposal: 
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I intend to do an historical survey ofNorth American Indians. The study 

will span from the earliest indigenous peoples to today's tribes. I will 

incorporate Native American literature as a mode for better 

comprehending the historical events. I desire to include Native American 

art to help me visualize the events and specific styles ofvarious groups, 

thereby encompassing the full breadth of the North American Indian 

heritage. (Summers ...Preliminary Study) 

As is evident here, explorations are akin to making bread. We throw our mess of 

ideas onto the table and begin playing with them, kneading, stretching, and pounding 

them into a manageable medium. By the time we select our top three faculty choices, we 

will have worked through the sticky phase and should be capable of shaping viable 

preliminary proposals. 

We submit our three faculty choices, along with our Preliminary Study Proposal 

via the Drop Box on the last evening ofour third exploration, and then we await the 

results of the Who Works With Whom meeting that will be held between faculty and 

administration the following morning. 

Hey, kids, I made the cut! I have been assigned to Marty 's semester study group. 

He was my first choice! I tell my four children. Because they are in various stages of 

morning homeschool assignments, they are sarcastically shocked by my inflated emotion. 

They shake their heads. Wow! Really mom? Yay!!! That's, um, 

really great. They roll their eyes as they mock me. 
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~W Step Two: Physical Form W~ 

I pass through another portal, and join my group on Marty's private discussion 

board for the planning stage. This relocation allows for more focus and clarity than did 

the all-inclusive blogs ofearlier residency events. No longer will we discuss vast 

possibilities of potential learning opportunities. Now, is the time for serious creation. 

Every Semester followed the same agenda, and I completed the same "Vermont 

College...Semester Study Plan" form as shapes the narration below. Welcome "Home" 

fellow students! Marty's homepage reads. We now have three days to finalize our Study 

Plans. Please get started sooner rather than later in completing the following three 

assignments: Study Plan Part A.) State the focus and goals of your study. Be as specific 

as possible about what you will study, why, and the knowledge you hope to attain. Part 

B.) State how you intend to achieve your goals. Include in your statement: intended 

methods, resources, a tentative schedule (weekly, or semester), and modes for 

communicating educational growth. Most importantly, include how you perceive 

measuring the success ofyour study in 24 weeks? Part C.) Finalize a working bib 

(Summers "Vermont College ...Study Plan"). We 're in this program together guys, so 

let 's help each other compile sources. Because we are ultimately grouped according to 

similarities in our studies, the interdisciplinary connections allow for a source potentially 

to take on a one book fits all quality. 

The three day reminder makes me nervous, but Marty reinforces encouragement 

with VV's mantra. Trust the process. My mind begins running a continuous loop as I 

work toward refining my individualized syllabi. Three days? Trust the process; I say out 

loud. With a racing heart, my mind wanders in the mire of temporary disbelief. I have 
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only three days to build my very first syllabus? Trust the process, I repeat. I've been 

following my residency agenda, but somehow the quickly approaching launch into the 

vast uncertainty ofaccomplishing a successfully valid independent study had not yet hit 

me until Marty spelled it out on the screen before my eyes. Trust the process, I repeat 

again as I fret over the understanding that this step of the process has to be precise 

because it creates my contract with VV. Once I launch this contract with VV, I will have 

begun another length oftextual trail toward academic acquisition. I have to make the 

right moves and tap the correct keys in order to earn that recognition. James Paul Gee 

believes "Ifyou put language, action, interaction, values, beliefs, symbols, objects, tools, 

and places together in such a way that others recognize you ...then you have pulled off a 

discourse" (35). Stefanie, Marty types, I know you are feeling stressed right now, so 

consider this-you do not need to complete the entire process now. You must only 

concentrate on planning your project. Keep in mind that clarity is the key. I want you to 

dig deep, to expand large, to explain your project in full detail. There it is. His message 

reeks of "SKIMPY." 

Virtual Vermont's method for building a Study Plan is reflective ofFreire's 

"problem-posing" thoughts because it is built around a carefully designed set ofquestions 

that requires learners to consider their positions in relation to the larger context ofthe 

society in which they live (262). Here, the writing process meets the planning process, 

and together they create an opportunity to write toward learning, toward clarity. Free 

write, rewrite, refine, edit, submit, process feedback, then revise. Marty, forces me to 

stretch the boundaries ofmy comfort zone, or as Lev Vygotsky calls it- my Zone of 

Proximal Development or ZOPEDS (as cited in Barton 135). Marty won't let me skim 
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the surface ofa topic as I apply Union's questions to my study plan. You 're doing a great 

job, he messages me. The study is emerging; keep digging, he cheers. Revise again. 

Resubmit. The plan finally loses its ghostliness as it begins to grow a skeleton. Section A 

becomes the spine. 

1.) This semester I will delve into the history ofNorth American 

Indians. I will learn some personal stories and traditional folklore handed 

down through the generations. I will discover their individual artistic 

styles. 

2.) Upon completion of this study I will have the ability to discuss 

America's history through the eyes ofvarious tribes. I will be able to share 

with others an understanding of their culture, which I will have gathered 

by studying their works ofart, folklore, hand-made tools and materials. 

3.) I chose [sic] to study this now because I have always been curious 

about North American Indians and I can fulfill my history requirement. 

4.) I hope to teach literature and composition one day; this will enrich 

my literature perspective and improve my writing skills. 

5.) This study will fulfill my history and critical analysis requirement. 

In addition it will also strengthen my analysis ofcultural art, and world 

literature. (Summers "Vermont College ...Study Plan") 

Reviewing these contracts, I realize that they lack detail. My topic is still so very 

broad- to delve into the history ofNative Americans, through the eyes ofvarious tribes, 
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the SCILL Center in Knox, Indiana, where he studied as a member oftheir automotive 

career track program. Then, taking my borrowed book with me to Christos Family 

Dining, I enjoyed my Greek Skillet Scramble and black coffee while I studied until it was 

time to collect my son before making the twenty-two mile drive from Knox to Plymouth 

to deposit him at Plymouth High school for his afternoon classes. My first packet, a mini 

one designed to allow new Virtual Vermonters to adjust to the self-paced, faculty-led 

study method, addressed that first book. One benefit ofthis type of learning is that I have 

digital copies of all correspondence, which I have neatly filed away on my personal 

laptop computer. On September 12, 2007, I received the following passage pulled from 

the first return dialogue letter from Marty: 

So you see, no need for great piles ofapprehension. This was a fine piece 

ofwriting. Obviously you could have taken the topic further - another 20 

pages or so©, but this was a perfect introduction to the idea of the 

symbolic four with good supporting evidence from the book. Therefore 

we have no writing problem to discuss. 

Well, let me take that back, slightly. There were a few commas needed 

here and there and the citation style you used is correct if you are 

addressing more than one book, but MLA simplifies it more when 

addressing only one book - you only need the page number. Minor picky 

items. You write well. (McMahon ...Pklst) 

It appeared as though I was well suited for self-study; however, that is not to say 

that I did not have a few obstacles to overcome as indicated in Marty's next return letter: 
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I have mixed feelings about this packet. That does not mean it is either this 

or that, but a blend. That may be confusing, but I did not want to say good 

and bad since none of it was bad. All was acceptable and you 

demonstrated good research skills. You dug to find additional information 

that enhanced your essay. What was lacking, to my humble sense, was 

more ofyour own voice. 

History can be "dry" and that is why you perhaps felt you were just 

rewriting - transferring the facts. There were glimmers of Stefanie's 

reaction in all of the writing. I'd have liked to see more. (McMahon ...Pkl) 

The following month I had so carefully reconstructed myself into an historian 

that Marty did not return one ofmy submissions . .. because, by his own admission, try as 

I did, with great effort, I just could not find anything to correct. Jeesum! 

(McMahon...Pk2). I was successfully finding my writing voice through VV's 

sponsorship. 

~m Meaningful Dialogue W~ 

The Dialogue or Academic Letter is supposed to contain substantial, meaningful 

conversation. Skimpy, continued stalking. Having already said what I wanted to say in 

my written pieces, I found that trying to initiate significant dialogue was the ultimate 

challenge. Skimpy lurked. 

Carefully, I began mastering the dialogue skill. By the very next semester my new 

advisor, Frank, replied to my first packet with the following comment. "Your academic 
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letter was great-and fun to read. I got a really good feeling for what you'd been 

studying and thinking about for this packet. .." (Trocco ). Skimpy, was losing its hold as I 

gained strength through writing. 

~W Final Steps W~ 

Reports and Evaluations bring a close to the semester. Individual study groups 

prepare presentations to formally report our findings. Most ofus prepare PowerPoints; 

others submit final reflection papers. These applications are the best virtual conveyances 

to present our learning. 

We were required to evaluate the program, ourselves, and our advisors' 

performances, before typing our final farewells in the Send Offarea of the Commons, 

and then the semester ended. 

~W InBetween W~ 

The next semester I internalized the skills necessary to be recognized as a 

returning VV learner. Barton defines internalization as "a way of learning, a mechanism 

of acquisition" (135). Internalization allowed me to focus on the content ofmy second 

Semester Study Plan, rather than the process through which I designed it. I completed 

four study projects: The Native American Survey; Interdisciplinary Ornithology; English 

Requisites; and Memoir, Poetry, and Short Story, before I began my culminating 

semester. Throughout my studies with VV, I had learned how to educate myself. With the 

exception ofmy still present tendency to skim the surface ofa topic, I had developed the 

ability to force myself to fill the gaps in my understanding. I had, as Susan Cain cites 
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Anders Ericson, been working through "Deliberate Practice" (80). This learning process 

is much like Vygotsky's ZOPEDS. The difference is that the former one relates to self-

directed learning; whereas the latter term refers to other-directed learning as encountered 

in a learning lab because lab assistants begin by supporting learners. However, once a 

learner begins grasping the knowledge he or she is seeking, the assistant begins to step 

away and to encourage the student to try using the knowledge without help. In other 

words, the assistant begins urging the student to cross the boundary ofhis or her comfort 

zone and to enter into proximal development. Recognizing the gap in my learning, I 

began revising my strategy to find my own answers. Therefore, I no longer needed 

someone to push me forward because I had learned to push myself. 

~m Will Power W ,li!S 

My culminating study, American Wills: Cather and Faulkner, was designed as an 

affirmation that I was eligible for graduate school. A successful culminating study 

consisted ofcreating a forty page "Black Book," which replaced the forty pages of 

annotations and essays that normally comprised a study. My greatest difficulty with 

completing my undergraduate studies was with developing a thesis that would cover a 

book length ofwork. Skimpy, was determined to squash me yet. My patient advisor, 

Laban, led me through the process, and I finally chiseled the last defining detail, to reveal 

the following thesis gem: 

Cather and Faulkner were creative outsiders searching for their sense of 

reality toward WWl, and civil rights movements, in addition to the 

opposition of such Victorian polarities as gender, and race; thereby 
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situating them well within the parameters ofModernism, which is defined 

here as a culture, an American literary era, and a method ofwriting. 

(Summers American Wills 7) 

My sixty-eight page "Black Book" was complete with five chapters, a preface, an 

introduction, and the following abstract: 

American Wills-Cather and Faulkner is a contextual study of the lives, 

times, and creativity ofWilla Cather and William Faulkner. The study 

included a biography and five novels from each luminary; in addition to 

much criticism and other supplements. The following novels were 

selected: 0 Pioneers!, My Antonia, One ofOurs, The Professor 's House, 

and The Song ofthe Lark, by Cather, and Soldiers' Pay, The Sound and 

the Fury, Mosquitoes, Light in August, and Absalom, Absalom! by 

Faulkner. These novels were examined through the lenses ofVictorian 

opposition toward race and gender-specifically racial injustices and 

autonomous women, Jim Crow laws, women's rights movements and the 

Women 's Bible, the First World War, and Modernism as a: culture, literary 

era, writing style. (Summers American Wills) 

The highlight of this study was the thorough analysis ofAmerican Modernism. My 

mentor, Laban- a professional in the field- wrote, "You have written one of the clearest 

explanations ofAmerican Modernism that I have read. Nicely done." (Hill Dialogue) 

As I look back over the experience ofwriting my culminating black book, the 

most memorable part is the essay on modernism. By making the learning personal, I also 
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made it lasting. I have always enjoyed puzzles, and to me the process ofmaking meaning 

ofmodernism included fitting together the pieces. Forcing myself into the mode of 

Deliberate Practice helped me to enter a state of literacy learning as I took on new 

understanding to help build another layer ofmy literacy development. 

In my culminating evaluation Laban also wrote, "She is wonderfully poised to 

move on to graduate studies. I am delighted to recommend Stefanie Kaminski-Summers 

for a Bachelor ofArts degree" (Hill Bachelor ofArts). Clearly, he recognized my 

acquisition of the undergraduate discourse and also confirmed that I was capable of 

producing graduate level writing. 
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3 On Introversion: Solitary Refinement 

"His retreat into himself is not a final renunciation ofthe world, but a search for quietude, 

where alone it is possible for him to make his contribution to the life ofthe community." 

C.G. Jung 

'§>- Bashful Beginning ~ 

I'm wearing one ofmy favorite dresses, the blue and white checkered one with 

the tiny hearts in every other blue square, a large 70s style collar, a heart-shaped pocket, 

and short, poufy, sleeves- all ofwhich are red, and trimmed in white eyelet lace. Without 

even a hint ofa smile, I am watching another kindergarten class as it forms a single-file 

line outside the office door. My internal and external bodies are shaking in opposition to 

each other, and I'm squirming on the hard four-legged wooden stool; I'm hoping that the 

shutter will snap before the next group drowns me as it floods through the doorway. 
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Now, I could just as easily have chosen any one ofmy elementary photographs 

for this exploration ofmy introversion because I have basically the same sheepish 

expression in all, but I chose this particular picture because when mom complained that I 

didn't even smile, I told her, I thought I did. In this picture, the awkwardness of 

timidity-the awkwardness that makes me feel as though I'm smiling when I am not-

snapped into reality. 

aW Inequality Q)_g 

Sometime around the third grade the teacher began incorporating the study of 

multiplication into our curriculum. I witnessed the laughs when I did not spew the facts. 

My mistakes increased as peers stared me down. When Grandma Kaminski arrived from 

Colorado one summer, she forced me to spend every morning in the furnished basement 

trying to memorize the table that divided us. Grandma's sickeningly sweet voice, quite 

like Disney's rendition of Snow White, irritated me. 

Stefanie, you must learn all ofthe tables. There are more than the ones, twos, 

fives, and tens. Laziness won't get you anywhere, she said as she smiled down at me. 

I focused on the silver trim around her lower left central incisor because I was 

unwilling to look her in the eye for fear I'd see the look that reminded me that I was-

less than-that I didn't measure up. 

I enjoyed writing, so she decided I should spend countless hours speaking and 

writing 1X1 = 1, 1X2 = 2, ... 12 X 11 = 132, 12 X 12 = 144. 

You'll develop a rhythm like poetry, she said, seemingly clueless that it was not 

the action ofwriting, the pencil to paper that I thrived upon; rather, it was the ability to 

communicate, to express myself. 
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When we moved east, Sister Elizabeth (Hawkeye) continued the monotonous drill 

and kill method of rote memorization. I refused to speak to Sister Hawkeye. 

She is scary. I recounted to mom one night. 

She is mean. 

She pushes us out ofour seats with one finger on the side ofour head. 

We land on the floor beside our desks ifwe don't quickly answer her math 

questions. 

It's so bad, Mom, we call it being grounded. 

Study more, Mom replied. 

More often than not, I'd be next to my desk, with Sr. Hawkeye barking, Foldyour 

hands. Bow your head. Pray for the wisdom God's grace provides. 

Unable to internalize the tables, I internalized my feelings and crawled further 

into the proverbial shell. Through Grandma's gaze I recognized my shyness. Sister 

Hawkeye's grounding reinforced my sense ofbeing evaluated. 

a.W Dividing Difference W ~ 

Susan Cain, author ofQuiet: The Power ofIntroverts ... explains that shyness is a 

cousin of introversion ( 4). Shyness, a personality, develops after societal influence. 

Introversion, however, is a temperament; it is inborn nature (Cain 101). In other words, 

shyness is only one possible trait of introversion; therefore, not every introvert is shy. We 

all prefer our personal physical and mental space, but some ofus are also afflicted with 

shyness. We are afflicted with that fear ofpublic judgment. 

I've seen that look. The look that says I'm about to be judged. It flashes across 

peoples' faces as my thoughts take flight in multiple directions, and I have trouble calling 
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them home, to articulate them as quickly as the judges seem to expect. In my mind, 

shyness and introversion create a pair. Judgment enters, and he joins shyness and 

introversion as a pair within me until death do we all part. 

Shyness is the result of an effect. Shyness sprouted from constant reminders that I 

was awkward. Grandma Clark made me walk with books on my head to correct my 

posture. Mom reminded me that my middle name was not Grace. She constantly told me 

to sit up straight and not to slouch. Sit on your bottom not your back. You are like a bull 

in a china shop. Pull your shoulders back. My ballet/tap teacher whipped me with a 

yardstick because my heel didn't point to the ceiling and my toes to the floor when I 

stretched my leg backward and parallel to the floor. Then we learned I had scoliosis; the 

teacher continued with the yardstick, so I quit. Turn on your brain, I was often told. 

Here's a list. Cross offthe items as you complete them so you don 't forget any. Without 

crossing them off, you are sure to only remember the last one I've told you to do, mom 

said. 

~W Dreaded Displays W..@S" 

The only part ofplaying piano that I despise is that every piano teacher requires 

participation in a recital. Being able to play a piece perfectly in my living room or in my 

instructor's dining room does not mean that I will be able to play it on a stage in an 

overly-lit combustible-vault-full-of-people who would rather be watching re-runs in their 

living room than watching me stumble across the keys. 

Needing an outlet from the burden ofhigh school, I sought to continue my piano 

instruction. Joyce, the kind and talented wife of an uptight minister, made no exception. 
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If I wanted to learn how to play block chords and arpeggios, I had to also play before her 

husband's congregation and my peers and their families. 

Susan, a better-than-most-or-so-she-thought peer from middle school, stifled a 

giggle with a cough when I passed her as I made my way up the aisle to take my place on 

the piano bench. I started out fine, and then another cough unnerved me. Susan may not 

have even issued the second cough, but the idea ofher giggling at me was intimidating 

enough that my fingers stumbled during my millionth version ofThe Eye ofa Tiger. 

Joyce had often had me begin playing from multiple points on my sheet music, so 

I would know my way into the piece from many angles. Unfortunately, we were not 

allowed to have our sheet music during recitals, so I lost my place. I just knew that the 

people in the audience were becoming agitated with my poor performance; I simply 

could not regain composure. I had even tried to restart the piece. Frazzled and fumbling, I 

failed. Finally, Joyce brought my music to me, and I played it through without stumbling. 

Using my sheet music had the same effect as locking eye contact with a trusted peer 

while delivering a speech. It distracted my mind from the other people in the room. 

Three years ago my daughter Stelania and I began taking piano lessons together. 

She had asked me to take lessons with her so we could spend time together, but she 

quickly lost interest when she discovered that she must practice playing. Her lack of 

interest provided me a perfect out when the instructor began talking about the pending 

spring recital. I took my newly purchased chord book, a replacement for one that had 

been misplaced over the years, and we quit our mother/daughter bonding activity. My 
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book is tucked in my piano bench awaiting my return. My daughter, now eighteen, wants 

absolutely nothing to do with spending time together. 

a.W Instrumental m~ 

Before we go any further, let's acknowledge that the question of introversion, and 

of shyness turn out to be extremely complex and difficult. And the question ofnature 

versus nurture is only part of the problem. Introversion is not just complex, it also only 

represents eight out of sixteen categories with which human personalities are understood. 

Carl Jung noted two distinct psychological types: introversion and extroversion. 

People function predominately in one, and secondarily in another, of four preferred ways: 

thinking, feeling, sensing or intuition. Isabel Briggs Myers and her mother Katharine 

Cook Briggs studied Jung's types. Myers devoted her life to developing the Myers Briggs 

Type Indicator or MBTI. She expanded Jung's work to include a lifestyle component; 

thus, each attitude is not only divided into principle and auxiliary functions, but is also 

categorized as conforming to either a judging or perceiving lifestyle. The MBTI provides 

us with the sixteen personality types that were observed through Myers's deep 

"appreciation ofhuman differences" (The Story). Halfof these categories apply to 

extroverts. The remaining eight types, all have an introverted attitude. Likewise, halfof 

the sixteen types represent judging lifestyles, and the other halfperceiving. 

According to the Myers-Briggs Inventory, as an ISTJ, I am an introvert with a 

sensing principle function, a thinking auxiliary function, and a judging lifestyle. That is to 

say that I learn information through my senses first, and that I prefer analyzing 

information using logic before considering others' feelings. Myers does a superb job of 

personifying the judging-perceiving processes of introverts in her book Gifts Differing. 
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She says, "A good way to visualize the difference is to think ofthe dominant process as 

the General and the auxiliary process as his Aide." The General, judging in my case, 

Myers indicates, delegates the Aide, perceiving, to handle external affairs while he tends 

to personal internal business (Myers Ch. 1 ). 

So, what's in a function? I perceive it as a stance, a preferred position. It is 

brought about by moods. Because a function appears to be in direct relation to mood, it 

may be temporary. That's why we encounter the predominately principle function clause 

because moods often change. In my experience, personality test scores vary. I scored an 

ISFJ one day, and an INFJ on another, but most often I scored an ISTJ. Therefore, we 

should not take functions as absolutes. However, the MBTI is said to be "valid and 

reliable." It also says that the person ultimately decides whether the result is accurate or 

not (MBTI Basics). 

As I've contemplated my various scores, I've drawn the conclusion that because 

social situations make me nervous I prefer knowing what looms in my future, which 

accounts for the persistent judging process score. Along the same vein, I tend to 

overthink pending situations by drawing upon past experiences that are highly infused 

with physical sensations. Thus, the recurring primary sensing function also makes sense. 

I may force my mind to meet societal demands, but my mind forces me to escape those 

demands as quickly as possible. Myers discusses our shadow side, which she explains is 

our least developed part (ch. 9). She does not directly state which part, and, in fact, she 

interchanges process: judging-perceiving, for function: sensing, intuition, thinking and 

feeling. I take this to mean that extrovert is an introvert's shadow, just as intuition is 

sensing' s shadow and so on. Could it be that I scored differently because my shadow, that 

'~, 
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is my least developed part-auxiliary function thinking-tried to free itself from the 

oppressive principle function sensing, which caused me to overthink the questions? 

As an introvert, then, why do I continue the push to meet societal demands? Why 

do I push myself to find a voice and be recognized? Well, everyone has a hurdle to jump, 

ocean to swim, or mountain to climb. Society does not change its structure to meet the 

individual; rather, the individual must conform to fit within society. That is, if the 

individual truly wants to become a part ofa general community. To not be looked over, 

pushed aside, or drown, I must push myself. I must swim my ocean full of threatening 

sharks because the community that I want to be associated with, the community of true 

educators-those wonderfully articulate performers, full ofhope for their students life 

changers, pushing past the segregations that filter out the academic underprepared 

regulators-is on the stormy beach that demands ambition. The segregated students are 

depending on us to throw them the life-changing buoy, to pull them from the shark ridden 

waters, and to provide them shelter on the stormy beach ofacademic advancement. 

As a quiet learner, an introvert that avoids confrontation, I grabbed the buoy of 

self-sponsorship that skips and bounces behind the boat that picks out those who manage 

to tread water long enough to be noticed as survivors. I've fought to hold my own 

through literacy development because I want to be instrumental in helping others become 

survivors. 

~w Taxonomy bIJ_g 

People organize information through classification. Classification is a form of 

communication. A certain set ofclassification traits places an object in a certain group. 
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While it can be said that some classification is harmful, such as that which surrounds 

unfair pigeon-holing in educational development, or prejudice ideology, it is nonetheless 

the construct of language and communication. Ifwe must label, let our labels be positive. 

Because Myers was sensitive to negative labeling toward the various psychological types, 

she sought out replacement labels. Instead of"pig headed," she preferred "firm" (The 

Story). 

~m Composition Connections (Il_g 

I prefer to communicate through writing because it allows me to formulate my 

words in the absence ofcensorship and to rewrite them into clarity before sharing them. 

Being involved in the graduate English program is helping me to find freedom from the 

shackles ofmy shyness. I have had to present at least one piece ofwork or project each 

semester. Each presentation provides me with another attempt at tearing down my wall of 

insecurity. 

I was dreadfully afraid to read in front ofa group ofmy peers' friends and family 

members. During the short week leading up to the dreaded spring 2012 event, I spent 

every free minute reworking, revising, and refining my selected material. On the day of 

the reading, I emailed Professor April Lidinsky and we devised a plan to help me ease 

into presenting before my peers and the strangers that they encouraged to participate in 

watching my moment of torture. 

I chose to read selected passages from my estrangement essay, "Cyclical 

Reactions." This album of six sections is very dear to me; it pairs premature menopause 

with global warming. I took my place at the podium immediately after the audience 

applauded the first reader. Standing before my classmates, their few guests, and some 
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faculty members, my mouth became intensely dry. I began reading in a faint and shaky 

voice with my lips sticking to my dry teeth. The usual heat ofanxiety began rising from 

my toes. My legs became warm and weak. April flashed me a reassuring smile. My 

fellow student, Karen K's smile followed April's, and the heat began to ebb. Another 

student and friend, Karen H's smile followed Karen K's. Or, at least I noticed their silent 

cheers in that order. Before I knew it, I had reached the end ofmy reading material. 

Another brick crumbled and fell like sand before me. 

Composing my thoughts through writing before presenting them helps me to erase 

the semblance ofa fool in the sight ofpeers. Writing offers me the chance to be sure of 

my reasoning. I retain a safe reservation and reduce the noise oftimidity-the continuous 

hum, clink, click, crash ofa Magnetic Resonance Imaging machine trying to find courage 

deep within the core ofmy being--one experience at a time. Having a well-worked piece 

to present, creates far less internal noise enabling concentration toward outward 

interaction. 

aW Seeing It Through (Il,g 

In group situations, I'm like the newly sighted boy in Annie Dillard's essay, 

"Seeing;" I too feel "everything is ...confused and in motion" (701). Confusion- group 

noise-sends me further inward. From within my walls, the noise is reduced to the 

annoyance ofa barely audible radio. 

During one ofmy final graduate classes in April 2013, I attempt to spark a 

conversation for assignment clarification purposes. 

Could we discuss the difference between the contemplative essay and a 

biography? I ask, through the binding fear ofan overactive self-consciousness. 
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Sure, let's finish hearing_from one another to see ifwe can answer that question, 

Professor Parker requests. 

As the discussion continues, the similarities begin to fade a bit. Yet, I still struggle 

to completely understand. 

But.. . heart begins racing, blood pressure increases, and my internal 

temperature reaches an inferno once again-so, I blurt at a fellow writer, you don't have 

a clear topic. 

Well, yes, to put it bluntly, Dr. Parker said. 

At least this time I managed a complete sentence, rather than completely fumbling 

my words---0r worse-losing my thoughts and dismissing my loss with a wave ofmy 

hand. Obviously, my shyness is decreasing. Still, that reaction was certainly not my 

intent; it was simply the result ofmy mind becoming clouded by my current struggle. 

These sensations, I've recently learned, are likely driven by an overly stimulated 

amygdala, a portion of the brain that reacts to negative emotions. 

Development psychologist, Jerome Kagan, spent his life studying the effects of 

environmental stimulation on the body. Beginning with infants, he scheduled incremental 

nervous system examinations at four months, and repeated them at "two, four, seven, and 

eleven years." During the exam, these children were introduced to a variety ofnew 

experiences beginning with sensory stimuli: tastes, smells, colors, and sounds, and later 

incorporating strange costumes, robots, children who were strangers to the subjects, and 

being questioned about personal situations. The initial form ofmeasurement was physical 

movement: kicking and arm thrashing. The infants who displayed more movement and 

emotion were recorded as high-reactive while the others were considered as low-reactive. 
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Further study focused on whether the high-reactive infants were more susceptible to 

becoming introverts as adolescents. As they aged, their behavior was measured in the 

form ofcommunication and body language and their physiological conditions, which are 

controlled by the amygdala, were measured by heart rate, BP, and temperature. The high-

reacting infants did become more reserved. "Many ofthe children turned out exactly as 

Kagan had expected" (Cain 100-101). The results ofKagan's efforts emphatically 

suggest that introversion and extroversion are part ofour permanent nature. 

Stepping out ofmy comfort zone during the workshop and expecting further 

judgment caused the physiological reaction. Because this is a frequent recurrence for me, 

I prefer quietly studying life by observing others. I prefer learning by listening to 

discussions, rather than participating in them. 

~m Controlled Encounters W~ 

"Where else but cyberspace does the introvert have the opportunity to start in our 

comfort zone ofwritten communication?" Laurie Helgoe asks. 

I hid behind my computer as I embraced learning within Virtual Vermont's online 

college program. It was vital to my current success because I completed my 

undergraduate education by working through my responses before emailing them to my 

advisor, or uploading them for all to see. 

While studying within the Writing and Literature track I explored writing, 

creative writing, art, birds, Native American history, two-20th century American novelists 

and four-Victorian era English novels without experiencing a single blush. 
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I studied poetry, linguistics, short story, nature writing, avian flight patterns, old 

world mythology, literary criticism and theory, memoir, William Faulkner's and Willa 

Cather's works without experiencing even one overly excited amygdala attack. 

I learned to pace myself, to set personal due dates, to frontload the fast reading, in 

order to save time to complete the 40+ required pages ofpolished writing-all without 

ever physically seeing a professor or fellow student. 

I grew as a writer by communicating through biogs and email submissions. 

I graduated after 29 months ofcontinuous study. My degree arrived via the post 

office. 

Virtual Vermont's program is perfect for those ofus who are autonomous 

learners. Each semester, VV follows the same agenda which makes the experience 

enjoyable for those ofus who prefer routine, and for the other group ofus who feel truly 

uncomfortable in face-to-face impromptu-style class discussions it provides us the 

comfort ofnot being stared at when our answers are slow to emerge. Through writing and 

independent study, my shyness became a working tool toward claiming my autonomous 

learning style. Instead ofbeing a mere fish among ravenous sharks, I became the dolphin 

that protected my shy and introverted being. 

~w Constricted Cortex l..I.l~ 

Even as high reactive introverts begin to overcome fear, sometimes they still trip 

and stumble and feel awkward during moments of interaction because of the cortex (Cain 

119). 

During the spring of2012, Ted Fox, the author of a soon-to-be-released book You 

Know Who 's Awesome?: (Not You.), visited my Stylistics class. Fox takes real situations 
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he encounters, and then puts a twist on them by humorously playing up the mistakes of 

his subjects. Upon being asked to introduce ourselves, I began mentally preparing my 

introduction. When my turn came, instead of stating my name and telling Mr. Fox that I 

teach and tutor developmental writing, I actually trip through, Stefanie Summers, and I uh 

work with people uh who can't write and I uh teach them 

how to write. 

Great! Visions ofbecoming Fox's next subject began to invade. I sounded like a 

fool. Too bad I hadn't sought out a person who um works with people 

um who can't speak, to have that person um teach me how to speak. 

I imagine Fox's next tweet: Graduate students who can't speak in public. Piece of 

advice: Quit fooling yourself and find that sweet spot between salting French Fries and 

mopping floors. 

Susan Cain's work offers me a lifeline ofcomfort; my word fumbling was a 

biological response. The cortex, under more successful situations, is to be credited with 

my progress in reconditioning my public perceptions because it is responsible for 

soothing fears. It does so by blocking the path between incoming negative messages and 

the amygdala. Unfortunately, this time it missed its cue. 

I was left feeling as awesome as the collection of subjects in Fox's book in the 

absence ofmy cortex's support. Two weeks after the incident, my peers said they hadn't 

read me the way I had imagined. You hid it so well! they said. So, again, some thirty-odd 

years after the kindergarten photo shoot, I recognized that the awkwardness I felt was not 

what others witnessed. 
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aW Shades of Shyness blJ_g 

The Shyness Research Institute, a part of Indiana University Southeast, educates 

sufferers on every aspect of shyness from understanding their afflictions to learning how 

to overcome them. Bernardo Carducci believes that shyness develops as toddlers become 

aware of their sense of self near eighteen months of age. Additionally, he also believes 

there are shades of shyness ("Are We Born Shy"). 

The institute recognizes three types of shyness: Cognitive, Affective, and 

Behavioral. "Thus," Carducci says," while shy people tend to experience all of the 

affective, cognitive, and behavioral components of shyness, some experience one of the 

components more than others, which helps to explain the different types of shyness" 

("Are We Born Shy"). 

Cognitive (private) shyness symptoms include an "excessive sense of self-

consciousness, negative self-appraisal, irrational belief system ..." 

Some affective (public) symptoms are "anxiety, muscle tension, increased heart 

rate, upset stomach, and an assortment of other physiological reactions." 

Behavioral (social) shyness symptoms include "behavioral inhibition," and 

"social avoidance." 

I most readily recognize myself as being both cognitively shy because I tend to be 

"excessively self-conscious," and assume that others are "evaluating" me, and affectively 

shy because my heart races, muscles tense, and anxiety levels mount. Then again, I also 

lean toward perfectionism, so I also find the need to rehearse responses which deals more 

with responding correctly (or incorrectly) in social settings, which ultimately suggests I 

also suffer mild Behavioral Shyness as well ("How Do I Overcome Shyness?"). That I 
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see myself as mostly cognitively shy makes complete sense because I spend significant 

amounts of time with my thoughts. 

The institute encourages cognitively shy sufferers to remember that "other people 

care more about themselves" than they do about others. 

Considering that graduate students here at IUSB are expected to build cohort 

relationships, I figure my peers should avoid me-the word-fumbling member-but ifthe 

Shyness Institute is correct, then we were floundering together, and I was the one dead 

center ofall ofus flopping fish at the tail end of that Stylistics class. 

a.W Coordinating Confidence W£S" 

In spring 2012, I was hired as a Learning Lab Coordinator. The search panel took 

me on board after I successfully navigated the interview. This success was huge. Drawing 

from the reservoir ofgrowing confidence accumulated through workshops and other such 

class participation, I entered the room with the attitude that maybe the panel would see in 

me some useful attribute. Ifl wasn't completely sure ofa response, I reframed the 

question for clarity, and then answered as honestly as I knew how. Preparation is vital in 

order for introverts to be ahead of the thinking game. After I choked during a previous 

interview, I began practicing toward building my confidence and rehearsing response 

techniques. That preparation led to my success. 

a.W Chronicled: An Interview of Sorts W£S" 

William Pannapacker, opens his discussion in "Screening Out the Introverts" with 

this comment. "For many introverts, being forced to conform to a culture ofextraversion 

has costs for the health, [and] personal lives ...I could not help thinking ofQuiet in terms 
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ofacademic culture, especially in relation to the challenges faced by graduate students 

who are not extroverts." 

I think about all of the sleepless nights I've spent in my efforts to recharge since I 

embarked on my higher education career. Sleep deprivation is the plight of introverts. In 

today's ever present commotion,.it becomes increasing necessary to seek quietude to be 

alone with my thoughts after night removes the commotion. Those sleepless nights have 

been both advantageous and detrimental to my health. To not recharge, is to suffer mental 

constraint. To neglect sleep is to suffer fatigue, which only increases the need to tap 

energy reserves. To neglect sleep is to also pack on extra pounds and guilt from 

becoming uncharacteristically grumpy. My other escape tactic is to sleep too much. 

Then there are the missed moments with family, when I desperately need 

seclusion. During those moments, I opt to remain home and spend time with my 

thoughts. I simply have to have pauses for reflection. I'm active in their absence, usually 

studying, cooking, cleaning, performing house maintenance, or mowing, doing things 

that allow me to communicate with my internal body. I relax in the company ofmy mind. 

We 've been waiting nine years to spend time with you, my family reminds me. 

After I began college, family time became study time, and night time became my time-

all for the sake ofself-repair for the next day's public demands. 

"Introverts, whom Cain described as spending their youth reading and cultivating 

the inner life, and typically succeeding at school, may find themselves suddenly 

underperforming as graduate students" (Pannapacker) 

I did spend my youth reading and building puzzles. However, I was never a great 

student because "required" school was never an inviting atmosphere. From my 

http:commotion,.it
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perspective, graduate school is most difficult because ofhome life, homework, 

maintaining sponsorship in the working world-there are too many expectations and not 

enough me. I imagine others share this perception. It's not ineptitude that makes grad 

school difficult; rather, it is lack oftime that may cause poor performance. Success equals 

more responsibility. Ifa person is making it work, activity will continue to build. The 

same situation occurs during placement tests that continue applying more intense 

questions until the test taker can no longer make sense of the material and-snap--

placement cuts the line. 

"Should academe be concerned that it loses many of its graduate students? Do 

they not have something to contribute?" (Pannapacker) 

Sure! We have our stories to share. Our stories may help other students 

understand themselves. They may also help extroverted types to better understand us, and 

we shouldn't only be concerned with current grad students. We should also be looking 

toward the future. We should be looking for opportunities to help undergraduate 

introverts become autonomous learners before they enter the rigors ofgraduate school. 

~m Savoring Solitude lJJ_g 

A large part ofmy solitary refinement has been in discovering how to be the best 

daughter, wife, parent, friend, student, employee, writing assistant, and supervisor that I 

am capable ofbeing. Because society drowns me with constant confusion, I've learned 

that to face these activities is impossible without pausing regularly. The General within 

me that is organizing and prioritizing favors my tiny group ofone at the end ofa busy 

day ofdelegating my Aide to tend to external business. To be alone is not lonely; it is 

refreshing. IfI don't pause, my battery, like that ofa mistreated cell phone that is never 
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allowed to completely recharge, will weaken. With each missed opportunity to gather 

energy, it retains less ofa charge. Quiet retreats are vital to my solitary refinement. 

11 
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4 Janitor to Master Apprentice: A Reflection 

"We cannot direct the wind, but we can adjust the sails." 

Dolly Parton 

Jack Mezirow, the leader in the field of transformative learning since 1978, 

believes individuals pass through several, if not all ten, ofhis compiled stages of 

transformation listed below: 

1. A disorienting dilemma 
2. Self-examination 
3. A critical assessment ofassumptions 
4. Recognition ofa connection between one's discontent and the process of 

transformation 
5. Exploration ofoptions for new roles, relationships, and action 
6. Planning a course of action 
7. Acquiring knowledge and skills for implementing one's plan 
8. Provisional trying on of new roles 
9. Building competence and self-confidence in new roles and relationships 
10. A reintegration into one's life on the basis ofconditions dictated by one's new 

perspective (Mezirow and Associates 19). 

These phases provide some useful insights for highlighting the moments ofmy 

incremental transformation toward becoming a master apprentice. 

~m One: Disorienting Dilemma l.I),.g 

New situations always cause a moment ofdisorientation; however, they do not 

necessarily cause a dilemma. Rarely does disorientation become problematic. As we 

transfer new meaning to each startling situation, it usually fades quickly into the 

background of the freshly constructed significance. A truly disorienting dilemma is the 

moment one learns that a teenage nephew's best friend was shot dead in the tiny of town 

of Culver, Indiana. The bullets abruptly arrested Stephen' s legs as he attempted to escape 

on Wednesday, November 28, 2012. That type ofnews causes a permanent 
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disorientation; it instills an acknowledgement that the moment will never find an answer 

for its loss. A part of that moment was ripped from its being. 

My moment ofdiscovery, a conversation in Ancilla's Charger Lounge, my storm 

of recognition, my moment of"conscientization" to use Paulo Freire's term or 

consciousness-awareness as it is more often referred to, like any weather disturbance, 

quickly engulfed my senses. Just as quickly, the flickers and clashes spread into the 

distance as the horizon took on a fresh glow ofexpectation. That flush ofan extra, off 

beat, cardiac pump with the initial disturbance was more like a, "What? Really?" moment 

ofexcitement when I heard that my GED might contain a trace ofvalue. 

am Four: Discontent m~ 

That conversation sparked my discontent. To know that I might not need to be 

resigned to cleaning up after other people, I embraced the idea ofanother possibility. 

Mezirow quotes philosopher, sociologist, and historian Maxine Greene's signature line, 

"imagining things as if they could be otherwise." Greene's phrase, Mezirow notes, is the 

beginning oftransformative learning (Mezirow and Associates 28). Greene's message 

provides the necessary hope to perceive a different more positive future. For me, it is 

transformation's glory. Imagination is the central motivation for personal transformation 

and a guide for a master apprentice who seeks to lead others toward imagining a new 

future. 

am Three: Critical Assessment m~ 

In the beginning, there wasn't any critical assessment. Instead, there was an 

intense desire to begin college immediately because I had already lost sixteen years to 
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being misinformed, to not questioning sources, to taking others' opinions at face value. I 

tended toward acting on impulse. My quick decision to begin college was representative 

ofMezirow's idea of thoughtful action without reflection. Thoughtful action is the 

everyday way that we engage with the world by following the lead from "what we have 

learned before," whereas, reflective action includes considering why we make choices 

according to personal assumptions. I'm great at reflecting on spent situations or past 

mistakes, "ex post facto" style. During ex post facto reflection, an aspect of reflective 

action, one contemplates prior learning and reflects upon the conditions in which that 

prior learning took place (Mezirow and Associates 6). This type of reflection is quite 

different than referencing personal knowledge, which is what we do when we engage 

thoughtful action. 

Thoughtful action also led me to accept what I had learned about completing high 

school through an Adult Basic Education program. During the late eighties, the GED was 

for dead-beats, drop-outs, losers. This belief was well known in Grovertown, and the 

principal made certain I understood my pending fate. Because I dislike confrontation, I 

tend to mine deep burrows beneath unquestioned certainty. This weakness has faded as 

I've encountered many more enlightening conversations during these last nine years in 

college. Unfortunately, in 1987, I understood that nobody with a real future held a 

general equivalency diploma; it was reserved for pregnant and lazy teens. It was merely 

proof of employment eligibility at Mickey D' s. I was neither pregnant nor lazy when I 

put an end to being bullied. I became a quitter with a stance. Taking control, I brought an 

end to the humiliation ofhigh-school, including the self-induced humiliation, and I 
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brought a beginning, unrealized at the time, to my pending future when I signed a 

contract with the Marshall County Adult Education Services. 

I've grown to realize that nobody knowingly misdirected me. My sources and I 

were relying on our "meaning perspectives" that had been influenced by the societal 

beliefs of that era (Mezirow And Associates 2). Meaning perspectives, Mezirow notes, 

are "uncritically acquired .. .in the context ofan emotionally charged relationship 

with...mentors. The more intense the emotional context of learning and the more it is 

enforced...the more deeply embedded and intractable to change are the habits of 

expectation..." (Mezirow and Associates 3-4). The condition that led me to accept my 

GED as an end was acquired through thoughtful action without reflection. Everybody 

said it was the finish line, so I adopted that meaning perspective. Through ex post facto 

reflection, I have reconsidered the conditions and the process in which I had hastily 

settled for an end, and I have developed a more welcoming, less accusatory 

interpretation. 

~w Seven: Gaining Knowledge and Following Plans QJ_g 

Acquiring knowledge is the crux ofmy transformation. I've been goal oriented 

from the start. My plan ofaction was to become a college English instructor. As soon as I 

had set my mind toward that goal, I developed tunnel vision. I remained focused on 

completing the prerequisites first, and then I followed them with course electives. I hit 

math head-on. My Accuplacer exam placed me in Intermediate Algebra, which was the 

only required math course for my degree track. I took it during my very first semester for 

closure. This was a smart plan; as expected, I received my lowest grade in that course. 

The remainder ofmy stay at Ancilla was spent in self-imposed GP A recovery mode. 
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Even when I transferred to Union's Virtual Vermont online program, I still remained 

faithful to completing my objectives, to pursuing those literacy opportunities that Brandt 

highlights. I specifically planned my course load according to requisite courses for a B.A. 

in English. My diligence paid off; I was accepted into IUSB's M.A. program a few 

months after the Donaldson postmaster presented me my diploma from across the post 

office counter. Now, I am on the other end of that program. Upon completion of this 

thesis, I will have accomplished all of the requisites for becoming a college level English 

instructor. 

~m Nine & Five: Creating Confidence & Exploring New Roles lJJ,g 

During my stay at Ancilla, I discovered that I could rely on myself as a source. I 

had valid experiences to enter a worthy literary conversation; therefore, I began building 

self-confidence in new roles. During a discussion on Henrik Ibsen' s "A Doll's House" I 

was able to express my :frustrations at being a wife without a voice. I existed as a silent 

chimney during the first decade and a halfofmy marriage. As I emitted cigarette smoke, 

I also released fuming emotions. Bruce had successfully chased away my friends Kandi 

and Shelly before he and I had celebrated our frrst anniversary. He chased them offon the 

account that I had responsibilities and they were still free teens. I fell in line with my 

duties: keeping house, tending children, cooking (which I hate) and baking (which 

became my hobby), but I wasn' t taken seriously. 

I recall one time that I took a stand- albeit silent. Bruce and I were opening a 

Christmas lay-away account at K-mart, and I had begun to place some items on the 

counter that I had personally selected. All of a sudden, Bruce looks at me, slaps my hand 

as if I am a child and puts the items back in the cart. I lock him in a "How dare you!" 
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glare, then grab my purse and my baby, our third, from the shopping cart seat and walk 

calmly but quickly out of the store. Bruce ventures out roughly fifteen minutes later to 

retrieve the checkbook. My moment of silent retaliation pays off. He is embarrassed to 

have had to trek outside for the down-payment money after the items had been scanned 

into the system. Others will tell me that there wasn't a payoffbecause nothing changed in 

that moment, but change doesn't have to happen in an instant. A string of these peaceful 

retaliations has brought about a comfortable change. We live our separate lives together. 

When my World Literature class read Ibsen's play, I found a way to express my 

frustrations at not having an identity outside ofdaughter, sister, wife, and mother 

relationships. Once I met Ibsen's Nora, I began knowingly establishing my identity. 

Unlike Nora, I still fulfill those relationship roles and have added grandma to the growing 

list, but I am also building my master apprenticeship role as a writing assistant, a tutor 

trainer and an adjunct writing instructor. When I begin volunteering as a writing assistant 

for parents at my granddaughter's school later this year, I'll also be a citizen who will be 

helping to raise literacy levels in my Elkhart community. To become, is to be useful. To 

become, is to be a "real Indian" or to gain access to a discourse as James Gee tells the 

story in his book An Introduction to Discourse Analysis: Theory and Method. Gee 

records the following passage: 

Being a "real Indian" is not something one can simply be... there is no 

being (once and for all) a "real Indian," rather there is only doing being-

or-becoming-a- "real Indian. " Ifone does not continue to "practice" being 

a "real Indian," one ceases to be one. (31) Italics and quotations appear in 

the original. 
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Because I am maintaining activity within existing roles in Ivy Tech's learning lab 

and in Ancilla College's developmental writing department, I am a "real Indian" in the 

world ofadult education. I sought the pending volunteer position at Woodland 

Elementary to allow me to continue practicing being a "real Indian" before Ancilla's 

offer found its way into my email inbox. I did not want to fall out of"doing" and "being" 

a writing assistant, which is an activity I rarely encounter in my coordinator's position. I 

took it upon myself to become my own literacy sponsor as I created an opportunity for 

learning and development. Since spring 2012, when I ceased assisting students in 

Ancilla's Writing Lab, I've been practicing my writing assistant role by participating in 

IUSB's writing workshop courses. 

~m Two: Self-Examination-A Reflection W~ 

What have I contributed and gained as a writing assistant? My very first writing 

lab student was required by his general psychology instructor to get help with revising his 

dream analysis, which was only a page ofaspirations and explanations disguised as 

paragraphs at the time that Deb, the tutor coordinator, had introduced us. I had had the 

same teacher for my psych class, and the dream analysis was an incredibly fascinating 

project. When William, as I've renamed him for privacy purposes, arrived in the lab he 

was hesitant, unhappy about being "ordered" to visit, and embarrassed to have had the 

instructor quit grading his analysis after reading only two paragraphs because there was 

no thesis and a great many grammatical errors. William was an older gentleman, a 

nontraditional student. I listened to his story which was similar to this. "I'm here, in 

college, because my employer wants me to complete the accelerated business degree. I'm 

failing all ofmy classes, and I might lose my job, and now I have to spend even more 
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time here and in the math lab. My family doesn't understand my problems. I don't 

understand math problems. I don't know what a thesis is. And this instructor thinks her 

class is the only one I'm taking! I never get any sleep, so how can I have any dreams to 

analyze!" With this last comment, he hangs his head and asks me what he can do. I say, 

"Breathe." 

Next, I tell him a story about having lived for algebra, in algebra, beside algebra, 

and under algebra during my first semester ofcollege. He begins to smile, and I notice his 

shoulders relax as we chuckle about how horrible math is. Then, I say, "Obviously, I 

cannot help you with math, but I can definitely help you organize a thesis about any 

dream that you have ever dreamt." He begins to tell me that he dreams about graduating, 

and I redirect him toward the idea that this assignment is to address a sleep-time dream, 

not a future goal type ofdream. "Will a nightmare work?" he asks. "As long as you can 

provide details that we can research in dream analysis books, a nightmare will work," I 

assure him. The instructor used my dream analysis as an example for several years after I 

took her class, so I pull it from the file to show him what she expects. He appeared to be 

much more at ease after he learned that I had actually written an analysis. 

I met William during a time when we were allowed to work with our students off 

campus, so we made an appointment to meet at the Plymouth Public Library because they 

had a nice selection ofdream analysis books. There were a few days before our scheduled 

appointment, so his assignment was to write down all of the details ofhis nightmare and 

to bring two copies to our meeting. He arrived with his laptop, psych book, and an excuse 

for not having scripted his nightmare. "You work on writing it now, while I grab a few 
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books," I tell him. "You're the boss!" he says with a smile as he settles in to begin 

writing. 

We made it through that dream analysis line by line. "Can I say this?" he asked. 

One question followed another. "Can I quote this entire page since it says exactly what I 

want to say?" he wondered. "Both of these books say the same thing. How can they do 

that? Aren't they plagiarizing?" he asked as his exasperation mounted. He began to 

understand that there are field related terms, and that each field has some degree of 

common knowledge when I used his work experience to illustrate my point. The stories 

and language he used to discuss work were foreign to me. He was a parts handler and 

shipping receiver for a communications tower manufacturing company. Even though my 

brother is a welder for William's competitor, Valmont, I had never heard of the terms or 

expressions that William used. My lack ofknowledge allowed me to explain that those 

were his field' s terms. Others in his line ofwork knew the terms, and they were able to 

communicate with this stylized form ofcommunication. "Just as a waitress uses an 

unnatural lingo to tell the short order cook the desired consistency ofyour three eggs that 

will accompany your dark rye, side ofbacon, and black coffee, you too use a certain 

vocabulary and set phrases to complete your job," I say. "The terms and phrases you are 

encountering in these books are communicating in exactly the same way," I continue. 

As we addressed the issues of facing a research paper while taking a writing 

concepts class, we crossed out prepositional phrases, placed parentheses around 

infinitives, and labeled subjects and verbs, to help him learn the structure ofa sentence. 

In Writing Concepts, students learn paragraph development. The majority of the 

coursework includes developing topic sentences, supporting sentences, and concluding 

I" 
I 
111 
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Then, the trouble began. For the remainder ofhis Ancilla career, I was "The 

boss." No matter how hard I tried to convince him that I was only an assistant, he refused 

to believe me. I had to miss work one day, and William had no one to run through his 

paper with him before it was due. He was very discouraged when he received a poor 

grade on it, and he applied the cliched response. "See," he said, "I can't do it without 

you." I asked, "Did you check your sentences like we have practiced?" He replied, "No. 

You weren't here, so I just handed it in." I said, "But, you know how to proofyour paper. 

You should have proofed it." William responded with, "I didn't have time." I sat back 

and looked at him. "William," I said, "we meet every Tuesday and Thursday. Sometimes 

you sit here reworking your material for an hour or more. Why didn't you use that hour to 

revise this paper?" He said, "When I noticed you weren't here, I ate my dinner." Through 

this experience, I learned that I cannot make students adopt successful strategies. I can 

only offer them the tools, but they must choose to use them. This experience reminded 

me of some instructor complaints, "We teach, but they don't listen." After experiencing 

the exasperation, I must resist joining the chorus. I must remember the monumental 

efforts that these students do put into their studies. They are listening, but in the swirl of 

life, four or five classes and hours of information download, minds like computers, slow 

down to process the information. Don't we all hope for that moment ofescape? Everyone 

desires the opportunity to sneak a moment's break when nobody is looking. 

~m Another Self-Examination Reflection W.e:s-

Not all students need continuous assistance. Anna, to use another pseudonym, 

became another long term visitor to the Writing Lab. She had Attention Deficit Disorder, 

and had only completed eighth grade before becoming an Amish schoolmarm, now, she 
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is Amish only when she visits her home community. Anna really only needed to talk 

through ideas before she could narrow them into a working thesis. In the beginning, we 

would spend most ofour time chatting about her topics, while she doodled, took notes, 

drew mind maps, or planned outlines. She knew how to make all the right moves, but she 

just needed reassurance along the way. Before long, Anna had progressed toward 

bringing in finished drafts for "coherency checks." She continued requesting "coherency 

checks" while I worked in the lab. I learned that no matter how much experience students 

accumulate, they always prefer instant feedback. They prefer knowing they have 

someone to spot check their presentation, to run through a rehearsal, before the actual 

performance. I used to visit Deb, long before I ever began tutoring. I was her Anna. I just 

wanted to be sure my papers made sense before they encountered Dr. Bayless's gaze that 

hunted for and labeled Skimpy papers. 

~W More Self-Examination W..e:s-

Other students simply need to work within a community. With another regular 

Writing Lab visitor, the element of surprise comes to mind. Abby, as I've chosen to call 

her, often said "I need to be in school in order to get my homework done." She would 

come and go between classes and meal breaks. Abby loved to shock me. One time, she 

was working on a sociology paper about tattoos and piercings. "Stefanie," she called out, 

"could you help me cite these pictures please." I walk over and glance at her screen. 

There were two disturbing pictures up for display. In the first one, a girl had a zippered 

tongue. In the second, a girl had poked feathers through the skin on her back because she 

wanted to look like an angel. On another occasion, I carefully sidled over to hear her 

question, so as to not be molested by some unnerving image. This time she had the 
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Valparaiso University website up. "I'm gonna apply here for a transfer," she said. 

Without censorship, I say, "Valpo is not an easy school to get into." I was going to follow 

this line by commending her intentions. I hadn't been thinking that she couldn't make the 

cut, but was thinking it was a congratulatory event that she had reached that level of 

security to imagine the possibility ofattending a large university. Before I could add any 

words ofencouragement to my mistakenly discouraging line, she looked at me with a 

hurt expression, and said, "Great encouragement Teach," before she walked away. She 

returned that same afternoon, and continued to startle my senses for the next year. During 

that time, we discussed court cases for her criminal justice classes and debated over the 

death penalty. I will forever be against it; she always wavered according to the specifics 

ofa case. Abby was always a fun-loving, tattooed prankster, who often unnerved me, but 

she taught me to sandwich certain phrases between points ofpraise to avoid causing 

discouragement. 

~W Eight: Trying New Roles W~ 

I have arrived at the place toward which I had set my sails. Now that I am living 

my dream ofnine years ago, I am blessed with the opportunity to say that I am a writing 

instructor, writing apprentice, and a tutor trainer, which has been a happy detour that has 

led me to a place ofchallenging comfort. It is time for me to share my knowledge with 

others, and it is also time to refine that knowledge by using it. I am currently introducing 

my second group ofAncilla freshman to paragraph development patterns and the writing 

process. Unfortunately, I am struggling with the confines ofthe classroom. I so dislike 

having to adhere to assigning grades to students' efforts. Successes are plentiful in a 

writing lab. A learner may have wiped out an habitual composition error; he may have, 
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after weeks ofwork, come to understand that the pronoun ''they" cannot replace 

someone. Despite this success, he may still have several other errors in his paper, and the 

rubric states that X number ofhabitual errors equals X score for the grammar portion. 

The only available compromise is the allowance to tweak the rubric before the next 

course. I imagine I'll need to adjust it for years as I gain more classroom experience. It' s 

all in the process ofon-the-job training. 

My newest role as a tutor trainer has led me to traverse the plentiful lands of 

College Reading and Learning Association (CRLA) certification. The previous 

coordinator had set the certification process into motion, but I had only ever heard of the 

association at the time I filled her vacancy. The process ofCRLA tutor trainer acquisition 

has been exactly like baking a cake from scratch. First, I had to gather the necessary 

ingredients: previous agendas, attendance records, and submitted assignments because I 

needed to establish a starting point. Then, just as a person becomes familiar with a recipe, 

I read through the requirements and familiarized myself with a workable progression that 

includes selecting a CRLA approved topic, reading around and researching it, preparing a 

presentation and agenda, and teaching the topic during one or multiple sessions 

depending upon tutor availability. Finally, I began whipping out training sessions like 

white iced cakes ready for decoration. Recently, I discovered that I missed a vital step in 

the training process- assessment. Because I've assigned regular reader response type 

assignments, I do not believe my mistake will cause too much of an issue. I can use the 

responses as a means ofassessing tutor understanding. I discovered my mistake as I 

prepared our certification Reflection and Renewal report. Now that our program is 

certified until 31 January 2017, I'll simply regroup and carry on as I build toward 
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certification Level 2 training offerings. ''No worries," I often hear Ivy Tech colleagues 

say, "It's all in the learning process." 

~w Six: Plans of Action (D£) 

I have yet to completely transform from my shy self. To control my shyness, I 

feel that I must prepare extensively for any public display. Any situation in which I must 

speak before a group ofpeople causes me to hit panic mode. Most often I've been known 

to organize myself into destruction. Ifl'm not overly prepared to the point ofbeing 

burned by my discombobulating hyperactivity that sends me off on tangents during 

training workshops, then I'm overly prepared to the point ofbeing frozen-unable to 

progress sequentially through the session in a timely manner. My newest plan of action is 

to identify the balance between productive and destructive forms ofpreparation. I really 

must learn to spread preparation evenly over each new project, so the delivery will be as 

easy as embellishing the surface with decoration and borders. My plan is to develop a 

training guide for each of the three levels of certification, so I will be readily familiar 

with the material. In other words, my cakes will be white-iced and ready. Each time I 

reteach a topic to newcomers, I'll change up the design and add new flashes of color. 

~w Ten: Reintegration (D£) 

As I've built my new identity, there has never been the sense of reintegration; 

rather, it's been a sense of gently merging into new lines of traffic. In the fall of 2008, I 

gracefully took the exit ramp off Janitor Track and joined the travelers on Writing 

Assistant Way after purchasing my new vehicle-Grandma-Mommy. I spent half an hour 

in the library's employee restroom allowing the emotion to flush itself after I had 
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resigned from the custodial position. After living in the moment of transition, ofhoping 

the four dollar cut in pay was really a wise decision and accepting that desires are not 

delivered free ofcharge, I decided that I had made the correct choice, though I knew it 

was not going to be easy. Nobody knew about my inner struggle, so reintegration doesn't 

ring true for me. By outward appearance, many people never knew I hadn't always 

occupied the Writing Lab desk. As a "real Indian," I've been navigating the traffic of 

writing apprenticeship, mindful of the frustrations produced by those who resist adopting 

proven methods for improving sentence skills; I've also been enjoying the exciting 

successes as novices make fascinating discoveries, and I've been learning to apply the 

brakes as I descend the hills that may create slide offs into communication mistakes that 

may discourage fellow writers. 
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5 To.ward Writing the Academic Self into Existence 

"Communicative learning focuses on achieving coherence ...searching...for themes and 

metaphors by which to fit the unfamiliar into a meaning perspective, so that an 

interpretation in context is possible" 

(Mezirow and Associates 8-9). 

Some new college students struggle to adjust to college style writing. This 

struggle is apparent in today's introductory writing courses, just as it was apparent 

eighteen years ago when a debate arose on how to help incoming learners adapt to 

scholarly expectations. Within this debate, there are two smaller discussions. First, should 

students read professionally published works, or should they read their peers' writing? 

Second, should they be allowed to write personal first person narrative pieces, or should 

they only be allowed to write academic third person objective essays? David 

Bartholomae favors having his students read "key texts" chosen from professionally 

published authors as he leads them toward discovering their academic selves. Peter 

Elbow, however, favors having his students interact with their peers' texts while leading 

them toward discovering their writer selves. 

While Bartholomae separated the academic from the writer, Elbow separated the 

writer from the reader in their individual efforts to help learners gain access to college 

discourse. In his essay, "Being a Writer vs. Being an Academic" Elbow chose to have 

learners focus on writing from personal experiences sans reading professionally 

published works (74). As evidenced in "Interchanges: Responses to Bartholomae and 

Elbow," Bartholomae chose the instant involvement method of throwing learners into the 
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valley of academia, and then instructing them how to climb out as academic readers and 

writers (86). I am concerned about those learners who may not be instantly welcomed 

into the academic discourse. Some learners may do well with third person essays; others 

may prefer personal narrative. Others still, may benefit from established "Invitations to 

Write" assignments, or from following set patterns ofdevelopment, sentence styles, and 

academic writing templates; in a learning lab setting that is equipped with regular 

workshop offerings to stimulate learning activity, learners and apprentices have the 

opportunity to play with writing techniques and approaches to build a tailored method for 

individual academic success. 

Bartholomae and Elbow's separations, academic from writer, writer from reader, 

academic writing from personal writing, can be detrimental to students' initiation into the 

lifestyle of college level writing. Learners should be introduced to both forms of 

communication, personal and academic, during their journeys toward full participation. 

To have students explore writing without reading is negligent; reading and writing always 

belong together, and it could be argued that the readings should include professional texts 

in addition to peer papers because similar papers are likely to contain the same types of 

errors. In this regard, peer papers will not provide models for correction, but they may 

help learners to realize that they are not alone in their struggles. Either type of text, peer 

or professional, will help those learners who may lack the foundation necessary to 

produce writing without encountering readings; the effect ofneglecting reading may be 

quite like severing the brain from the body. 

Reading equals experience. Reading engages one's prior knowledge and allows a 

learner to make connections. The learner is the fulcrum who must balance his or her past 
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experiences with the present reading exercise. For a learner to transition into becoming a 

writer, one who can use paper and text to sketch a meaning that creates a balance, he or 

she must learn to make these connections between self and society. From this vantage 

point, all writing is personal no matter how distanced the author eventually becomes from 

the printed text. Therefore, the writer cannot be completely removed from the academic. 

Rather, the writer begins to construct an academic self through written composition. 

Instruction that refuses a personal entry may impede those who can only speak from that 

immediate realm because many incoming learners fear they lack worldly experience that 

comes from either unfathomably expensive travels or participating in privileged social 

circles. This situation is especially notable within the nontraditional population whose 

members have been struggling to maintain suitable lives for their families. Quite often, 

nontraditionals have either been working long hours of required overtime, or they have 

been forced into working multiple part-time jobs to make ends meet. Rarely have their 

activities extended beyond life's necessities. Instead, they often work to pay the bills and 

stock the kitchen. For this reason, it is imperative to follow Bartholomae's lead, to 

practice writing while experiencing key readings. It is equally necessary to follow 

Elbow's lead by allowing learners to begin writing from inner knowledge. Because this 

position is not always permitted in a classroom, learning labs take up the task. 

The Center for Academic Excellence, which is located at Elkhart County's Ivy 

Tech Campus, seeks to help students gain access to academic discourse. It provides 

appointment free assistance, so visitors are free to come and go as often as they want. 

They often return multiple times each day as they progress through their daily schedules. 
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The Center is a large rectangular room with an entire wall that doubles as a dry-erase 

whiteboard, or Wall Talker as it is named in my hand-me-down Tutor Handbook, and a 

viewing screen for the projector. When the Wall Talker has its say, it generally speaks of 

complex mathematical or chemistry elements. There are two double-sided rows of 

computer stations that are equipped with hard, but otherwise ergonomically comfortable 

rolling chairs. The computer screens are attached to movable arms that allow learning 

teams to pull them forward and to adjust them for the optimal benefit of the duet. On the 

end opposite the Wall Talker, are two smaller rooms with glass doors. The smallest of 

these rooms houses the Veteran's Representative two Mondays each month, but it is 

otherwise used as our individual tutoring or quiet testing room. The larger one, The 

Center's coordinator's office with the large observation window, is mine. All three rooms 

are painted neutral grayish tan. The door through which students pass to enter The Center 

is cut from the wall that runs parallel with the carpeted hallway. Inside The Center, that 

same wall is lined with gray wall-mounted and base cabinets that are finished with a gray 

countertop and back-splash. The blue, gray, green and tan stripped squares ofcarpet tile 

that deadens the noisy halls spills into The Center to hush the murmurs of learners. I am 

currently in the process of adding some life and color to this well-lit but aesthetically 

sterile room by adding motivational and nature themed wall decals. On a busy day, it is 

nearly impossible to maneuver between the two rows ofwork stations. On such days, I 

help cover requests for a writing tutor. 

Two recent situations illustrate a couple ofproblems students face in deciphering 

personal and academic writing. One involves a young Hispanic woman, the other a young 

African-American male. The woman was having considerable difficulty revising an 
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English 111 assignment because she was unclear which pronouns were acceptable and 

which ones she had to avoid. She was not sure what the instructor meant by first and 

second person pronouns, so she had included both incorrect forms in her essay. The 

instructor would not accept the final draft unless she used only third person, which 

resulted in her request for help. I was called to step in and help because the other tutor, 

who also covered math, was needed on the other side ofthe room to decipher a My Math 

Lab problem. My immediate response to the learner's confusion was to help her visualize 

which pronouns were permitted, so I created a very rough pronoun chart. Listed on one 

side ofthe chart was the subheading Third Person Pronouns with the word 'allowed' 

written in parentheses below it. The other side of the chart sported the line First and 

Second Person Pronouns and its accompanying parenthetical notation 'not allowed' 

resided below that subheading. Next, the pronouns were listed on their representative 

side. As the original writing apprentice rejoined the session, she suggested that the 

community of learners create a spoken list ofacceptable "titles" or "renamings" for the 

subjects. The author's paper was about personal experiences with two different medical 

clinics, so the list ofsubstitutions included patients, women, mothers, doctors, nurses, 

physicians, children, child, baby, and such. The chart and substitutions helped eliminate 

half the battle; the other halfof the young mother's struggle included another common 

pronoun problem-number agreement. 

The young man also needed help removing all of the first person pronouns from 

his otherwise phenomenally well written musical analysis. His concern was in losing the 

easy going style that he had worked so hard to create. In his case, he had forgotten the 

academic requirement, but now that he had completely written it, he wanted help with 
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trying to maintain the laid-back style and revise it according to assignment specifications. 

He also needed help adding a works cited page and the coinciding parenthetical citations 

(after he relocated his sources) because he had not realized the fine details ofciting 

sources. With both of these cases, it seems that personal writing would be the best vehicle 

to convey their messages, but tutors are not teachers, so they can only intervene and 

redirect. The actual assignment instructions were not provided, so we could only step in 

and provide support at the students' immediate points ofunderstanding. It must also be 

noted that with neither of these cases were the learners silenced. Instead they were 

challenged to revise according to instructions. The woman had written from the personal 

because she had not understood the difference among the three types ofpronouns. The 

man had forgotten that he was not allowed to write in the first person. What could be 

learned from these experiences? For those who feel silenced by the unfamiliar academic 

language, tutors might suggest the most unoriginal strategy that they begin writing in first 

person and then revise according to specifications. 

The previous four chapters tell the extended tale of a situation that had almost 

ruined my debut as a nontraditional freshman student because I was nearly silenced 

during my first in-class writing assignment. The instructions of that assignment were to 

write a five paragraph essay, in seventy-five minutes, in third person, on the topic, "One 

in a Million." On the verge of giving up and seeking refuge in the library, I finally found 

inspiration during the last thirty minutes of class, thereby retaining my new-found 

sponsorship. The incident had occurred because I found it to be extremely difficult to 

connect with the skimpy topic. Had the instructor provided a reading to discuss, I would 
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likely not have had such difficulty with the assignment. Luckily, the writing prompt did 

not slam the door on my literacy opportunity before I started travelling down the path 

toward academic acquisition. While writing apprentices cannot accompany learners to 

their classes, and learners must be able to hold their own during in-class writing sessions, 

learning labs provide them assistance by acting as testing grounds, or they help them to 

recover from setbacks. Both situations allow them to participate amid a community of 

learners who have all been in similar situations during their academic journeys. 

The discussion on academic acquisition continues, and it involves more than 

pronouns, pronoun reference, number agreement, and skimpy writing prompts. This 

ongoing struggle periodically resurfaces as it did seven years ago. Rebecca Williams 

Mlynarczyk, who authored the essay "Personal and Academic Writing: Revisiting the 

Debate" believes writing from the vantage point ofpersonal language should not "be 

neglected" (12). She took the position ofcombining Elbow's personal writing approach 

with Bartholomae's reader response method, and added reflective journaling to the mix 

because she wanted to help her learners make the written connection between required 

readings and experiential knowledge (Mlynarczyk 4). Her endeavor is commendable, and 

it is in tune with this exploration for alternatives that may protect students from 

experiencing further hardship as they attempt to find their balance in college. However, 

there are problems with submitting personal journaling that may further inhibit learners' 

growth as writers. Journaling is too private for sharing. It is the language with self- a 

diary. It is behind-the-scenes writing. Journaling may contain the private language of 

families, as Mlynarczyk demonstrates in sharing the story ofher student, Maribel. After 

reading "Hunger ofMemory: The Education ofRichard Rodriguez[,]" Maribel likens 
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herself to Rodriguez's mother because she too feels that family privacy should not be 

exposed to the "public." Throughout the course, Maribel's journal entries had consisted 

of summaries of the required readings, which included the Rodriguez piece. Mlynarczyk 

says ofMaribel's journal entries that, "she explained that reflecting on her reading in a 

personal way violated her sense of family privacy" (20). This insight requires some 

critical reflection. Journaling may give permanent pause to learners who fear exposing 

their family's history. Mlynarczyk could bypass the entire privacy issue by focusing on 

her "letters of response" (14). Instead of handing back letters of response to student 

journals, she could replace journaling with the more directed writing as initiated in the 

form ofa letter addressed to her. Ifa student keeps in mind an audience other than self, 

he or she may be better positioned to discuss his or her views on readings. Unfortunately, 

the Rodriguez reading itself sparked Maribel's reflection; in that light, teachers, tutors, 

and mentors, should be reminded of the benefits ofproviding two or three readings. 

Learners may then choose one with which they might comfortably connect. 

What is most notable with Mlynarczyk's anecdote, however, is that Maribel is 

practicing critical reflection. That is to say, she is considering the connections between 

herself and the community of family. She is creating a valid understanding through 

reflection. Jack Mezirow discusses reflection at great length in many of his writings 

including "How Critical Reflection Triggers Transformative Learning" (Mezirow and 

Associates 1-20). "Critical reflection," Mezirow's writes, "involves a critique of the 

presuppositions on which our beliefs have been built." The presuppositions, Mezirow 

elaborates, are one's "meaning perspectives." These meaning perspectives, then, become 

a person's ''principles for interpreting." A person's "meaning schemes" contain the "rules 

ill!il II! 
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for interpreting." Meaning schemes contain a person's stored expectations (Mezirow and 

Associates 1-3). Italics are Mezirow's. From these definitions, one can conclude that 

Maribel's critical reflection added another layer of truth to her already held belief about 

family privacy. Mlynarczyk's reading assignment prompted Maribel to reflect on her 

presupposition and the student found that her meaning perspective was still sound. 

Reading responses, such as the one Maribel encountered, provide opportunities 

for communicative learning experiences. Mezirow discusses Jiirgen Habermas's "critical 

distinction between instrumental leaning and communicative learning" (Mezirow and 

Associates 20). Communicative learning asks students to understand the message that a 

communicator is trying to explain. It creates a discourse that works through critical 

reflection and arrives at a viable solution. Informative learning allows teachers to assess 

learners' beliefs "by empirically testing-as in science and mathematics-to ascertain 

whether an assertion is true ..." (Mezirow and Associates 20). Therefore, as Mezirow 

explains in an earlier piece, "Toward a Learning Theory," instrumental learning is 

measurable; however, communicative learning that which deals with "feelings, values, 

and moral decisions" is far less measurable (n.p. ). Because it is easier for instructors to 

measure learning through predictable classroom practices such as testing or quizzing 

students, instrumental learning dominates in education. However, it is through critical 

reflection that they learn to "challenge or defend" claims (Mezirow "Toward" n.p.). Both 

forms of learning secure reflective responses; instrumental learning reflects how learners 

understand a process, and communicative learning reflects why learners perceive 

situations in the ways in which they do (Mezirow and Associates 6). Habermas' s 

understanding suggests that instrumental learning is best suited for science and math, 
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subjects in which definitive answers are available, but it also suggests that 

communicative learning is well suited for writing, an activity that defies definitive 

answers because it allows for possible answers to surface and to be analyzed, challenged, 

and defended. 

Learning labs provide the best resources to help newcomers learn communicative, 

reflective, writing because their teams ofapprentices are able to remove the fear ofthe 

grade. By removing judgment from the act of learning to write, more experienced writers 

can help nurture newcomers' reflective practices. They can also provide them the time 

that teachers cannot. A teacher is tethered within the boundaries ofclass periods, but 

learning labs can offer less limited time restraints. An appointment free lab, such as The 

Center for Academic Excellence, is only restrained by its hours of operation which are far 

more flexible than a class period. Not to mention that if a learner does not connect with 

one apprentice, he or she is encouraged to seek the assistance ofanother team member. 

Learners are also not restricted by pending deadlines in a learning lab activity; they may 

work at their own pace to accomplish the level of communication that they desire. 

Because each learner has his or her own agenda, he or she may be seeking help with 

different aspects ofwriting. Writers may progress through workshop topics with the 

group, but then return to a previous work in progress to master it before moving forward. 

The cyclical reality ofwriting allows for this flexibility. It allows learners to remain in 

the fold, but to continue onward at a comfortable and successful progression. Learning 

labs allow learners to partake of literacy opportunities amid a community ofpractice. 

Therefore, learners may be able to ease into the writing experience ofcommunicating 

with themselves and others through critical reflection. 
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As they help students find footholds in their new academic surroundings, less 

experienced writing assistants may need to be reminded that all learners have reservoirs 

ofpreviously acquired knowledge to mine. Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger, explorers in 

the field of situated learning, say in their book, Situated Learning: Legitimate Peripheral 

Participation "learners are never novices." Furthermore, they report that " ...a newcomer, 

while reinterpreting his or her life, produces new material that contributes to the 

communal construction ..." (111 ). With this knowledge in mind, learners should have the 

opportunity to begin writing from the realm of their personal understanding. They may 

only be able to write about being a housewife like Barbara Mellix did in "From Outside, 

In." That is a perfect topic for critical reflection. Mellix considered her duties as a 

homemaker, and discovered that she found many ofher tasks to be mundane, routine, and 

even pointless. "Hanging the toilet paper roll," she said, "is my most insignificant" (391). 

It does not matter how mundane ideas seem at first. What does matter is that learners 

conjure some notions to ponder and reconsider. If they can produce some text to work 

with, they can expand on it, and revise it for clarity. It must be noted here though that 

Mellix found it difficult to write about her personal life. In fact she found that her voice 

was "stronger, more confident, [when she was] appropriating terms like 'physically 

damaging,' 'wounds them further," 'insensitive,' diverse'- terms [she] couldn't have 

imagined using when writing about [her] own experience" (Mellix 392). Mellix' s 

experience further supports the benefits of learning to write in a learning lab because 

students have options in that more inviting setting. They are invited to write from any 

point ofview that they desire. Ifthey so choose, they may even write the same piece from 

each of the points ofview, which would provide great editing practice as they create 
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separate versions ofthe same topic. The focus ofwriting sessions and learning activities 

is writer centered. Apprentices may guide newcomers, but learners make the decisions. 

As Lave and Wenger point out, " ...apprentices, individually, must organize their own 

learning "curriculum" and recruit teaching or guidance for themselves" (86). Having 

sought help in the learning center, writers have begun to take responsibility for their 

academic actions, they have, in that sense, become their own literacy sponsors. By 

focusing on what they know in relation to the prescribed workshop readings, newcomers 

can begin the discovery process-to begin learning-through writing, revision, guidance, 

and conversation. They can begin being recognized as scholars within the academic 

practice. 

In keeping with the critically reflective agenda, apprentice style writing workshop 

participants will likely benefit from dialogue letters. These letters, readers may notice, are 

similar to Mlynarczyk's "letters ofresponse." Dialogue letters should enhance the iiI 
II: 

immediate feedback shared during writing sessions because participants will have the ::11 11' 
,11 

opportunity to contemplate the weather ofa piece, so these communiques will work best 

after a draft is complete. For example, Virtual Vermont, the online degree program 

described in chapter two, uses dialogue letters as the foundation upon which reflective 

learning is constructed. Learners open the dialogue in regards to their immediate learning 

engagement, and their faculty advisor continues or redirects the discussion, depending 

upon necessity, in a return letter. Through dialogue letters, the newcomer and the master 
.lll HI 

apprentice will enable meaningful interchange about the author' s topic and writing 

strategies via questioning practices. Why did he or she choose this topic at this time? Has 

he or she considered this or that viewpoint? What outcome does the author desire? What 
111 
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does the author think is or is not working within the piece, and why? The reader can 

address that last question as well because reading and writing are reciprocal activities. 

Writing also gains nourishment from collaboration, which is why writing apprenticeship 

makes sense. 

How might apprenticeship writing workshops materialize? Such an 

apprenticeship, as I foresee it, will follow the lead of the acclaimed Alcoholics 

Anonymous program because it has established a valid process for newcomers to gain 

success in a community of learners. Lave and Wenger emphasize the steps of this highly 

effective format in Situated Learning. They believe that to be a full participant within a 

community ofpractice, one must fashion an identity. A.A. benefits non-drinking 

alcoholics by providing them a community in which they may safely practice 

reconstructing their life stories to include their past, and move toward a new future (Lave 

and Wenger 79-80). This process could readily aid previously wary writers in 

constructing new perceptions as improved writers. First, they must adopt new behaviors. 

Alcoholics begin behaving like non-drinkers. Hesitant writers must begin behaving like 

active writers by disengaging the previously negative notions they have acquired toward 

composition. The function of this new behavior is to allow newcomers to develop new 

identities by establishing reconstructed stories that propel them toward discovering 

acceptance within the community of learners (Lave and Wenger 81). Ifthey understand 

that they have a sponsor just as every famous athlete, author, or actor does, they may well 

alter their dispositions toward writing. Apprenticeship writing opportunities will provide 

participants with guidance through the experiences ofthe exemplars and masters who 

were once newcomers themselves. 
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How might a writing apprenticeship progress? Newcomers may begin by working 

through Invitations to Write. These invitations were originally created by Lou Kelly, 

former University oflowa's Writing Lab director; they are now available on the Writing 

Lab's website and Carol Severino has graciously permitted me to use them in The Center 

as long as each Invitation states that it was developed at the University of Iowa Writing 

Center. As newcomers begin revising their identities through modeling those who have 

revised before them, they may also begin modeling writing structures. One helpful 

structure to model is that of the sentence because it is the basic unit ofwritten 

communication. Ann Longknife and her colleague K.D Sullivan have both studied 

sentence patterning in the reprinted book The Art ofStyling Sentences. They offer writers 

twenty-plus sentence patterns with which they may play. Writers "learn to write better 

sentences as [they] learn almost every other skill: by imitating the examples of those who 

have that skill" (Longknife and Sullivan vi). Newcomers should be encouraged to play 

around with sentences. 

As they play with their sentences, they should also be encouraged to be on the 

lookout in their daily reading for sentences they wish to imitate (Longknife & Sullivan 

xv). This is a concept that I did not encounter until graduate school. Outside of art 

classes, it was actually frowned upon to copy the masters, but patterns and structures are 

actually the very life ofwriting. John Langan's book English Skills with Readings 

provides newcomers with experience through key readings and gently guides them 

through the grammatical parts ofwriting. Langan, a long-term teacher ofboth reading 

and writing, covers the writing process and patterns ofdevelopment and delivers the 1!~111 1! 
grammatical parts in a clear format that every learner should be able to understand. 
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Langan purposely avoids using proper grammatical terminology. Instead, he explains 

"grammar, punctuation, and usage skills ...clearly and directly, without unnecessary 

technical terms" (xx). As they read through the seventeen readings that Langan provides, 

apprentices learn to pay close attention to the ways in which published authors 

accomplish communicating with readers. When they begin using these nine rhetorical 

methods, which include narration, exemplification, process, description, definition, 

comparison and contrast, cause and effect, division and classification, and argument, to 

compose their own essays, they may also begin imitating those sentences that had 

particularly struck them as illustrating powerfully successful pieces ofcommunication. 

Langan's book is well suited for self-directed learning, so it will serve learning lab 

regulars very well as a kind ofpersonal take-home apprentice. Between the interactive 

writing sessions, and the many helpful tips and exercises Langan provides, workshop 

participants will have plenty ofsupport as they achieve their goals. They may be assured 

ofacceptance within the learning lab's community of learners. 

In addition to playing with sentence patterns and imitating the moves of 

successful authors, learners may begin incorporating some ofGraff and Birkenstein's 

patterns for entering a written discussion. Graff and Birkenstein lend many patterns to 

fellow learners. Beginning with the more common moves for advancing points, learners 

may start using the "metacommentary templates" (176). These are the patterns that will 

help learners explain their views, and/or help them elaborate on complex information. 

These basic patterns may be followed by some other typical tools, such as "Introducing 

"Standard Views," " and "Making Something "They Say" Something You Say" (Graff 

and Birkenstein 163-64). The templates will help newcomers learn how to enter a written 
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conversation. Graff and Birkenstein's other templates will continue to guide them as they 

begin using more sophisticated moves with more academic patterns of development 

toward the end ofa semester. By the time they reach the ninth rhetorical pattern in 

Langan's book, some learners will be readily capable of advancing an argument that 

contains a main point, supporting points, and a solid conclusion. Others may take a little 

longer to achieve this end, but because there is no pressure to keep up or maintain a 

passing GPA, they may continue at their own pace. Through workshop involvement, the 

processes learners will encounter should help them to successfully progress through their 

graded coursework because active learning produces critical reflective practices, and 

active learning produces the sense ofbelonging. By gaining a sense of belonging, 

learners gain confidence in composition. 

Throughout the last six years since I've begun tutoring writers, I've been asked 

countless times ifthere is an easy way to begin a paper. My answer for the first five years 

had been, ''No. You read a lot, you discover a topic and then you begin with either a 

thesis statement, or you write until you discover one." Still writers have pressed me 

further for a secret to success for those grammar parts ofwriting. Fellow tutors too have 

asked how they may best help writers learn to write without walking them through line-

by-line proofreading. Aside from providing new writers constant praise to boost their 

self-confidence, and reminding them that the pronoun they cannot replace a singular noun 

or pronoun, and that commas are not placed at every point in which the reader may take a 

breath, or suggesting that they review fragments, run-ons, and parallelism, my answers 

have been slim. It has always been my practice to point out an example ofa grammar 
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error within a student's paper, and then to verbally instruct him or her how to correct it. 

Then, I would instruct the student to find similar errors (if applicable) and to correct 

them. This will remain the policy because it allows our writing staff to avoid the sticky 

subject ofethical tutoring, but I have designed a document, a checklist. The front of the 

checklist helps the writer and the tutor to discover the writer's individual patterns of 

errors; the backside has another checklist, patterns of success, that points the learning 

team toward applicable lessons (in Langan's text) that address the error. This document 

was much appreciated by those who have requested assistance in ethically aiding 

students. 

Yet, I would also like to offer new writers a strategy that may help them to 

immediately eliminate some confusion. I was thrilled when I was first assigned to imitate 

sentences. This assignment was not required ofme until I reached graduate school, and it 

was a part ofa creative writing workshop. Now, I've wondered why this type of 

assignment was never requested during the more formative undergraduate course of 

study. The best answer I have mustered is that teachers may fear that students will 

misunderstand the idea behind imitation, or copying the masters, and actually copy and 

paste from the masters. Or perhaps they fear that new students may commit mixed 

content plagiarism by changing only the most significant parts of the sentences that they 

choose to mimic. Nonetheless, I believe that encouraging such imitation will help 

students visualize proper sentence, paragraph, and rhetorical structures. Furthermore, I 

believe that by identifying structures and patterns in writing that novices will not be so 

lost in where to begin because they will learn to recognize what their instructors are 

looking for when they create their assignments. In other words, if a teacher requests a 
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comparison and contrast paper, and they have been working through Langan's book, they 

will recognize that they have at least two choices for structuring their piece: one side at a 

time, or line-by-line comparison. Just knowing that there is a "template" for structuring a 

sentence or an essay in a template driven society, will surely lessen the level ofwriters' 

confusion when faced with traversing new rhetorical terrain. Sentence templates such as 

Longknife and Sullivan's, rhetorical development patterns such as Langan teaches, and 

argument templates such as Graff and Birkenstein's introduce are what I've been seeking. 

On the one hand, these templates will be a nice complement to add to our tutoring toolkit 

ofpossible strategies to unsilence novices. On the other hand, I believe, they may help 

many newcomers find an entrance into the academy's discourse, and these templates may 

also help them maintain their literacy sponsorship that will allow them to continue their 

learning and development opportunities as they work toward writing their academic 

selves into existence while they work toward acquiring their chosen academic degrees. 
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	1 Opportunity by Choice and Sponsorshi
	p 

	"Literacy practices trail along within themselves histories ofopportunities granted and 
	opportunities denied, as well as ascending power or waning worth, legitimacy or 
	marginality ofparticular literate experience" 
	(Deborah Brandt 8). 
	B..W The Silent Learner (J;}_g 
	With my duster in hand, I begin sweeping Kleenex, candy wrappers, and other litter from the lounge furniture. That's the best hands-off way to tackle this dirty job. As I begin spraying and wiping five laminated tables, I hear a girl mention that Ancilla had accepted her GED. She is seated at the sixth table with two other female students. I recall all the lines I've heard that allude to the idea that my GED is a dead-end street, and my thoughts begin to form a superstorm as they prepare to explode into tho
	"They accepted mine too," another in the trio replies. 
	The third student rattles offthe not so local high school from which she graduated some few years ago, but the other two become quite animated in sharing their college acceptance stories. They are no longer members ofthe drop-out society; they are now accepted members ofAncilla College. 
	Normally dust-mopping is a quick job, but tonight I linger and listen. I find some dust particles that have overpopulated a comer and put a little extra effort into 
	Normally dust-mopping is a quick job, but tonight I linger and listen. I find some dust particles that have overpopulated a comer and put a little extra effort into 
	annihilating their community, but the remainder ofthe conversation proves fruitless to my immediate needs. When the students realize their break is ending, they leave their empty wrappers on the table instead ofdropping them in the large blue trash cans on either side ofthe French style door through which they pass as they return to their class. Striking my usual mantra, I huffto the empty room, "Ancilla students are messy," as I sweep their wrappers onto the floor to join the other litter before herding th

	aW Collections Q}_g 
	In addition to the trash and a vacuum bag full oflunch crumbs, I collect five course-completion checklists for associate's degrees from the registrar's office: English, Art, both elementary and secondary education in English, and Nursing. I grab an admissions application and another for financial aid from the document holder in the admissions office after straightening the waiting area and vacuuming its three connecting offices. Later, I find a stack ofextra college catalogs and handbooks under the greeter'
	Catching a glimpse ofmyself in the bathroom mirror as I move from stall to stall applying toilet cleaner, I stop and stare at my reflection for a moment. My beaming reflection mars the gloss ofdaily life. My current state ofexistence will no longer shine true. I'm ofthe habit that ifl want something, I want it yesterday. I'm a dreamer; no, I'm more than a dreamer; I'm a hopeful creator. The spark ofa different and optimistically better life has charged me. Who wants to find tobacco spittoon cups in the dark
	Catching a glimpse ofmyself in the bathroom mirror as I move from stall to stall applying toilet cleaner, I stop and stare at my reflection for a moment. My beaming reflection mars the gloss ofdaily life. My current state ofexistence will no longer shine true. I'm ofthe habit that ifl want something, I want it yesterday. I'm a dreamer; no, I'm more than a dreamer; I'm a hopeful creator. The spark ofa different and optimistically better life has charged me. Who wants to find tobacco spittoon cups in the dark
	of desk cavities? Who really wants to fish paper from a urinal? I admit that I enjoy the satisfaction of stripping and re-waxing floors because I can make a room look new. Those dirtier parts, well, they're just jobs. There's no joy in completing them. For them, I simply collect a paycheck sans satisfaction. 

	aW On Sponsors blJ_g 
	Sponsors are people or institutions that are responsible for other people, says my laptop's built-in dictionary. As a child, I participated in a volunteer event. The organization targeted the vitality of youngsters, and asked us to collect donation sponsors who would pay X amount offunds per X amount ofminutes that we continued jumping rope during a fund raising event. All proceeds, ifl remember correctly, went toward pediatric cardiovascular research. Product or service supplying sponsors pay to help keep 
	their oppressors become sponsors. Therefore, the sponsors gain nothing in return for inspiring the burdened to find freedom. Master Hugh forced Frederick Douglass to relinquish his weekly wages. Through this occurrence, Master Hugh became an unsuspecting sponsor when Douglass was allowed to keep a penny for each dollar he had earned because Douglass said ofhis allowance "I re-garded it as a sort ofadmission of my right to the whole" (Ch. XI). He then set his mind toward freedom and selected a date for escap
	aW Proof W~ 
	Because my original copy ofAncilla's Course Catalog andStudent Handbook has long since been missing, the following narrative is a merging ofmemory combined with text from the most recent updated handbook version. 
	I sit down in the conference room after warming my dinner in the college president's microwave, and begin reading through the materials I have collected. Well, I reason as I scan the checklists, I'm not sure about Shakespeare, but at least there's only one required math course for the English degree. Picking up the Course Catalog and Student Handbook, I thumb through topics on academic integrity, academic honesty, course loads, and grade appeals, and I learn that incoming students are required to take a pla
	I sit down in the conference room after warming my dinner in the college president's microwave, and begin reading through the materials I have collected. Well, I reason as I scan the checklists, I'm not sure about Shakespeare, but at least there's only one required math course for the English degree. Picking up the Course Catalog and Student Handbook, I thumb through topics on academic integrity, academic honesty, course loads, and grade appeals, and I learn that incoming students are required to take a pla
	Catalog 22). Under another subheading, "Getting Started at Ancilla," I read: "To be admitted to Ancilla College, a student must have either graduated from high school or homeschool, or attained a passing score on the general equivalency diploma (GED) as set by the state ofIndiana." (Course Catalog 9). Yes! I exclaim to my dinner companion
	-


	. the air. I jump up, clear my trash, and make my way to the small elevator to begin cleaning the second floor faculty offices. 
	~m My Choice W~ 
	I was eager to share my news with Bruce. "Hey babe, look what I found at work," I say as I show him the catalog and tell him about the conversation in the lounge. "Maybe I should look into the new nursing program. Nurses make a lot ofmoney," I suggest in response to a recent discussion about bills a few days earlier. His reaction bowls me over. 
	"Ifyou think you're gonna become a nurse. You can do it without me. You aint gonna bring home AIDS to me and the kids." 
	"Do what?" I ask, wondering where in hell he dug up that notion. He sits in silence, so I add, "Nursing pays Sue's bills, and she hasn't made her family sick." 
	"What do you really want to go to college for?" he asks dismissing my reply. "You hated high school. You quit, remember?" 
	"With a degree, I should make more money. Maybe we will finally be able to take a family vacation, and you know I only quit school because ofthe bullying. I stuck it out after being pushed into the school's pool. Should I have stayed after finding my jacket smeared with shit? Would you have stayed?" 
	Still facing a silent wall with expressionless blue eyes, I retreat to another room only to return moments later with some final comments. "Between lay-offs and injuries, we are sinking. We're gonna lose the house. What ifsurgery doesn't fix your tom shoulder this time? I'm thinking ahead here," I conclude. 
	"Thin.kin' ahead? What ifyou meet someone, and give up on me? It won't be a family vacation then! Will it?" he said, as he stormed out ofthe house. Overloaded on caffeine and Vicodin, Bruce sucked tar and flicked ash while he seethed on the deck. 
	Monday morning I was reading in the admissions office when the secretary arrived-a perk to having a master key. After I apologized for startling her, she commented on my high GED scores, and we set a time for my Accuplacer Test. Basing my decision on Bruce's crazed reaction and the fact that my heart wasn't really into nursing, I chose the English and Art programs. Mostly, I chose English because ofmy love affair with stories. I also chose Art because drawing and painting provides me with relaxing entertain
	~m My Surprise Q}_g 
	"Geez it's hot," I think as I engage the air conditioner by adjusting the thermostat dial to the -2 setting, which will reduce the temperature by a whopping two degrees on this August morning. I resume sitting in the back row ofroom 201 as close to the cooler air as I can possibly be after making the adjustment. I'm waiting for my first college writing course to begin. 
	A grandfatherly white-haired man shuffles into the room on the quarter hour and slams his leather case on the large desk. Talcing several colored folders from his abused case, he assumes position at the podium and introduces himself-I think. I cannot hear him over the hum ofthe air-conditioner to my left. Considering his reputation as the meanest instructor on campus, I am dazed by his whispering. He grimaces; I have no idea why because he remains inaudible, so I decide that it must be due to the punishment
	Two mornings later, having just downed halfa pot ofcoffee in the supply room/custodial office after my shift ended, I sit directly in front ofthe quiet man's podium. The problem is solved without confrontation. 
	~m Sponsors of Sponsors (l),g 
	Through Ancilla's sponsorship, I was awarded full Pell Grants during my first few years ofcollege. The federal government helped me take a firm financial stand as I entered the realm ofadult learning and literacy maintenance. Ancilla' s dedicated professors helped me stand strong in the river ofacademics. Had I managed to scrape together the funds for a Phi Theta Kappa membership, I would most likely not be facing such high loan payments because PTK provides members with scholarship opportunities. As a memb
	a.III Day Two IJJ,g 
	Sitting in my newly claimed seat on Wednesday morning, I am again waiting for my writing class to begin. Dr. Bayless walks in, slams his mistreated leather bag down on 
	Sitting in my newly claimed seat on Wednesday morning, I am again waiting for my writing class to begin. Dr. Bayless walks in, slams his mistreated leather bag down on 
	the table again, and then writes "one in a million" on the board. Pointing at those four 

	little words, he instructs us to, "Write a five paragraph essay on that topic." 
	"Yes, that topic," he replies in a wavering tone ofannoyance to a loud-mouth from the back row. "And," he whispers, "You have 75 minutes to complete the task. I'll be back within the hour to see who is remaining." He shoots us an evil Vincent Price grin as he leaves for a meeting. 
	Well, this is not what I expected ofcollege. What about a lecture? We all shuffle papers as we prepare to write. The girls on either side ofme immediately begin writing. I sit staring at the words on the board. There is giggling and other noise erupting from the row behind me. 
	"That man's a quack," someone says on the right side ofthe second row. 
	I struggle with my brain to deny the statement. Approximately fifteen minutes into the period five people vacate their seats in the back row. The students on either side ofme turn over their papers and begin reading for another class. The prompt has struck a writer's vein in them, and their thoughts effortlessly spilled forth unto the paper before them. Still, I sit without a written word. Another student behind me begins tapping her pencil in concentration. The noise from two boys behind me escalates. With
	As I turn around and catch the sight ofthose two obnoxious boys in the middle of the row behind me, I change my mind about quitting. Instead, I leave the room as I growl, 
	As I turn around and catch the sight ofthose two obnoxious boys in the middle of the row behind me, I change my mind about quitting. Instead, I leave the room as I growl, 
	"Some ofus intend to pass this quack's class, and you two should shut up so we can!" Retreating to the library behind the classroom, I stare at my empty paper while tears soak my blouse. 

	Drawing a deep broken breath, I look up. I look around the room. I look out the window at the already fledged Robin's nest on the windowsill. I look at the orange painted shelves and the glass cabinet that houses a collection ofengraved plates. I stare at the Norfolk Pine with its massive drooping limbs that betray its age. I look at the shelves again. The orange shelves filled with books hold my attention. After a minute or so, I begin scribbling a short essay. Barely writing the minimum five sentences per
	*** 
	Slam! The beaten leather case announces Bayless's arrival. He walks with a bounce toward the back row. He is impishly grinning and dancing quite like I imagine a leprechaun would as he begins pushing a covered cart to the front ofthe room. He pulls a cracked and worn soft vinyl covering offthe object on the cart to reveal an ugly blue beast. The oldest and largest projector that I've ever seen now stands naked between us and our Shakespearean scholar. 
	Bayless whispers. "I'm about to project your papers onto the large screen." He pauses. 
	He points to each ofus in turn, and in very hushed tones he says, "I have removed everyone's name for anonymity, so don't blow your cover. You are about to see the grossest ofgrammatical errors. My poor red pen has been layed to rest after bleeding out," he continues in mock grieving. "On with the show," he titters. 
	He fed page after page to the machine. The majority ofthem didn't resemble essays. I was surprised to find that a lot ofthe papers didn't have paragraph breaks. Two had only titles and bulleted lists. So, I was not alone in struggling with the assignment? Interesting. 
	As he nears the end ofthe lecture, Dr. Bayless manually feeds another paper into the belly ofthe blue beast. He turns the dial. Turn. Turn. Turn. I squirm as I recognize the larger than life image on the 6X6 foot screen. He had written one word in all caps across the top ofit-SKIMPY. 
	"This is a fair paper," he says. There is a long pause. 
	"With so few words, it better be," he added. 
	He fed the last paper to the beast. "This, is a good paper," he said. Lisa immediately claimed it as she gloated. That day, she and I embarked on a friendly competition to one up each other. Lisa was a natural at writing though, and she ultimately earned the impossible A that Dr. Bayless claims he "never assigns" to his writing students' papers. I enjoy writing, but I have always had to work very hard to produce 
	He fed the last paper to the beast. "This, is a good paper," he said. Lisa immediately claimed it as she gloated. That day, she and I embarked on a friendly competition to one up each other. Lisa was a natural at writing though, and she ultimately earned the impossible A that Dr. Bayless claims he "never assigns" to his writing students' papers. I enjoy writing, but I have always had to work very hard to produce 
	very little. Writing, for me, is like squeezing fresh orange juice. The trash builds as I collect the few delicious drops of:fruitful prose. 

	B.W The Chair (ll_g 
	Several weeks into my second writing course, I find an old padded chair in the hallway outside my boss's office when I begin my third shift rounds. Todd had tagged the chair with several other items for permanent repose on the fifth floor where the ghostly nun is rumored to roam the halls. I load the 3X5 foot wooden hand-truck and begin the lonely procession down the hall. The cart and I make a right at the end ofthe hall, and then I slowly pull the soon-to-be-forgotten-items down the long corridor. The fur
	I experienced my first creative writing workshop while I occupied that seat. We were encouraged to create rhyme schemes and describe our memories. The purpose ofthe workshop was to supply Ancilla's literary magazine Scripta with content, but Dr. Bayless 
	I experienced my first creative writing workshop while I occupied that seat. We were encouraged to create rhyme schemes and describe our memories. The purpose ofthe workshop was to supply Ancilla's literary magazine Scripta with content, but Dr. Bayless 
	canceled printing the year I took Creative Writing because administration proposed an in-house printing. "It would look horribly unprofessional," he had said. A few ofmy earlier, and therefore very primitive, writings appear in the next year's publication-the last of the traditional printed format before they turned digital; two editions contain several of my drawings and watercolor pieces. 

	From that chair, I also earned a Bon my handwritten Writing II final, and I listened as Dr. Bayless read Hamlet in my Shakespeare course and explained that "to blow a nail" meant to warm your hands by blowing on them. I earned an A on my analysis presentation of Shakespeare's sonnets "Spring" and "Winter," and I met the great William Faulkner's works during World Literature. Then I learned that Ancilla was dropping both ofmy study concentrations. 
	B-W Narrow Corridors W..e'f 
	Oregon Davis brought new meaning to "high" school. There, kids either did drugs or watched their backs. Everyone knew 0-D was a drug school. I also knew it as the home ofmeanness. There, kids were only interested in drugs, fighting, and sex. Usually they hunted for excitement in that order. We were victims ofnon-accredited, yet still mandatory, secondary education. During the 80s, a high-school diploma from 0-D was as good as useless, which meant it was a license for laziness for the wider population. A wre
	"She's a good girl, probably a narc!" most ofthe kids said about me because I smiled and thanked them for calling me names. I was determined to avoid confrontation as I wound my way through their gauntlet to the next nap station. I stayed home on 
	"She's a good girl, probably a narc!" most ofthe kids said about me because I smiled and thanked them for calling me names. I was determined to avoid confrontation as I wound my way through their gauntlet to the next nap station. I stayed home on 
	weekends and built puzzles because the drug game was fearful. Sex, however, was natural and alluring. Charles was a friend to everyone, which saved his ass on many occasions. He was another good kid, but the others kids accepted him because they had all been together since elementary. I was the outsider from John Glenn who invaded their territory at the beginning ofmy freshman year. As hard as I tried, I couldn't convince Charles to ignore his parents and church about that abstinence until married rule; we 

	I pursued the tall, blue-eyed blonde in my art class instead. Flirting was such an easy and silent communication. He'd wink, and I'd blow him a kiss. Soon, we began using each other behind the hunter's shack in the middle ofa com field on the outskirts of Walkerton. Hangin' with the senior, I was certain, would surely lead me to a state of being accepted. Instead, it fueled the girls' vengeance toward me, and the name calling took on an entirely new dimension. "Well, duh! What did you expect?" I ridiculed m
	I earned mostly average grades between middle school and reality just out of reach on the other side ofhell. English courses with Miss Moore prevented my GPA from dipping below average. Between iny freshman and sophomore year, I began training as a certified nurse assistant at Miller's Merry Manor. That summer, I also met Bruce at a dance. My friend from John Glenn had arranged a blind date. I was intended for Bruce's cousin, but I took one look at Bruce and resumed flirting. A punch to the gut and a reques
	I earned mostly average grades between middle school and reality just out of reach on the other side ofhell. English courses with Miss Moore prevented my GPA from dipping below average. Between iny freshman and sophomore year, I began training as a certified nurse assistant at Miller's Merry Manor. That summer, I also met Bruce at a dance. My friend from John Glenn had arranged a blind date. I was intended for Bruce's cousin, but I took one look at Bruce and resumed flirting. A punch to the gut and a reques
	was 23, and he had a get-away pick-up truck that transported us to concerts, tractor pulls, Potato Creek State Park, the Dunes, Brookfield Zoo, or the Cavalcade ofWheels each 

	Saturday. Knowing there were only three things to look forward to after high school, an end to the bullying, extended work hours, and safe sex through marriage, I accepted Bruce's proposal in December 1986. 
	A few months later, the principal told me I was destined to failure as he handed me my shit-smeared jacket in a freshly sealed Zip-Lok baggie. Mom's bad day turned for the worse when I sat down across the dining table from her tear soaked face and told her I quit school. She had just watched my youngest brother, four years my senior, and his fiance lose the drug game to prison sentences. "Well, that fixes that now doesn't it? Miss Moore had such hopes for you too," Mom said. I knew I too had failed her. The
	a.W Significant W/5 
	Skimpy often tattooed the face ofmy Writing I and II papers like an obscene gesture, but never in World Lit., or Shakespeare, or any non-Bayless class. Why is that? I believe it is because I need relatable content to write about. Literature provides stories. Old Testament holds stories I grew up with. Psychology and sociology have theories to think about. In my core writing classes, in a room with three rows ofdesks sans stimulation to charge the senses, I had nothing to grasp hold ofwith the "skimpy" promp
	Skimpy often tattooed the face ofmy Writing I and II papers like an obscene gesture, but never in World Lit., or Shakespeare, or any non-Bayless class. Why is that? I believe it is because I need relatable content to write about. Literature provides stories. Old Testament holds stories I grew up with. Psychology and sociology have theories to think about. In my core writing classes, in a room with three rows ofdesks sans stimulation to charge the senses, I had nothing to grasp hold ofwith the "skimpy" promp
	library, I've no doubt I would have failed to find a topic for the "one in a million" assignment. I would have lost my literacy sponsor as quickly as I had gained it. So, why did my writing receive that offending mark often rather than always? Dr. Bayless alternated between such prompts as the word zero, magazine pictures, a two foot circle drawn on the board, or "imagine you are a coin; which coin would you be?" For the coin exercise, I chose the penny because I value large families for their strength in n

	a.W Practice and Patience W.e"S" 
	Writing is work that involves a good bit ofon-the-job-training. Learning to dig, to expand, to elaborate, to layer the details and draw conclusions, to dissect, to rebuild, to tum a topic around, or flip it over and describe it from a new perspective, to redefine it and illustrate its significance in relation to today's societal climate requires practice and patience. I continued to struggle with developing depth ofthought in my studies after leaving Ancilla, so I have encountered variations of"Skimpy" stat
	a.W Signs: Opportunities and Barriers W.e"S" 
	"Ancilla College: Start Here. Go Anywhere," was the message that adorned many local billboards for years. Ancilla became my first college literacy sponsor. Brandt 
	"Ancilla College: Start Here. Go Anywhere," was the message that adorned many local billboards for years. Ancilla became my first college literacy sponsor. Brandt 
	records that "Sponsors ofliteracy emerge and recede ...rise and fall ...so goes the 

	prospects ofthose they sponsor, both in terms ofopportunity for literacy learning and the 
	worth ofparticular literacy skills" (27). 
	In spring 2007, Public Speaking marked my last class with Dr. Bayless. With less than a dozen students in this class, it was one ofthe smallest classes I had attended-topped only by four attendees in my creative writing workshop. I survived speech class by reasoning that I was old enough to be my peers' mother. I forced myselfto deliver my assigned speeches. To ensure success, I conjured the familiar faces ofmy children: Bruce Jr., Barbara, Anthony, and Ste:f'ania, and their friends: Tina, Virginia, Arielle
	During his eleven years with Ancilla, Dr. Bayless had seen a decline in English degree seekers between 1996 and 2007. Sponsors, Brandt tells us, "reject or discard the literate resources ofpeople that no longer serve their interest" (70). There were only three ofus English majors. Krista graduated that May, and Matt soon disappeared. I was moving too slowly through my programs as a part-time student, so Ancilla would not wait for me. Dr. Bayless was ofno further use to the college because he had no desire a
	During his eleven years with Ancilla, Dr. Bayless had seen a decline in English degree seekers between 1996 and 2007. Sponsors, Brandt tells us, "reject or discard the literate resources ofpeople that no longer serve their interest" (70). There were only three ofus English majors. Krista graduated that May, and Matt soon disappeared. I was moving too slowly through my programs as a part-time student, so Ancilla would not wait for me. Dr. Bayless was ofno further use to the college because he had no desire a
	worth ofhis particular literacy skills was waning. Brandt also discusses a vocational program that transformed according to popular choice ( 41). Ancilla, like the vocational program, was beginning to take "shape in response to growing regional demand" to strengthen the sciences department that was quickly filling with nursing students. Students' complaints, that his classes were too difficult, helped Ancilla take a stance against Bayless's lack ofcomputer literacy. Students also complained that the art tea

	Today, Ancilla's motto is "Ancilla: A Great a Place to Start." Ancilla is now sponsoring my teaching literacy. I am, once again, teaching Writing Concepts and tutoring writing. Ancilla College: Start Here-Go Anywhere-Return Home, rings true in my heart. I had expected a happy ending before it was ripe. 
	2 Virtual Vermont: Constructing a Voic
	e 

	"That voice can be engaging, abrasive, hesitant, cranky, philosophical-but it is not invisible. The voice reminds us that there is not only a human being behind this work, but a specific (and, we hope, interesting) flawed human, at that" 
	(Becky Bradway & Doug Hesse 7). 
	~m Points of Contact W~ 
	On a Monday morning in August 2007, I wake, wash my dream-dried thoughts down the shower drain, don my most comfortable tank and cutoffs, collect some straight up fuel from my BUNN machine, and join the other hundred or so Vermont students in my Donaldson, Indiana dining room. We are permitted to pass through the portal into Virtual Vermont's fall residency introductions affair at nine o'clock this morning. Relying solely on text, we write ourselves into existence in that virtual world. We greet one another
	Nice to "meet " you! 
	Good to "see" you again! 
	I join the opening threads, Hi from Indiana! 
	Good Morning from New York! 
	Greetings from Ghana! 
	This experience instantly reminds me ofJoe Diffie's song Welcome to Earth, Third Rockfrom the Sun. Through "cause and effect, chain ofevents" each ofus arrives here in cyberspace to continue making sense oflife. 
	I am intrigued by the wide range ofstudy interests, but I also wonder where some ofthem fall on the educational plane. At this level in my education, I do not yet understand that learning doesn't necessarily involve the streamlined courses associated with formal education. A newly initiated Akan Priest hopes to tell ofhis firsthand experience in relation to his ancestral heritage. A mom who is due to deliver her third child in October wants to design her project around the history ofmidwifery and to study t
	-

	As I read posts, I jot down very brief thoughts about my immediate reactions. They become seeds for contemplation. The best part ofthis program is my ability to actively participate without feeling the pangs ofshyness that I've so often encountered in the physical presence ofacademic peers. I have never been good with impromptu Qs & As. I credit my initial delight with Virtual Vermont to the freedom ofcollaborating with virtual points ofcontact, to being able to practice my responses in the absence of expec
	B-W Construction IJJ_g 
	Like a tag-team relay race, Virtual Vermont took up my academic paper trail when Ancilla passed it off. Brandt, author ofLiteracy in American Lives, cites the works ofEdward Stevens a U.S. legal history scholar who speaks ofthe "advanced contractarian society" that relishes the "ideal ofthe contract" ( 4 7). Such a society is one that values the textual trail. "In an advanced contractarian society, the ability to write has grown as integral as the ability to read; in a world ofprint, writing is often the on
	A documentary society also erects a barrier before those who cannot keep up or stay ahead ofthe marching machine that devours information and redistributes it at an increasingly faster pace each day. We are now in the wake ofthe fastest acceleration of this machine's existence, with printed pages fading into the background ofilluminated screens that reveal our desired information as quickly as our thoughts are formed. In the 
	A documentary society also erects a barrier before those who cannot keep up or stay ahead ofthe marching machine that devours information and redistributes it at an increasingly faster pace each day. We are now in the wake ofthe fastest acceleration of this machine's existence, with printed pages fading into the background ofilluminated screens that reveal our desired information as quickly as our thoughts are formed. In the 
	wake ofthe rapidly evolving machine, we, who are about to go under are also at the helm. Society is the machine that builds society. 

	I made the decision to construct my academic self. The changes that I had initiated became a personal contract between myself and society. Brandt provides three useful views ofthe definition-defying term "literacy." Ultimately, she sees literacy as a resource that is made up ofthree themes, learning, development, and opportunity. Literacy learning, Brandt states, "refers to specific occasions when people take on new understandings...Literacy development [spans] a lifetime ...Literacy opportunity refers to p
	~W Residency W~ 
	As members ofthe Virtual Vermont program, we are invited to share our interests, experiences, and personal history with the community; in conjunction, we are required to bring into discussion a possible study project. The entire residency experience emulates Paulo Freire's concept of"students-teachers" because we all work together, collaborating with fellow students and faculty advisors to help one another through the development ofself-discovery (257). Virtual Vermont's five step process provides the 
	As members ofthe Virtual Vermont program, we are invited to share our interests, experiences, and personal history with the community; in conjunction, we are required to bring into discussion a possible study project. The entire residency experience emulates Paulo Freire's concept of"students-teachers" because we all work together, collaborating with fellow students and faculty advisors to help one another through the development ofself-discovery (257). Virtual Vermont's five step process provides the 
	scaffolding for new learners to transition into this writing intensive style ofeducation. Scaffolding, David Barton says in his book Literacy: An Introduction to The Ecology of 

	Written Language provides learners support as they develop experience in a given situation (134). Learners need some guidance as they become more confident in their actions. As I read around in the posts, I encounter encouraging notes from faculty and experienced learners to all ofus new learners that Virtual Vermont's process will eventually become routine. Soon, they tell us, we will be wielding the torch of encouragement as we begin guiding others through the process. For now, I cling to the scaffolding.
	I blog in as a newbie and begin processing a variety ofnew learner orientation sessions. I welcome the easy task ofmaneuvering within my new virtual environment. To adapt to this new mode oflearning, I simply have to orient myself with the tabs at the top ofthe screen that contain my personal profile, a world map with dots to represent the location ofmy peers, and a drop box for document submissions. In addition, I encounter sidebar buttons (units) to the left: Introductions, Explorations, Orientations, Pre
	~ID A Welcome Discovery ID~ 
	Krista will be our last English graduate, Dr. Bayless said This announcement was as jarring as seeing his reply to my first in-class writing assignment three years prior. SKIMPY, is what he had called my essay in response to his "one in a million" writing prompt. During break on the night ofBayless's second bothersome declaration, I searched the internet for "online English programs" and discovered Union Institute and University. 
	Union Institute answered my prayers; it offered a low residency Bachelor ofArts program known as Virtual Vermont (VV) that would allow me to earn a degree completely online. Usually a low residency program requires learners to travel to the physical campus at the beginning ofeach new semester. Union Institute offered that type ofprogram too, but I chose the VV format. 
	Union Institute & University provides our students with flexible options in education. Our online classes are through our "Virtual Vermont" platform and can lead you to a BA without you worrying about the time and hassles oftravel. Our online classes let you attend class any time on any day-to fit your schedule! (A Different Approach). 
	For the most part, correspondence with my advisors occurred via email. Two ofmy advisors required one phone call within the first two weeks ofthe semester. I studied with five advisors--0ne every six months. Virtual Vermont is adult homeschooling with full support from a faculty advisor. Students collaborate with an advisor to develop study projects that focus on their individual academic needs and passions. 
	~m A January Telephone Inquiry W-6 
	Following is a transcript ofthe phone conversation as I remember it. 
	Q: Hello Christine, Would you please explain what you mean by "Study Project?" 
	A: Yes, the project replaces the coursework otherwise encountered in a traditional college. It covers five months of studying, and accumulates 15 credits. 
	Q: How is a Study Project determined? 
	A: You choose the topic according to your passions. 
	Q: How will I know I have developed a creditable study project? In other words, I do not want to reach the end ofmy study and have someone tell me that it didn't count. 
	A: We have a highly effective process for planning each study. The process begins and ends with an online residency. The community gathers together for fourteen days to complete the frrst two stages ofour process: Explore and Plan. We break away for the longer Study phase, and then we reassemble for three days to conclude the semester with the final two stages: Report and Evaluate. Before you reach the study phase of your project, you will have a clear self-made and faculty-approved syllabus that will guide
	Q: You mentioned "Monthly Packets." Would you please elaborate on those a bit? 
	A: I'd be happy to! A packet is quite simply a compilation ofmonthly documents that you will email to your advisor. The packet will contain essays, annotations, book reviews, etc. and a monthly dialogue letter. The dialogue letter is the crux ofacademic 
	A: I'd be happy to! A packet is quite simply a compilation ofmonthly documents that you will email to your advisor. The packet will contain essays, annotations, book reviews, etc. and a monthly dialogue letter. The dialogue letter is the crux ofacademic 
	discussion here at Virtual Vermont. In the letter, you will describe what you have 

	learned, and in what capacity you learned it. You will also pose specific questions that 
	you will undoubtedly encounter between submissions. Your advisor will return your 
	documents with "Track Changes" and extended conversation via a return dialogue 
	letter. 
	Q: How are advisors assigned? 
	A: Each semester you will select a faculty advisor who will best support your immediate study intentions. 
	Q: Great; so, is it possible to earn the equivalent ofa B.A. degree in English through Virtual Vermont? 
	A: Yes, the Writing and Literature concentration can definitely be tailored to equal an English degree, and ifour transcript specialists accept the credits you have accumulated you will be well on your way! Now, Stefanie, I have a question or two for you. 
	*** 
	Q: Are you persistent with asking questions until you receive the answer for which you are looking? There aren't any class lectures, so you must be willing to seek help in writing. 
	A: I believe I am persistent. 
	Q: Are you self-motivated? To be more specific, will you continue studying between packets? This practice is difficult for many people, and Virtual Vermont's staff has discovered that online learning is not suitable for every learner because some students tend to procrastinate. Do you think you are suitable for Virtual Vermont? 
	A: Yes, I believe that I am suitable. I do not believe I am a procrastinator. 
	Wonderful, Stefanie! I hope you decide to join our community. Please let us know ifwe can answer any other questions. 
	~W Anonymous Appearances W~ 
	"[Introverts] welcome the chance to communicate digitally. The same person who would never raise his hand in a lecture hall ...might blog to two thousand, or two million, without thinking twice" says Susan Cain, author ofQuiet (63). 
	To be an active and participating member ofan online community you must provide some personal information. In the least, a traceable email address is required. Yet, the appearance ofanonymity is just enough security to allow shy people, or introverts, or otherwise reserved people to open up and take flight in the free and welcoming virtual environment. VV provided me that freedom. What I enjoyed most about the controlled social aspects ofthe VV format, offingertip communication, was the nice, neat, organize
	~W Step One: Of Books and Bread W~ 
	Based on my desire to learn about Native American literature, culture, and art, I pass through my very first ofthree exploration portals. Once on the other side, I type my reconfigured ideas into another blog and turn my attention toward reading my peers' academic aspirations. 
	Because VV is a world-wide "campus," learners check in at various times
	; 

	consequently, each exploration lasts a minimum oftwenty-four hours. We are required to post at least twice each day; most ofus post more often. During the next eight days, we complete all three explorations; each one includes a faculty member and eight to twelve students. By our third exploration, we are expected to have a valid study in the works, and we should be building our working bibliography. Stefanie, someone types, you really must include the following books in your study!!! 
	The Native American Illustrated History. Edited by Betty and Ian Ballantine. Published in 1993, and Harold Courlander's The Fourth World ofthe Hopis. 
	Those are great suggestions, Stefanie, Marty tells me. He adds Trail ofTears: The Rise and the Fall ofthe Cherokee Nations by John Ehle, and the book American Indian Myths and Legends, which is co-edited by Richard Erdoes & Alfonso Ortiz. 
	Everyone at Virtual Vermont suggests books. There are book suggestions in The Commons-a student lounge. More recommendations materialize in the faculty presentation biogs. Even full-fledged bibliographies are offered-shouldyou want a copy-simply ask. 
	I seek the advice ofas many advisors as I can manage and leave their offices with virtual armloads ofmore reading recommendations. All ofthis activity takes on the appearance ofa jumbled mess, but I have big dreams. I've always had the knack for building castles in the sky, so I arrive on the other end ofthe three explorations with this proposal: 
	I seek the advice ofas many advisors as I can manage and leave their offices with virtual armloads ofmore reading recommendations. All ofthis activity takes on the appearance ofa jumbled mess, but I have big dreams. I've always had the knack for building castles in the sky, so I arrive on the other end ofthe three explorations with this proposal: 
	I intend to do an historical survey ofNorth American Indians. The study will span from the earliest indigenous peoples to today's tribes. I will incorporate Native American literature as a mode for better comprehending the historical events. I desire to include Native American art to help me visualize the events and specific styles ofvarious groups, thereby encompassing the full breadth ofthe North American Indian heritage. (Summers ...Preliminary Study) 

	As is evident here, explorations are akin to making bread. We throw our mess of ideas onto the table and begin playing with them, kneading, stretching, and pounding them into a manageable medium. By the time we select our top three faculty choices, we will have worked through the sticky phase and should be capable ofshaping viable preliminary proposals. 
	We submit our three faculty choices, along with our Preliminary Study Proposal via the Drop Box on the last evening ofour third exploration, and then we await the results ofthe Who Works With Whom meeting that will be held between faculty and administration the following morning. 
	Hey, kids, I made the cut! I have been assigned to Marty 's semester study group. He was my first choice! I tell my four children. Because they are in various stages of morning homeschool assignments, they are sarcastically shocked by my inflated emotion. They shake their heads. Wow! Really mom? Yay!!! That's, um, really great. They roll their eyes as they mock me. 
	~W Step Two: Physical Form W~ 
	I pass through another portal, and join my group on Marty's private discussion board for the planning stage. This relocation allows for more focus and clarity than did the all-inclusive blogs ofearlier residency events. No longer will we discuss vast possibilities ofpotential learning opportunities. Now, is the time for serious creation. Every Semester followed the same agenda, and I completed the same "Vermont College...Semester Study Plan" form as shapes the narration below. Welcome "Home" fellow students
	The three day reminder makes me nervous, but Marty reinforces encouragement with VV's mantra. Trust the process. My mind begins running a continuous loop as I work toward refining my individualized syllabi. Three days? Trust the process; I say out loud. With a racing heart, my mind wanders in the mire oftemporary disbelief. I have 
	The three day reminder makes me nervous, but Marty reinforces encouragement with VV's mantra. Trust the process. My mind begins running a continuous loop as I work toward refining my individualized syllabi. Three days? Trust the process; I say out loud. With a racing heart, my mind wanders in the mire oftemporary disbelief. I have 
	only three days to build my very first syllabus? Trust the process, I repeat. I've been following my residency agenda, but somehow the quickly approaching launch into the vast uncertainty ofaccomplishing a successfully valid independent study had not yet hit me until Marty spelled it out on the screen before my eyes. Trust the process, I repeat again as I fret over the understanding that this step ofthe process has to be precise because it creates my contract with VV. Once I launch this contract with VV, I 

	Virtual Vermont's method for building a Study Plan is reflective ofFreire's "problem-posing" thoughts because it is built around a carefully designed set ofquestions that requires learners to consider their positions in relation to the larger context ofthe society in which they live (262). Here, the writing process meets the planning process, and together they create an opportunity to write toward learning, toward clarity. Free write, rewrite, refine, edit, submit, process feedback, then revise. Marty, forc
	Virtual Vermont's method for building a Study Plan is reflective ofFreire's "problem-posing" thoughts because it is built around a carefully designed set ofquestions that requires learners to consider their positions in relation to the larger context ofthe society in which they live (262). Here, the writing process meets the planning process, and together they create an opportunity to write toward learning, toward clarity. Free write, rewrite, refine, edit, submit, process feedback, then revise. Marty, forc
	the surface ofa topic as I apply Union's questions to my study plan. You 're doing a great job, he messages me. The study is emerging; keep digging, he cheers. Revise again. Resubmit. The plan finally loses its ghostliness as it begins to grow a skeleton. Section A becomes the spine. 

	1.) This semester I will delve into the history ofNorth American Indians. I will learn some personal stories and traditional folklore handed down through the generations. I will discover their individual artistic styles. 
	2.) Upon completion ofthis study I will have the ability to discuss America's history through the eyes ofvarious tribes. I will be able to share with others an understanding oftheir culture, which I will have gathered by studying their works ofart, folklore, hand-made tools and materials. 
	3.) I chose [sic] to study this now because I have always been curious about North American Indians and I can fulfill my history requirement. 
	4.) I hope to teach literature and composition one day; this will enrich my literature perspective and improve my writing skills. 
	5.) This study will fulfill my history and critical analysis requirement. In addition it will also strengthen my analysis ofcultural art, and world literature. (Summers "Vermont College ...Study Plan") 
	Reviewing these contracts, I realize that they lack detail. My topic is still so very broad-to delve into the history ofNative Americans, through the eyes ofvarious tribes, 
	Reviewing these contracts, I realize that they lack detail. My topic is still so very broad-to delve into the history ofNative Americans, through the eyes ofvarious tribes, 
	the SCILL Center in Knox, Indiana, where he studied as a member oftheir automotive career track program. Then, taking my borrowed book with me to Christos Family Dining, I enjoyed my Greek Skillet Scramble and black coffee while I studied until it was time to collect my son before making the twenty-two mile drive from Knox to Plymouth to deposit him at Plymouth High school for his afternoon classes. My first packet, a mini one designed to allow new Virtual Vermonters to adjust to the self-paced, faculty-led

	So you see, no need for great piles ofapprehension. This was a fine piece ofwriting. Obviously you could have taken the topic further -another 20 pages or so©, but this was a perfect introduction to the idea ofthe symbolic four with good supporting evidence from the book. Therefore we have no writing problem to discuss. 
	Well, let me take that back, slightly. There were a few commas needed here and there and the citation style you used is correct ifyou are addressing more than one book, but MLA simplifies it more when addressing only one book -you only need the page number. Minor picky items. You write well. (McMahon ...Pklst) 
	It appeared as though I was well suited for self-study; however, that is not to say that I did not have a few obstacles to overcome as indicated in Marty's next return letter: 
	It appeared as though I was well suited for self-study; however, that is not to say that I did not have a few obstacles to overcome as indicated in Marty's next return letter: 
	I have mixed feelings about this packet. That does not mean it is either this or that, but a blend. That may be confusing, but I did not want to say good and bad since none ofit was bad. All was acceptable and you demonstrated good research skills. You dug to find additional information that enhanced your essay. What was lacking, to my humble sense, was more ofyour own voice. 

	History can be "dry" and that is why you perhaps felt you were just rewriting -transferring the facts. There were glimmers of Stefanie's reaction in all ofthe writing. I'd have liked to see more. (McMahon ...Pkl) 
	The following month I had so carefully reconstructed myself into an historian that Marty did not return one ofmy submissions ... because, by his own admission, try as I did, with great effort, I just could not find anything to correct. Jeesum! 
	(McMahon...Pk2). I was successfully finding my writing voice through VV's sponsorship. 
	~m Meaningful Dialogue W~ 
	The Dialogue or Academic Letter is supposed to contain substantial, meaningful conversation. Skimpy, continued stalking. Having already said what I wanted to say in my written pieces, I found that trying to initiate significant dialogue was the ultimate challenge. Skimpy lurked. 
	Carefully, I began mastering the dialogue skill. By the very next semester my new advisor, Frank, replied to my first packet with the following comment. "Your academic 
	Carefully, I began mastering the dialogue skill. By the very next semester my new advisor, Frank, replied to my first packet with the following comment. "Your academic 
	letter was great-and fun to read. I got a really good feeling for what you'd been 

	studying and thinking about for this packet. .." (Trocco ). Skimpy, was losing its hold as I 
	gained strength through writing. 
	~W Final Steps W~ 
	Reports and Evaluations bring a close to the semester. Individual study groups prepare presentations to formally report our findings. Most ofus prepare PowerPoints; others submit final reflection papers. These applications are the best virtual conveyances to present our learning. 
	We were required to evaluate the program, ourselves, and our advisors' performances, before typing our final farewells in the Send Offarea ofthe Commons, and then the semester ended. 
	~W InBetween W~ 
	The next semester I internalized the skills necessary to be recognized as a returning VV learner. Barton defines internalization as "a way oflearning, a mechanism ofacquisition" (135). Internalization allowed me to focus on the content ofmy second Semester Study Plan, rather than the process through which I designed it. I completed four study projects: The Native American Survey; Interdisciplinary Ornithology; English Requisites; and Memoir, Poetry, and Short Story, before I began my culminating semester. T
	The next semester I internalized the skills necessary to be recognized as a returning VV learner. Barton defines internalization as "a way oflearning, a mechanism ofacquisition" (135). Internalization allowed me to focus on the content ofmy second Semester Study Plan, rather than the process through which I designed it. I completed four study projects: The Native American Survey; Interdisciplinary Ornithology; English Requisites; and Memoir, Poetry, and Short Story, before I began my culminating semester. T
	Anders Ericson, been working through "Deliberate Practice" (80). This learning process is much like Vygotsky's ZOPEDS. The difference is that the former one relates to self-directed learning; whereas the latter term refers to other-directed learning as encountered in a learning lab because lab assistants begin by supporting learners. However, once a learner begins grasping the knowledge he or she is seeking, the assistant begins to step away and to encourage the student to try using the knowledge without he

	~m Will Power W ,li!S 
	My culminating study, American Wills: Cather and Faulkner, was designed as an affirmation that I was eligible for graduate school. A successful culminating study consisted ofcreating a forty page "Black Book," which replaced the forty pages of annotations and essays that normally comprised a study. My greatest difficulty with completing my undergraduate studies was with developing a thesis that would cover a book length ofwork. Skimpy, was determined to squash me yet. My patient advisor, Laban, led me throu
	Cather and Faulkner were creative outsiders searching for their sense of reality toward WWl, and civil rights movements, in addition to the opposition ofsuch Victorian polarities as gender, and race; thereby 
	Cather and Faulkner were creative outsiders searching for their sense of reality toward WWl, and civil rights movements, in addition to the opposition ofsuch Victorian polarities as gender, and race; thereby 
	situating them well within the parameters ofModernism, which is defined 

	here as a culture, an American literary era, and a method ofwriting. 
	(Summers American Wills 7) 
	My sixty-eight page "Black Book" was complete with five chapters, a preface, an introduction, and the following abstract: 
	American Wills-Cather and Faulkner is a contextual study ofthe lives, 
	times, and creativity ofWilla Cather and William Faulkner. The study 
	included a biography and five novels from each luminary; in addition to 
	much criticism and other supplements. The following novels were 
	selected: 0 Pioneers!, My Antonia, One ofOurs, The Professor 's House, 
	and The Song ofthe Lark, by Cather, and Soldiers' Pay, The Sound and 
	the Fury, Mosquitoes, Light in August, and Absalom, Absalom! by 
	Faulkner. These novels were examined through the lenses ofVictorian 
	opposition toward race and gender-specifically racial injustices and 
	autonomous women, Jim Crow laws, women's rights movements and the 
	Women 's Bible, the First World War, and Modernism as a: culture, literary 
	era, writing style. (Summers American Wills) 
	The highlight ofthis study was the thorough analysis ofAmerican Modernism. My mentor, Laban-a professional in the field-wrote, "You have written one ofthe clearest explanations ofAmerican Modernism that I have read. Nicely done." (Hill Dialogue) 
	As I look back over the experience ofwriting my culminating black book, the most memorable part is the essay on modernism. By making the learning personal, I also 
	As I look back over the experience ofwriting my culminating black book, the most memorable part is the essay on modernism. By making the learning personal, I also 
	made it lasting. I have always enjoyed puzzles, and to me the process ofmaking meaning ofmodernism included fitting together the pieces. Forcing myself into the mode of Deliberate Practice helped me to enter a state ofliteracy learning as I took on new understanding to help build another layer ofmy literacy development. 

	In my culminating evaluation Laban also wrote, "She is wonderfully poised to move on to graduate studies. I am delighted to recommend Stefanie Kaminski-Summers for a Bachelor ofArts degree" (Hill Bachelor ofArts). Clearly, he recognized my acquisition ofthe undergraduate discourse and also confirmed that I was capable of producing graduate level writing. 
	3 On Introversion: Solitary Refinemen
	t 

	"His retreat into himself is not a final renunciation ofthe world, but a search for quietude, where alone it is possible for him to make his contribution to the life ofthe community." 
	C.G. Jung 
	'§>-Bashful Beginning ~ 
	I'm wearing one ofmy favorite dresses, the blue and white checkered one with the tiny hearts in every other blue square, a large 70s style collar, a heart-shaped pocket, and short, poufy, sleeves-all ofwhich are red, and trimmed in white eyelet lace. Without even a hint ofa smile, I am watching another kindergarten class as it forms a single-file line outside the office door. My internal and external bodies are shaking in opposition to each other, and I'm squirming on the hard four-legged wooden stool; I'm 
	Now, I could just as easily have chosen any one ofmy elementary photographs for this exploration ofmy introversion because I have basically the same sheepish expression in all, but I chose this particular picture because when mom complained that I didn't even smile, I told her, I thought I did. In this picture, the awkwardness of timidity-the awkwardness that makes me feel as though I'm smiling when I am not-snapped into reality. 
	aW Inequality Q)_g 
	Sometime around the third grade the teacher began incorporating the study of multiplication into our curriculum. I witnessed the laughs when I did not spew the facts. My mistakes increased as peers stared me down. When Grandma Kaminski arrived from Colorado one summer, she forced me to spend every morning in the furnished basement trying to memorize the table that divided us. Grandma's sickeningly sweet voice, quite like Disney's rendition of Snow White, irritated me. 
	Stefanie, you must learn all ofthe tables. There are more than the ones, twos, fives, and tens. Laziness won't get you anywhere, she said as she smiled down at me. 
	I focused on the silver trim around her lower left central incisor because I was unwilling to look her in the eye for fear I'd see the look that reminded me that I was-less than-that I didn't measure up. 
	I enjoyed writing, so she decided I should spend countless hours speaking and writing 1X1 = 1, 1X2 = 2, ... 12 X 11=132, 12 X 12 = 144. You'll develop a rhythm like poetry, she said, seemingly clueless that it was not the action ofwriting, the pencil to paper that I thrived upon; rather, it was the ability to 
	communicate, to express myself
	. 

	When we moved east, Sister Elizabeth (Hawkeye) continued the monotonous drill 
	and kill method ofrote memorization. I refused to speak to Sister Hawkeye. She is scary. I recounted to mom one night. She is mean. She pushes us out ofour seats with one finger on the side ofour head. We land on the floor beside our desks ifwe don't quickly answer her math 
	questions. It's so bad, Mom, we call it being grounded. Study more, Mom replied. More often than not, I'd be next to my desk, with Sr. Hawkeye barking, Foldyour 
	hands. Bow your head. Pray for the wisdom God's grace provides. 
	Unable to internalize the tables, I internalized my feelings and crawled further into the proverbial shell. Through Grandma's gaze I recognized my shyness. Sister Hawkeye's grounding reinforced my sense ofbeing evaluated. 
	a.W Dividing Difference W ~ 
	Susan Cain, author ofQuiet: The Power ofIntroverts ... explains that shyness is a cousin ofintroversion ( 4). Shyness, a personality, develops after societal influence. Introversion, however, is a temperament; it is inborn nature (Cain 101). In other words, shyness is only one possible trait ofintroversion; therefore, not every introvert is shy. We all prefer our personal physical and mental space, but some ofus are also afflicted with shyness. We are afflicted with that fear ofpublic judgment. 
	I've seen that look. The look that says I'm about to be judged. It flashes across peoples' faces as my thoughts take flight in multiple directions, and I have trouble calling 
	I've seen that look. The look that says I'm about to be judged. It flashes across peoples' faces as my thoughts take flight in multiple directions, and I have trouble calling 
	them home, to articulate them as quickly as the judges seem to expect. In my mind, 

	shyness and introversion create a pair. Judgment enters, and he joins shyness and 
	introversion as a pair within me until death do we all part. 
	Shyness is the result ofan effect. Shyness sprouted from constant reminders that I was awkward. Grandma Clark made me walk with books on my head to correct my posture. Mom reminded me that my middle name was not Grace. She constantly told me to sit up straight and not to slouch. Sit on your bottom not your back. You are like a bull in a china shop. Pull your shoulders back. My ballet/tap teacher whipped me with a yardstick because my heel didn't point to the ceiling and my toes to the floor when I stretched
	~W Dreaded Displays W..@S" 
	The only part ofplaying piano that I despise is that every piano teacher requires participation in a recital. Being able to play a piece perfectly in my living room or in my instructor's dining room does not mean that I will be able to play it on a stage in an overly-lit combustible-vault-full-of-people who would rather be watching re-runs in their living room than watching me stumble across the keys. 
	Needing an outlet from the burden ofhigh school, I sought to continue my piano instruction. Joyce, the kind and talented wife ofan uptight minister, made no exception. 
	IfI wanted to learn how to play block chords and arpeggios, I had to also play before her 
	husband's congregation and my peers and their families. 
	Susan, a better-than-most-or-so-she-thought peer from middle school, stifled a giggle with a cough when I passed her as I made my way up the aisle to take my place on the piano bench. I started out fine, and then another cough unnerved me. Susan may not have even issued the second cough, but the idea ofher giggling at me was intimidating enough that my fingers stumbled during my millionth version ofThe Eye ofa Tiger. 
	Joyce had often had me begin playing from multiple points on my sheet music, so I would know my way into the piece from many angles. Unfortunately, we were not allowed to have our sheet music during recitals, so I lost my place. I just knew that the people in the audience were becoming agitated with my poor performance; I simply could not regain composure. I had even tried to restart the piece. Frazzled and fumbling, I failed. Finally, Joyce brought my music to me, and I played it through without stumbling.
	Three years ago my daughter Stelania and I began taking piano lessons together. She had asked me to take lessons with her so we could spend time together, but she quickly lost interest when she discovered that she must practice playing. Her lack of interest provided me a perfect out when the instructor began talking about the pending spring recital. I took my newly purchased chord book, a replacement for one that had been misplaced over the years, and we quit our mother/daughter bonding activity. My 
	Three years ago my daughter Stelania and I began taking piano lessons together. She had asked me to take lessons with her so we could spend time together, but she quickly lost interest when she discovered that she must practice playing. Her lack of interest provided me a perfect out when the instructor began talking about the pending spring recital. I took my newly purchased chord book, a replacement for one that had been misplaced over the years, and we quit our mother/daughter bonding activity. My 
	book is tucked in my piano bench awaiting my return. My daughter, now eighteen, wants absolutely nothing to do with spending time together. 

	a.W Instrumental m~ 
	Before we go any further, let's acknowledge that the question ofintroversion, and ofshyness turn out to be extremely complex and difficult. And the question ofnature versus nurture is only part ofthe problem. Introversion is not just complex, it also only represents eight out ofsixteen categories with which human personalities are understood. 
	Carl Jung noted two distinct psychological types: introversion and extroversion. People function predominately in one, and secondarily in another, offour preferred ways: thinking, feeling, sensing or intuition. Isabel Briggs Myers and her mother Katharine Cook Briggs studied Jung's types. Myers devoted her life to developing the Myers Briggs Type Indicator or MBTI. She expanded Jung's work to include a lifestyle component; thus, each attitude is not only divided into principle and auxiliary functions, but i
	According to the Myers-Briggs Inventory, as an ISTJ, I am an introvert with a sensing principle function, a thinking auxiliary function, and a judging lifestyle. That is to say that I learn information through my senses first, and that I prefer analyzing information using logic before considering others' feelings. Myers does a superb job of personifying the judging-perceiving processes ofintroverts in her book Gifts Differing. 
	She says, "A good way to visualize the difference is to think ofthe dominant process as the General and the auxiliary process as his Aide." The General, judging in my case, Myers indicates, delegates the Aide, perceiving, to handle external affairs while he tends to personal internal business (Myers Ch. 1 ). 
	So, what's in a function? I perceive it as a stance, a preferred position. It is brought about by moods. Because a function appears to be in direct relation to mood, it may be temporary. That's why we encounter the predominately principle function clause because moods often change. In my experience, personality test scores vary. I scored an ISFJ one day, and an INFJ on another, but most often I scored an ISTJ. Therefore, we should not take functions as absolutes. However, the MBTI is said to be "valid and r
	As I've contemplated my various scores, I've drawn the conclusion that because social situations make me nervous I prefer knowing what looms in my future, which accounts for the persistent judging process score. Along the same vein, I tend to overthink pending situations by drawing upon past experiences that are highly infused with physical sensations. Thus, the recurring primary sensing function also makes sense. I may force my mind to meet societal demands, but my mind forces me to escape those demands as
	'~
	, 

	is my least developed part-auxiliary function thinking-tried to free itself from the 
	oppressive principle function sensing, which caused me to overthink the questions? 
	As an introvert, then, why do I continue the push to meet societal demands? Why do I push myself to find a voice and be recognized? Well, everyone has a hurdle to jump, ocean to swim, or mountain to climb. Society does not change its structure to meet the individual; rather, the individual must conform to fit within society. That is, ifthe individual truly wants to become a part ofa general community. To not be looked over, pushed aside, or drown, I must push myself. I must swim my ocean full ofthreatening 
	As a quiet learner, an introvert that avoids confrontation, I grabbed the buoy of self-sponsorship that skips and bounces behind the boat that picks out those who manage to tread water long enough to be noticed as survivors. I've fought to hold my own through literacy development because I want to be instrumental in helping others become survivors. 
	~w Taxonomy bIJ_g 
	People organize information through classification. Classification is a form of communication. A certain set ofclassification traits places an object in a certain group. 
	While it can be said that some classification is harmful, such as that which surrounds unfair pigeon-holing in educational development, or prejudice ideology, it is nonetheless the construct oflanguage and communication. Ifwe must label, let our labels be positive. Because Myers was sensitive to negative labeling toward the various psychological types, she sought out replacement labels. Instead of"pig headed," she preferred "firm" (The Story). 
	~m Composition Connections (Il_g 
	I prefer to communicate through writing because it allows me to formulate my words in the absence ofcensorship and to rewrite them into clarity before sharing them. Being involved in the graduate English program is helping me to find freedom from the shackles ofmy shyness. I have had to present at least one piece ofwork or project each semester. Each presentation provides me with another attempt at tearing down my wall of insecurity. 
	I was dreadfully afraid to read in front ofa group ofmy peers' friends and family members. During the short week leading up to the dreaded spring 2012 event, I spent every free minute reworking, revising, and refining my selected material. On the day of the reading, I emailed Professor April Lidinsky and we devised a plan to help me ease into presenting before my peers and the strangers that they encouraged to participate in watching my moment oftorture. 
	I chose to read selected passages from my estrangement essay, "Cyclical Reactions." This album ofsix sections is very dear to me; it pairs premature menopause with global warming. I took my place at the podium immediately after the audience applauded the first reader. Standing before my classmates, their few guests, and some 
	I chose to read selected passages from my estrangement essay, "Cyclical Reactions." This album ofsix sections is very dear to me; it pairs premature menopause with global warming. I took my place at the podium immediately after the audience applauded the first reader. Standing before my classmates, their few guests, and some 
	faculty members, my mouth became intensely dry. I began reading in a faint and shaky voice with my lips sticking to my dry teeth. The usual heat ofanxiety began rising from my toes. My legs became warm and weak. April flashed me a reassuring smile. My fellow student, Karen K's smile followed April's, and the heat began to ebb. Another student and friend, Karen H's smile followed Karen K's. Or, at least I noticed their silent cheers in that order. Before I knew it, I had reached the end ofmy reading material

	Composing my thoughts through writing before presenting them helps me to erase the semblance ofa fool in the sight ofpeers. Writing offers me the chance to be sure of my reasoning. I retain a safe reservation and reduce the noise oftimidity-the continuous hum, clink, click, crash ofa Magnetic Resonance Imaging machine trying to find courage deep within the core ofmy being--one experience at a time. Having a well-worked piece to present, creates far less internal noise enabling concentration toward outward i
	aW Seeing ItThrough (Il,g 
	In group situations, I'm like the newly sighted boy in Annie Dillard's essay, "Seeing;" I too feel "everything is ...confused and in motion" (701). Confusion-group noise-sends me further inward. From within my walls, the noise is reduced to the annoyance ofa barely audible radio. 
	During one ofmy final graduate classes in April 2013, I attempt to spark a conversation for assignment clarification purposes. 
	Could we discuss the difference between the contemplative essay and a biography? I ask, through the binding fear ofan overactive self-consciousness. 
	Sure, let's finish hearing_from one another to see ifwe can answer that question, 
	Professor Parker requests. As the discussion continues, the similarities begin to fade a bit. Yet, I still struggle to completely understand. 
	But... heart begins racing, blood pressure increases, and my internal temperature reaches an inferno once again-so, I blurt at a fellow writer, you don't have a clear topic. 
	Well, yes, to put it bluntly, Dr. Parker said. 
	At least this time I managed a complete sentence, rather than completely fumbling my words---0r worse-losing my thoughts and dismissing my loss with a wave ofmy hand. Obviously, my shyness is decreasing. Still, that reaction was certainly not my intent; it was simply the result ofmy mind becoming clouded by my current struggle. These sensations, I've recently learned, are likely driven by an overly stimulated amygdala, a portion ofthe brain that reacts to negative emotions. 
	Development psychologist, Jerome Kagan, spent his life studying the effects of environmental stimulation on the body. Beginning with infants, he scheduled incremental nervous system examinations at four months, and repeated them at "two, four, seven, and eleven years." During the exam, these children were introduced to a variety ofnew experiences beginning with sensory stimuli: tastes, smells, colors, and sounds, and later incorporating strange costumes, robots, children who were strangers to the subjects, 
	Further study focused on whether the high-reactive infants were more susceptible to becoming introverts as adolescents. As they aged, their behavior was measured in the form ofcommunication and body language and their physiological conditions, which are controlled by the amygdala, were measured by heart rate, BP, and temperature. The high-reacting infants did become more reserved. "Many ofthe children turned out exactly as Kagan had expected" (Cain 100-101). The results ofKagan's efforts emphatically sugges
	Stepping out ofmy comfort zone during the workshop and expecting further judgment caused the physiological reaction. Because this is a frequent recurrence for me, I prefer quietly studying life by observing others. I prefer learning by listening to discussions, rather than participating in them. 
	~m Controlled Encounters W~ 
	"Where else but cyberspace does the introvert have the opportunity to start in our comfort zone ofwritten communication?" Laurie Helgoe asks. 
	I hid behind my computer as I embraced learning within Virtual Vermont's online college program. It was vital to my current success because I completed my undergraduate education by working through my responses before emailing them to my advisor, or uploading them for all to see. 
	While studying within the Writing and Literature track I explored writing, creative writing, art, birds, Native American history, two-20th century American novelists and four-Victorian era English novels without experiencing a single blush. 
	I studied poetry, linguistics, short story, nature writing, avian flight patterns, old world mythology, literary criticism and theory, memoir, William Faulkner's and Willa Cather's works without experiencing even one overly excited amygdala attack. 
	I learned to pace myself, to set personal due dates, to frontload the fast reading, in order to save time to complete the 40+ required pages ofpolished writing-all without ever physically seeing a professor or fellow student. 
	I grew as a writer by communicating through biogs and email submissions. I graduated after 29 months ofcontinuous study. My degree arrived via the post office. 
	Virtual Vermont's program is perfect for those ofus who are autonomous learners. Each semester, VV follows the same agenda which makes the experience enjoyable for those ofus who prefer routine, and for the other group ofus who feel truly uncomfortable in face-to-face impromptu-style class discussions it provides us the comfort ofnot being stared at when our answers are slow to emerge. Through writing and independent study, my shyness became a working tool toward claiming my autonomous learning style. Inste
	~w Constricted Cortex l..I.l~ 
	Even as high reactive introverts begin to overcome fear, sometimes they still trip and stumble and feel awkward during moments ofinteraction because ofthe cortex (Cain 119). 
	During the spring of2012, Ted Fox, the author ofa soon-to-be-released book You 
	Know Who 's Awesome?: (Not You.), visited my Stylistics class. Fox takes real situation
	s 

	he encounters, and then puts a twist on them by humorously playing up the mistakes of his subjects. Upon being asked to introduce ourselves, I began mentally preparing my introduction. When my turn came, instead ofstating my name and telling Mr. Fox that I teach and tutor developmental writing, I actually trip through, Stefanie Summers, and I uh work with people uh who can't write and I uh teach them how to write. 
	Great! Visions ofbecoming Fox's next subject began to invade. I sounded like a fool. Too bad I hadn't sought out a person who um works with people um who can't speak, to have that person um teach me how to speak. 
	I imagine Fox's next tweet: Graduate students who can't speak in public. Piece of advice: Quit fooling yourself and find that sweet spot between salting French Fries and mopping floors. 
	Susan Cain's work offers me a lifeline ofcomfort; my word fumbling was a biological response. The cortex, under more successful situations, is to be credited with my progress in reconditioning my public perceptions because it is responsible for soothing fears. It does so by blocking the path between incoming negative messages and the amygdala. Unfortunately, this time it missed its cue. 
	I was left feeling as awesome as the collection ofsubjects in Fox's book in the absence ofmy cortex's support. Two weeks after the incident, my peers said they hadn't read me the way I had imagined. You hid it so well! they said. So, again, some thirty-odd years after the kindergarten photo shoot, I recognized that the awkwardness I felt was not what others witnessed. 
	aW Shades of Shyness blJ_g 
	The Shyness Research Institute, a part ofIndiana University Southeast, educates sufferers on every aspect of shyness from understanding their afflictions to learning how to overcome them. Bernardo Carducci believes that shyness develops as toddlers become aware oftheir sense of selfnear eighteen months ofage. Additionally, he also believes there are shades of shyness ("Are We Born Shy"). 
	The institute recognizes three types of shyness: Cognitive, Affective, and Behavioral. "Thus," Carducci says," while shy people tend to experience all ofthe affective, cognitive, and behavioral components ofshyness, some experience one ofthe components more than others, which helps to explain the different types of shyness" ("Are We Born Shy"). 
	Cognitive (private) shyness symptoms include an "excessive sense of self-consciousness, negative self-appraisal, irrational belief system ..." Some affective (public) symptoms are "anxiety, muscle tension, increased heart rate, upset stomach, and an assortment ofother physiological reactions." Behavioral (social) shyness symptoms include "behavioral inhibition," and "social avoidance." 
	I most readily recognize myself as being both cognitively shy because I tend to be "excessively self-conscious," and assume that others are "evaluating" me, and affectively shy because my heart races, muscles tense, and anxiety levels mount. Then again, I also lean toward perfectionism, so I also find the need to rehearse responses which deals more with responding correctly (or incorrectly) in social settings, which ultimately suggests I also suffer mild Behavioral Shyness as well ("How Do I Overcome Shynes
	see myself as mostly cognitively shy makes complete sense because I spend significant amounts oftime with my thoughts. The institute encourages cognitively shy sufferers to remember that "other people care more about themselves" than they do about others. 
	Considering that graduate students here at IUSB are expected to build cohort relationships, I figure my peers should avoid me-the word-fumbling member-but ifthe Shyness Institute is correct, then we were floundering together, and I was the one dead center ofall ofus flopping fish at the tail end ofthat Stylistics class. 
	a.W Coordinating Confidence W£S" 
	In spring 2012, I was hired as a Learning Lab Coordinator. The search panel took me on board after I successfully navigated the interview. This success was huge. Drawing from the reservoir ofgrowing confidence accumulated through workshops and other such class participation, I entered the room with the attitude that maybe the panel would see in me some useful attribute. Ifl wasn't completely sure ofa response, I reframed the question for clarity, and then answered as honestly as I knew how. Preparation is v
	a.W Chronicled: An Interview of Sorts W£S" 
	William Pannapacker, opens his discussion in "Screening Out the Introverts" with this comment. "For many introverts, being forced to conform to a culture ofextraversion has costs for the health, [and] personal lives ...I could not help thinking ofQuiet in terms 
	William Pannapacker, opens his discussion in "Screening Out the Introverts" with this comment. "For many introverts, being forced to conform to a culture ofextraversion has costs for the health, [and] personal lives ...I could not help thinking ofQuiet in terms 
	ofacademic culture, especially in relation to the challenges faced by graduate students 

	who are not extroverts." 
	I think about all ofthe sleepless nights I've spent in my efforts to recharge since I embarked on my higher education career. Sleep deprivation is the plight ofintroverts. In alone with my thoughts after night removes the commotion. Those sleepless nights have been both advantageous and detrimental to my health. To not recharge, is to suffer mental constraint. To neglect sleep is to suffer fatigue, which only increases the need to tap energy reserves. To neglect sleep is to also pack on extra pounds and gui
	today's ever present commotion,.it becomes increasing necessary to seek quietude to be 

	Then there are the missed moments with family, when I desperately need seclusion. During those moments, I opt to remain home and spend time with my thoughts. I simply have to have pauses for reflection. I'm active in their absence, usually studying, cooking, cleaning, performing house maintenance, or mowing, doing things that allow me to communicate with my internal body. I relax in the company ofmy mind. 
	We 've been waiting nine years to spend time with you, my family reminds me. After I began college, family time became study time, and night time became my time-all for the sake ofself-repair for the next day's public demands. 
	"Introverts, whom Cain described as spending their youth reading and cultivating the inner life, and typically succeeding at school, may find themselves suddenly underperforming as graduate students" (Pannapacker) 
	I did spend my youth reading and building puzzles. However, I was never a great student because "required" school was never an inviting atmosphere. From my 
	I did spend my youth reading and building puzzles. However, I was never a great student because "required" school was never an inviting atmosphere. From my 
	perspective, graduate school is most difficult because ofhome life, homework, maintaining sponsorship in the working world-there are too many expectations and not enough me. I imagine others share this perception. It's not ineptitude that makes grad school difficult; rather, it is lack oftime that may cause poor performance. Success equals more responsibility. Ifa person is making it work, activity will continue to build. The same situation occurs during placement tests that continue applying more intense q
	-


	"Should academe be concerned that it loses many ofits graduate students? Do they not have something to contribute?" (Pannapacker) 
	Sure! We have our stories to share. Our stories may help other students understand themselves. They may also help extroverted types to better understand us, and we shouldn't only be concerned with current grad students. We should also be looking toward the future. We should be looking for opportunities to help undergraduate introverts become autonomous learners before they enter the rigors ofgraduate school. 
	~m Savoring Solitude lJJ_g 
	A large part ofmy solitary refinement has been in discovering how to be the best daughter, wife, parent, friend, student, employee, writing assistant, and supervisor that I am capable ofbeing. Because society drowns me with constant confusion, I've learned that to face these activities is impossible without pausing regularly. The General within me that is organizing and prioritizing favors my tiny group ofone at the end ofa busy day ofdelegating my Aide to tend to external business. To be alone is not lonel
	Summers 58 allowed to completely recharge, will weaken. With each missed opportunity to gather energy, it retains less ofa charge. Quiet retreats are vital to my solitary refinement. 
	4 Janitor to Master Apprentice: A Reflection 
	"We cannot direct the wind, but we can adjust the sails." Dolly Parton 
	Jack Mezirow, the leader in the field oftransformative learning since 1978, believes individuals pass through several, ifnot all ten, ofhis compiled stages of transformation listed below: 
	1
	1
	1
	. 

	A disorienting dilemma 

	2
	2
	. 

	Self-examination 

	3
	3
	. 

	A critical assessment ofassumptions 

	4
	4
	. 

	Recognition ofa connection between one's discontent and the process of transformation 

	5
	5
	. 

	Exploration ofoptions for new roles, relationships, and action 

	6
	6
	. 

	Planning a course ofaction 

	7
	7
	. 

	Acquiring knowledge and skills for implementing one's plan 

	8
	8
	. 

	Provisional trying on of new roles 

	9
	9
	. 

	Building competence and self-confidence in new roles and relationships 

	10. 
	10. 
	A reintegration into one's life on the basis ofconditions dictated by one's new perspective (Mezirow and Associates 19). 


	These phases provide some useful insights for highlighting the moments ofmy incremental transformation toward becoming a master apprentice. 
	~m One: Disorienting Dilemma l.I),.g 
	New situations always cause a moment ofdisorientation; however, they do not necessarily cause a dilemma. Rarely does disorientation become problematic. As we transfer new meaning to each startling situation, it usually fades quickly into the background ofthe freshly constructed significance. A truly disorienting dilemma is the moment one learns that a teenage nephew's best friend was shot dead in the tiny oftown of Culver, Indiana. The bullets abruptly arrested Stephen's legs as he attempted to escape on We
	New situations always cause a moment ofdisorientation; however, they do not necessarily cause a dilemma. Rarely does disorientation become problematic. As we transfer new meaning to each startling situation, it usually fades quickly into the background ofthe freshly constructed significance. A truly disorienting dilemma is the moment one learns that a teenage nephew's best friend was shot dead in the tiny oftown of Culver, Indiana. The bullets abruptly arrested Stephen's legs as he attempted to escape on We
	disorientation; it instills an acknowledgement that the moment will never find an answer 

	for its loss. A part ofthat moment was ripped from its being. 
	My moment ofdiscovery, a conversation in Ancilla's Charger Lounge, my storm ofrecognition, my moment of"conscientization" to use Paulo Freire's term or consciousness-awareness as it is more often referred to, like any weather disturbance, quickly engulfed my senses. Just as quickly, the flickers and clashes spread into the distance as the horizon took on a fresh glow ofexpectation. That flush ofan extra, off beat, cardiac pump with the initial disturbance was more like a, "What? Really?" moment ofexcitement
	Four: Discontent m~ 
	am 

	That conversation sparked my discontent. To know that I might not need to be resigned to cleaning up after other people, I embraced the idea ofanother possibility. Mezirow quotes philosopher, sociologist, and historian Maxine Greene's signature line, "imagining things as ifthey could be otherwise." Greene's phrase, Mezirow notes, is the beginning oftransformative learning (Mezirow and Associates 28). Greene's message provides the necessary hope to perceive a different more positive future. For me, it is tra
	Three: Critical Assessment m~ 
	am 

	In the beginning, there wasn't any critical assessment. Instead, there was an intense desire to begin college immediately because I had already lost sixteen years to 
	In the beginning, there wasn't any critical assessment. Instead, there was an intense desire to begin college immediately because I had already lost sixteen years to 
	being misinformed, to not questioning sources, to taking others' opinions at face value. I tended toward acting on impulse. My quick decision to begin college was representative ofMezirow's idea ofthoughtful action without reflection. Thoughtful action is the everyday way that we engage with the world by following the lead from "what we have learned before," whereas, reflective action includes considering why we make choices according to personal assumptions. I'm great at reflecting on spent situations or p

	Thoughtful action also led me to accept what I had learned about completing high school through an Adult Basic Education program. During the late eighties, the GED was for dead-beats, drop-outs, losers. This belief was well known in Grovertown, and the principal made certain I understood my pending fate. Because I dislike confrontation, I tend to mine deep burrows beneath unquestioned certainty. This weakness has faded as I've encountered many more enlightening conversations during these last nine years in 
	Thoughtful action also led me to accept what I had learned about completing high school through an Adult Basic Education program. During the late eighties, the GED was for dead-beats, drop-outs, losers. This belief was well known in Grovertown, and the principal made certain I understood my pending fate. Because I dislike confrontation, I tend to mine deep burrows beneath unquestioned certainty. This weakness has faded as I've encountered many more enlightening conversations during these last nine years in 
	brought a beginning, unrealized at the time, to my pending future when I signed a 

	contract with the Marshall County Adult Education Services. 
	I've grown to realize that nobody knowingly misdirected me. My sources and I were relying on our "meaning perspectives" that had been influenced by the societal beliefs ofthat era (Mezirow And Associates 2). Meaning perspectives, Mezirow notes, are "uncritically acquired .. .in the context ofan emotionally charged relationship with...mentors. The more intense the emotional context oflearning and the more it is enforced...the more deeply embedded and intractable to change are the habits of expectation..." (M
	~w Seven: Gaining Knowledge and Following Plans QJ_g 
	Acquiring knowledge is the crux ofmy transformation. I've been goal oriented from the start. My plan ofaction was to become a college English instructor. As soon as I had set my mind toward that goal, I developed tunnel vision. I remained focused on completing the prerequisites first, and then I followed them with course electives. I hit math head-on. My Accuplacer exam placed me in Intermediate Algebra, which was the only required math course for my degree track. I took it during my very first semester for
	Even when I transferred to Union's Virtual Vermont online program, I still remained faithful to completing my objectives, to pursuing those literacy opportunities that Brandt highlights. I specifically planned my course load according to requisite courses for a B.A. in English. My diligence paid off; I was accepted into IUSB's M.A. program a few months after the Donaldson postmaster presented me my diploma from across the post office counter. Now, I am on the other end ofthat program. Upon completion ofthis
	~m Nine & Five: Creating Confidence & Exploring New Roles lJJ,g 
	During my stay at Ancilla, I discovered that I could rely on myself as a source. I had valid experiences to enter a worthy literary conversation; therefore, I began building self-confidence in new roles. During a discussion on Henrik Ibsen's "A Doll's House" I was able to express my :frustrations at being a wife without a voice. I existed as a silent chimney during the first decade and a halfofmy marriage. As I emitted cigarette smoke, I also released fuming emotions. Bruce had successfully chased away my f
	I recall one time that I took a stand-albeit silent. Bruce and I were opening a Christmas lay-away account at K-mart, and I had begun to place some items on the counter that I had personally selected. All ofa sudden, Bruce looks at me, slaps my hand as ifI am a child and puts the items back in the cart. I lock him in a "How dare you!" 
	glare, then grab my purse and my baby, our third, from the shopping cart seat and walk calmly but quickly out ofthe store. Bruce ventures out roughly fifteen minutes later to retrieve the checkbook. My moment ofsilent retaliation pays off. He is embarrassed to have had to trek outside for the down-payment money after the items had been scanned into the system. Others will tell me that there wasn't a payoffbecause nothing changed in that moment, but change doesn't have to happen in an instant. A string ofthe
	When my World Literature class read Ibsen's play, I found a way to express my frustrations at not having an identity outside ofdaughter, sister, wife, and mother relationships. Once I met Ibsen's Nora, I began knowingly establishing my identity. Unlike Nora, I still fulfill those relationship roles and have added grandma to the growing list, but I am also building my master apprenticeship role as a writing assistant, a tutor trainer and an adjunct writing instructor. When I begin volunteering as a writing a
	Being a "real Indian" is not something one can simply be... there is no being (once and for all) a "real Indian," rather there is only doing beingor-becoming-a-"real Indian. " Ifone does not continue to "practice" being a "real Indian," one ceases to be one. (31) Italics and quotations appear in the original. 
	-

	Because I am maintaining activity within existing roles in Ivy Tech's learning lab and in Ancilla College's developmental writing department, I am a "real Indian" in the world ofadult education. I sought the pending volunteer position at Woodland Elementary to allow me to continue practicing being a "real Indian" before Ancilla's offer found its way into my email inbox. I did not want to fall out of"doing" and "being" a writing assistant, which is an activity I rarely encounter in my coordinator's position.
	~m Two: Self-Examination-A Reflection W~ 
	What have I contributed and gained as a writing assistant? My very first writing lab student was required by his general psychology instructor to get help with revising his dream analysis, which was only a page ofaspirations and explanations disguised as paragraphs at the time that Deb, the tutor coordinator, had introduced us. I had had the same teacher for my psych class, and the dream analysis was an incredibly fascinating project. When William, as I've renamed him for privacy purposes, arrived in the la
	failing all ofmy classes, and I might lose my job, and now I have to spend even mor
	e 

	time here and in the math lab. My family doesn't understand my problems. I don't 
	understand math problems. I don't know what a thesis is. And this instructor thinks her 
	class is the only one I'm taking! I never get any sleep, so how can I have any dreams to 
	analyze!" With this last comment, he hangs his head and asks me what he can do. I say, 
	"Breathe." 
	Next, I tell him a story about having lived for algebra, in algebra, beside algebra, and under algebra during my first semester ofcollege. He begins to smile, and I notice his shoulders relax as we chuckle about how horrible math is. Then, I say, "Obviously, I cannot help you with math, but I can definitely help you organize a thesis about any dream that you have ever dreamt." He begins to tell me that he dreams about graduating, and I redirect him toward the idea that this assignment is to address a sleep-
	I met William during a time when we were allowed to work with our students off campus, so we made an appointment to meet at the Plymouth Public Library because they had a nice selection ofdream analysis books. There were a few days before our scheduled appointment, so his assignment was to write down all ofthe details ofhis nightmare and to bring two copies to our meeting. He arrived with his laptop, psych book, and an excuse for not having scripted his nightmare. "You work on writing it now, while I grab a
	books," I tell him. "You're the boss!" he says with a smile as he settles in to begin 
	books," I tell him. "You're the boss!" he says with a smile as he settles in to begin 
	books," I tell him. "You're the boss!" he says with a smile as he settles in to begin 

	writing. 
	writing. 

	We made it through that dream analysis line by line. "Can I say this?" he asked. 
	We made it through that dream analysis line by line. "Can I say this?" he asked. 

	One question followed another. "Can I quote this entire page since it says exactly what I 
	One question followed another. "Can I quote this entire page since it says exactly what I 

	want to say?" he wondered. "Both ofthese books say the same thing. How can they do 
	want to say?" he wondered. "Both ofthese books say the same thing. How can they do 

	that? Aren't they plagiarizing?" he asked as his exasperation mounted. He began to 
	that? Aren't they plagiarizing?" he asked as his exasperation mounted. He began to 

	understand that there are field related terms, and that each field has some degree of 
	understand that there are field related terms, and that each field has some degree of 

	common knowledge when I used his work experience to illustrate my point. The stories 
	common knowledge when I used his work experience to illustrate my point. The stories 

	and language he used to discuss work were foreign to me. He was a parts handler and 
	and language he used to discuss work were foreign to me. He was a parts handler and 

	shipping receiver for a communications tower manufacturing company. Even though my 
	shipping receiver for a communications tower manufacturing company. Even though my 

	brother is a welder for William's competitor, Valmont, I had never heard ofthe terms or 
	brother is a welder for William's competitor, Valmont, I had never heard ofthe terms or 

	expressions that William used. My lack ofknowledge allowed me to explain that those 
	expressions that William used. My lack ofknowledge allowed me to explain that those 

	were his field's terms. Others in his line ofwork knew the terms, and they were able to 
	were his field's terms. Others in his line ofwork knew the terms, and they were able to 

	communicate with this stylized form ofcommunication. "Just as a waitress uses an 
	communicate with this stylized form ofcommunication. "Just as a waitress uses an 

	unnatural lingo to tell the short order cook the desired consistency ofyour three eggs that 
	unnatural lingo to tell the short order cook the desired consistency ofyour three eggs that 

	will accompany your dark rye, side ofbacon, and black coffee, you too use a certain 
	will accompany your dark rye, side ofbacon, and black coffee, you too use a certain 

	vocabulary and set phrases to complete your job," I say. "The terms and phrases you are 
	vocabulary and set phrases to complete your job," I say. "The terms and phrases you are 

	encountering in these books are communicating in exactly the same way," I continue. 
	encountering in these books are communicating in exactly the same way," I continue. 

	As we addressed the issues offacing a research paper while taking a writing 
	As we addressed the issues offacing a research paper while taking a writing 

	concepts class, we crossed out prepositional phrases, placed parentheses around 
	concepts class, we crossed out prepositional phrases, placed parentheses around 

	infinitives, and labeled subjects and verbs, to help him learn the structure ofa sentence. 
	infinitives, and labeled subjects and verbs, to help him learn the structure ofa sentence. 

	In Writing Concepts, students learn paragraph development. The majority ofthe 
	In Writing Concepts, students learn paragraph development. The majority ofthe 

	coursework includes developing topic sentences, supporting sentences, and concluding 
	coursework includes developing topic sentences, supporting sentences, and concluding 
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	Then, the trouble began. For the remainder ofhis Ancilla career, I was "The boss." No matter how hard I tried to convince him that I was only an assistant, he refused to believe me. I had to miss work one day, and William had no one to run through his paper with him before it was due. He was very discouraged when he received a poor grade on it, and he applied the cliched response. "See," he said, "I can't do it without you." I asked, "Did you check your sentences like we have practiced?" He replied, "No. Yo
	~m Another Self-Examination Reflection W.e:s-
	Not all students need continuous assistance. Anna, to use another pseudonym, became another long term visitor to the Writing Lab. She had Attention Deficit Disorder, and had only completed eighth grade before becoming an Amish schoolmarm, now, she 
	Not all students need continuous assistance. Anna, to use another pseudonym, became another long term visitor to the Writing Lab. She had Attention Deficit Disorder, and had only completed eighth grade before becoming an Amish schoolmarm, now, she 
	is Amish only when she visits her home community. Anna really only needed to talk through ideas before she could narrow them into a working thesis. In the beginning, we would spend most ofour time chatting about her topics, while she doodled, took notes, drew mind maps, or planned outlines. She knew how to make all the right moves, but she just needed reassurance along the way. Before long, Anna had progressed toward bringing in finished drafts for "coherency checks." She continued requesting "coherency che

	~W More Self-Examination W..e:s-
	Other students simply need to work within a community. With another regular Writing Lab visitor, the element ofsurprise comes to mind. Abby, as I've chosen to call her, often said "I need to be in school in order to get my homework done." She would come and go between classes and meal breaks. Abby loved to shock me. One time, she was working on a sociology paper about tattoos and piercings. "Stefanie," she called out, "could you help me cite these pictures please." I walk over and glance at her screen. Ther
	Other students simply need to work within a community. With another regular Writing Lab visitor, the element ofsurprise comes to mind. Abby, as I've chosen to call her, often said "I need to be in school in order to get my homework done." She would come and go between classes and meal breaks. Abby loved to shock me. One time, she was working on a sociology paper about tattoos and piercings. "Stefanie," she called out, "could you help me cite these pictures please." I walk over and glance at her screen. Ther
	Valparaiso University website up. "I'm gonna apply here for a transfer," she said. Without censorship, I say, "Valpo is not an easy school to get into." I was going to follow this line by commending her intentions. I hadn't been thinking that she couldn't make the cut, but was thinking it was a congratulatory event that she had reached that level of security to imagine the possibility ofattending a large university. Before I could add any words ofencouragement to my mistakenly discouraging line, she looked 

	~W Eight: Trying New Roles W~ 
	I have arrived at the place toward which I had set my sails. Now that I am living my dream ofnine years ago, I am blessed with the opportunity to say that I am a writing instructor, writing apprentice, and a tutor trainer, which has been a happy detour that has led me to a place ofchallenging comfort. It is time for me to share my knowledge with others, and it is also time to refine that knowledge by using it. I am currently introducing my second group ofAncilla freshman to paragraph development patterns an
	I have arrived at the place toward which I had set my sails. Now that I am living my dream ofnine years ago, I am blessed with the opportunity to say that I am a writing instructor, writing apprentice, and a tutor trainer, which has been a happy detour that has led me to a place ofchallenging comfort. It is time for me to share my knowledge with others, and it is also time to refine that knowledge by using it. I am currently introducing my second group ofAncilla freshman to paragraph development patterns an
	after weeks ofwork, come to understand that the pronoun ''they" cannot replace 

	someone. Despite this success, he may still have several other errors in his paper, and the 
	rubric states that X number ofhabitual errors equals X score for the grammar portion. 
	The only available compromise is the allowance to tweak the rubric before the next 
	course. I imagine I'll need to adjust it for years as I gain more classroom experience. It's 
	all in the process ofon-the-job training. 
	My newest role as a tutor trainer has led me to traverse the plentiful lands of College Reading and Learning Association (CRLA) certification. The previous coordinator had set the certification process into motion, but I had only ever heard ofthe association at the time I filled her vacancy. The process ofCRLA tutor trainer acquisition has been exactly like baking a cake from scratch. First, I had to gather the necessary ingredients: previous agendas, attendance records, and submitted assignments because I 
	My newest role as a tutor trainer has led me to traverse the plentiful lands of College Reading and Learning Association (CRLA) certification. The previous coordinator had set the certification process into motion, but I had only ever heard ofthe association at the time I filled her vacancy. The process ofCRLA tutor trainer acquisition has been exactly like baking a cake from scratch. First, I had to gather the necessary ingredients: previous agendas, attendance records, and submitted assignments because I 
	certification Level 2 training offerings. ''No worries," I often hear Ivy Tech colleagues 

	say, "It's all in the learning process." 
	~w Six: Plans of Action (D£) 
	I have yet to completely transform from my shy self. To control my shyness, I feel that I must prepare extensively for any public display. Any situation in which I must speak before a group ofpeople causes me to hit panic mode. Most often I've been known to organize myself into destruction. Ifl'm not overly prepared to the point ofbeing burned by my discombobulating hyperactivity that sends me off on tangents during training workshops, then I'm overly prepared to the point ofbeing frozen-unable to progress 
	~w Ten: Reintegration (D£) 
	As I've built my new identity, there has never been the sense ofreintegration; rather, it's been a sense of gently merging into new lines oftraffic. In the fall of 2008, I gracefully took the exit ramp offJanitor Track and joined the travelers on Writing Assistant Way after purchasing my new vehicle-Grandma-Mommy. I spent half an hour in the library's employee restroom allowing the emotion to flush itself after I had 
	As I've built my new identity, there has never been the sense ofreintegration; rather, it's been a sense of gently merging into new lines oftraffic. In the fall of 2008, I gracefully took the exit ramp offJanitor Track and joined the travelers on Writing Assistant Way after purchasing my new vehicle-Grandma-Mommy. I spent half an hour in the library's employee restroom allowing the emotion to flush itself after I had 
	resigned from the custodial position. After living in the moment oftransition, ofhoping the four dollar cut in pay was really a wise decision and accepting that desires are not delivered free ofcharge, I decided that I had made the correct choice, though I knew it was not going to be easy. Nobody knew about my inner struggle, so reintegration doesn't ring true for me. By outward appearance, many people never knew I hadn't always occupied the Writing Lab desk. As a "real Indian," I've been navigating the tra

	5 
	To.ward Writing the Academic Self into Existence 
	"Communicative learning focuses on achieving coherence ...searching...for themes and 
	metaphors by which to fit the unfamiliar into a meaning perspective, so that an 
	interpretation in context is possible" 
	(Mezirow and Associates 8-9). 
	Some new college students struggle to adjust to college style writing. This struggle is apparent in today's introductory writing courses, just as it was apparent eighteen years ago when a debate arose on how to help incoming learners adapt to scholarly expectations. Within this debate, there are two smaller discussions. First, should students read professionally published works, or should they read their peers' writing? Second, should they be allowed to write personal first person narrative pieces, or shoul
	While Bartholomae separated the academic from the writer, Elbow separated the writer from the reader in their individual efforts to help learners gain access to college discourse. In his essay, "Being a Writer vs. Being an Academic" Elbow chose to have learners focus on writing from personal experiences sans reading professionally published works (74). As evidenced in "Interchanges: Responses to Bartholomae and Elbow," Bartholomae chose the instant involvement method ofthrowing learners into the 
	While Bartholomae separated the academic from the writer, Elbow separated the writer from the reader in their individual efforts to help learners gain access to college discourse. In his essay, "Being a Writer vs. Being an Academic" Elbow chose to have learners focus on writing from personal experiences sans reading professionally published works (74). As evidenced in "Interchanges: Responses to Bartholomae and Elbow," Bartholomae chose the instant involvement method ofthrowing learners into the 
	valley of academia, and then instructing them how to climb out as academic readers and writers (86). I am concerned about those learners who may not be instantly welcomed into the academic discourse. Some learners may do well with third person essays; others may prefer personal narrative. Others still, may benefit from established "Invitations to Write" assignments, or from following set patterns ofdevelopment, sentence styles, and academic writing templates; in a learning lab setting that is equipped with 

	Bartholomae and Elbow's separations, academic from writer, writer from reader, academic writing from personal writing, can be detrimental to students' initiation into the lifestyle ofcollege level writing. Learners should be introduced to both forms of communication, personal and academic, during their journeys toward full participation. To have students explore writing without reading is negligent; reading and writing always belong together, and it could be argued that the readings should include professio
	Reading equals experience. Reading engages one's prior knowledge and allows a learner to make connections. The learner is the fulcrum who must balance his or her past 
	Reading equals experience. Reading engages one's prior knowledge and allows a learner to make connections. The learner is the fulcrum who must balance his or her past 
	experiences with the present reading exercise. For a learner to transition into becoming a writer, one who can use paper and text to sketch a meaning that creates a balance, he or she must learn to make these connections between selfand society. From this vantage point, all writing is personal no matter how distanced the author eventually becomes from the printed text. Therefore, the writer cannot be completely removed from the academic. Rather, the writer begins to construct an academic selfthrough written

	The Center for Academic Excellence, which is located at Elkhart County's Ivy Tech Campus, seeks to help students gain access to academic discourse. It provides appointment free assistance, so visitors are free to come and go as often as they want. They often return multiple times each day as they progress through their daily schedules. 
	The Center is a large rectangular room with an entire wall that doubles as a dry-erase whiteboard, or Wall Talker as it is named in my hand-me-down Tutor Handbook, and a viewing screen for the projector. When the Wall Talker has its say, it generally speaks of complex mathematical or chemistry elements. There are two double-sided rows of computer stations that are equipped with hard, but otherwise ergonomically comfortable rolling chairs. The computer screens are attached to movable arms that allow learning
	Two recent situations illustrate a couple ofproblems students face in deciphering personal and academic writing. One involves a young Hispanic woman, the other a young African-American male. The woman was having considerable difficulty revising an 
	Two recent situations illustrate a couple ofproblems students face in deciphering personal and academic writing. One involves a young Hispanic woman, the other a young African-American male. The woman was having considerable difficulty revising an 
	English 111 assignment because she was unclear which pronouns were acceptable and which ones she had to avoid. She was not sure what the instructor meant by first and second person pronouns, so she had included both incorrect forms in her essay. The instructor would not accept the final draft unless she used only third person, which resulted in her request for help. I was called to step in and help because the other tutor, who also covered math, was needed on the other side ofthe room to decipher a My Math 

	The young man also needed help removing all ofthe first person pronouns from his otherwise phenomenally well written musical analysis. His concern was in losing the easy going style that he had worked so hard to create. In his case, he had forgotten the academic requirement, but now that he had completely written it, he wanted help with 
	The young man also needed help removing all ofthe first person pronouns from his otherwise phenomenally well written musical analysis. His concern was in losing the easy going style that he had worked so hard to create. In his case, he had forgotten the academic requirement, but now that he had completely written it, he wanted help with 
	trying to maintain the laid-back style and revise it according to assignment specifications. He also needed help adding a works cited page and the coinciding parenthetical citations (after he relocated his sources) because he had not realized the fine details ofciting sources. With both ofthese cases, it seems that personal writing would be the best vehicle to convey their messages, but tutors are not teachers, so they can only intervene and redirect. The actual assignment instructions were not provided, so

	The previous four chapters tell the extended tale ofa situation that had almost ruined my debut as a nontraditional freshman student because I was nearly silenced during my first in-class writing assignment. The instructions ofthat assignment were to write a five paragraph essay, in seventy-five minutes, in third person, on the topic, "One in a Million." On the verge of giving up and seeking refuge in the library, I finally found inspiration during the last thirty minutes ofclass, thereby retaining my new-f
	The previous four chapters tell the extended tale ofa situation that had almost ruined my debut as a nontraditional freshman student because I was nearly silenced during my first in-class writing assignment. The instructions ofthat assignment were to write a five paragraph essay, in seventy-five minutes, in third person, on the topic, "One in a Million." On the verge of giving up and seeking refuge in the library, I finally found inspiration during the last thirty minutes ofclass, thereby retaining my new-f
	likely not have had such difficulty with the assignment. Luckily, the writing prompt did not slam the door on my literacy opportunity before I started travelling down the path toward academic acquisition. While writing apprentices cannot accompany learners to their classes, and learners must be able to hold their own during in-class writing sessions, learning labs provide them assistance by acting as testing grounds, or they help them to recover from setbacks. Both situations allow them to participate amid 

	The discussion on academic acquisition continues, and it involves more than pronouns, pronoun reference, number agreement, and skimpy writing prompts. This ongoing struggle periodically resurfaces as it did seven years ago. Rebecca Williams Mlynarczyk, who authored the essay "Personal and Academic Writing: Revisiting the Debate" believes writing from the vantage point ofpersonal language should not "be neglected" (12). She took the position ofcombining Elbow's personal writing approach with Bartholomae's re
	The discussion on academic acquisition continues, and it involves more than pronouns, pronoun reference, number agreement, and skimpy writing prompts. This ongoing struggle periodically resurfaces as it did seven years ago. Rebecca Williams Mlynarczyk, who authored the essay "Personal and Academic Writing: Revisiting the Debate" believes writing from the vantage point ofpersonal language should not "be neglected" (12). She took the position ofcombining Elbow's personal writing approach with Bartholomae's re
	herself to Rodriguez's mother because she too feels that family privacy should not be exposed to the "public." Throughout the course, Maribel's journal entries had consisted ofsummaries ofthe required readings, which included the Rodriguez piece. Mlynarczyk says ofMaribel's journal entries that, "she explained that reflecting on her reading in a personal way violated her sense of family privacy" (20). This insight requires some critical reflection. Journaling may give permanent pause to learners who fear ex

	What is most notable with Mlynarczyk's anecdote, however, is that Maribel is practicing critical reflection. That is to say, she is considering the connections between herself and the community offamily. She is creating a valid understanding through reflection. Jack Mezirow discusses reflection at great length in many ofhis writings including "How Critical Reflection Triggers Transformative Learning" (Mezirow and Associates 1-20). "Critical reflection," Mezirow's writes, "involves a critique ofthe presuppos
	ill!il II! 
	for interpreting." Meaning schemes contain a person's stored expectations (Mezirow and Associates 1-3). Italics are Mezirow's. From these definitions, one can conclude that Maribel's critical reflection added another layer oftruth to her already held belief about family privacy. Mlynarczyk's reading assignment prompted Maribel to reflect on her presupposition and the student found that her meaning perspective was still sound. 
	Reading responses, such as the one Maribel encountered, provide opportunities for communicative learning experiences. Mezirow discusses Jiirgen Habermas's "critical distinction between instrumental leaning and communicative learning" (Mezirow and Associates 20). Communicative learning asks students to understand the message that a communicator is trying to explain. It creates a discourse that works through critical reflection and arrives at a viable solution. Informative learning allows teachers to assess l
	Reading responses, such as the one Maribel encountered, provide opportunities for communicative learning experiences. Mezirow discusses Jiirgen Habermas's "critical distinction between instrumental leaning and communicative learning" (Mezirow and Associates 20). Communicative learning asks students to understand the message that a communicator is trying to explain. It creates a discourse that works through critical reflection and arrives at a viable solution. Informative learning allows teachers to assess l
	subjects in which definitive answers are available, but it also suggests that 

	communicative learning is well suited for writing, an activity that defies definitive 
	answers because it allows for possible answers to surface and to be analyzed, challenged, 
	and defended. 
	Learning labs provide the best resources to help newcomers learn communicative, reflective, writing because their teams ofapprentices are able to remove the fear ofthe grade. By removing judgment from the act oflearning to write, more experienced writers can help nurture newcomers' reflective practices. They can also provide them the time that teachers cannot. A teacher is tethered within the boundaries ofclass periods, but learning labs can offer less limited time restraints. An appointment free lab, such 
	As they help students find footholds in their new academic surroundings, less experienced writing assistants may need to be reminded that all learners have reservoirs ofpreviously acquired knowledge to mine. Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger, explorers in the field ofsituated learning, say in their book, Situated Learning: Legitimate Peripheral Participation "learners are never novices." Furthermore, they report that " ...a newcomer, while reinterpreting his or her life, produces new material that contributes to
	separate versions ofthe same topic. The focus ofwriting sessions and learning activities is writer centered. Apprentices may guide newcomers, but learners make the decisions. As Lave and Wenger point out, " ...apprentices, individually, must organize their own learning "curriculum" and recruit teaching or guidance for themselves" (86). Having sought help in the learning center, writers have begun to take responsibility for their academic actions, they have, in that sense, become their own literacy sponsors.
	In keeping with the critically reflective agenda, apprentice style writing workshop participants will likely benefit from dialogue letters. These letters, readers may notice, are similar to Mlynarczyk's "letters ofresponse." Dialogue letters should enhance the 
	ii
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	II: 
	immediate feedback shared during writing sessions because participants will have the 
	::11 11' 
	,11 
	opportunity to contemplate the weather ofa piece, so these communiques will work best after a draft is complete. For example, Virtual Vermont, the online degree program described in chapter two, uses dialogue letters as the foundation upon which reflective learning is constructed. Learners open the dialogue in regards to their immediate learning engagement, and their faculty advisor continues or redirects the discussion, depending upon necessity, in a return letter. Through dialogue letters, the newcomer an
	.lll HI 
	apprentice will enable meaningful interchange about the author's topic and writing strategies via questioning practices. Why did he or she choose this topic at this time? Has he or she considered this or that viewpoint? What outcome does the author desire? What 
	~ 
	~ 
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	does the author think is or is not working within the piece, and why? The reader can 
	address that last question as well because reading and writing are reciprocal activities. 
	Writing also gains nourishment from collaboration, which is why writing apprenticeship 
	makes sense. 
	How might apprenticeship writing workshops materialize? Such an apprenticeship, as I foresee it, will follow the lead ofthe acclaimed Alcoholics Anonymous program because it has established a valid process for newcomers to gain success in a community oflearners. Lave and Wenger emphasize the steps ofthis highly effective format in Situated Learning. They believe that to be a full participant within a community ofpractice, one must fashion an identity. A.A. benefits non-drinking alcoholics by providing them 
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	How might a writing apprenticeship progress? Newcomers may begin by working through Invitations to Write. These invitations were originally created by Lou Kelly, former University oflowa's Writing Lab director; they are now available on the Writing Lab's website and Carol Severino has graciously permitted me to use them in The Center as long as each Invitation states that it was developed at the University of Iowa Writing Center. As newcomers begin revising their identities through modeling those who have r
	As they play with their sentences, they should also be encouraged to be on the lookout in their daily reading for sentences they wish to imitate (Longknife & Sullivan xv). This is a concept that I did not encounter until graduate school. Outside ofart classes, it was actually frowned upon to copy the masters, but patterns and structures are actually the very life ofwriting. John Langan's book English Skills with Readings provides newcomers with experience through key readings and gently guides them through 
	Langan purposely avoids using proper grammatical terminology. Instead, he explains "grammar, punctuation, and usage skills ...clearly and directly, without unnecessary technical terms" (xx). As they read through the seventeen readings that Langan provides, apprentices learn to pay close attention to the ways in which published authors accomplish communicating with readers. When they begin using these nine rhetorical methods, which include narration, exemplification, process, description, definition, compari
	In addition to playing with sentence patterns and imitating the moves of successful authors, learners may begin incorporating some ofGraff and Birkenstein's patterns for entering a written discussion. Graff and Birkenstein lend many patterns to fellow learners. Beginning with the more common moves for advancing points, learners may start using the "metacommentary templates" (176). These are the patterns that will help learners explain their views, and/or help them elaborate on complex information. These bas
	In addition to playing with sentence patterns and imitating the moves of successful authors, learners may begin incorporating some ofGraff and Birkenstein's patterns for entering a written discussion. Graff and Birkenstein lend many patterns to fellow learners. Beginning with the more common moves for advancing points, learners may start using the "metacommentary templates" (176). These are the patterns that will help learners explain their views, and/or help them elaborate on complex information. These bas
	conversation. Graff and Birkenstein's other templates will continue to guide them as they begin using more sophisticated moves with more academic patterns ofdevelopment toward the end ofa semester. By the time they reach the ninth rhetorical pattern in Langan's book, some learners will be readily capable ofadvancing an argument that contains a main point, supporting points, and a solid conclusion. Others may take a little longer to achieve this end, but because there is no pressure to keep up or maintain a 

	Throughout the last six years since I've begun tutoring writers, I've been asked countless times ifthere is an easy way to begin a paper. My answer for the first five years had been, ''No. You read a lot, you discover a topic and then you begin with either a thesis statement, or you write until you discover one." Still writers have pressed me further for a secret to success for those grammar parts ofwriting. Fellow tutors too have asked how they may best help writers learn to write without walking them thro
	Throughout the last six years since I've begun tutoring writers, I've been asked countless times ifthere is an easy way to begin a paper. My answer for the first five years had been, ''No. You read a lot, you discover a topic and then you begin with either a thesis statement, or you write until you discover one." Still writers have pressed me further for a secret to success for those grammar parts ofwriting. Fellow tutors too have asked how they may best help writers learn to write without walking them thro
	-

	error within a student's paper, and then to verbally instruct him or her how to correct it. Then, I would instruct the student to find similar errors (if applicable) and to correct them. This will remain the policy because it allows our writing staff to avoid the sticky 

	subject ofethical tutoring, but I have designed a document, a checklist. The front ofthe 
	checklist helps the writer and the tutor to discover the writer's individual patterns of errors; the backside has another checklist, patterns of success, that points the learning team toward applicable lessons (in Langan's text) that address the error. This document was much appreciated by those who have requested assistance in ethically aiding 
	students. 
	students. 

	Yet, I would also like to offer new writers a strategy that may help them to immediately eliminate some confusion. I was thrilled when I was first assigned to imitate sentences. This assignment was not required ofme until I reached graduate school, and it was a part ofa creative writing workshop. Now, I've wondered why this type of assignment was never requested during the more formative undergraduate course of study. The best answer I have mustered is that teachers may fear that students will misunderstand
	Yet, I would also like to offer new writers a strategy that may help them to immediately eliminate some confusion. I was thrilled when I was first assigned to imitate sentences. This assignment was not required ofme until I reached graduate school, and it was a part ofa creative writing workshop. Now, I've wondered why this type of assignment was never requested during the more formative undergraduate course of study. The best answer I have mustered is that teachers may fear that students will misunderstand
	comparison and contrast paper, and they have been working through Langan's book, they will recognize that they have at least two choices for structuring their piece: one side at a time, or line-by-line comparison. Just knowing that there is a "template" for structuring a sentence or an essay in a template driven society, will surely lessen the level ofwriters' confusion when faced with traversing new rhetorical terrain. Sentence templates such as Longknife and Sullivan's, rhetorical development patterns suc
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	Stefanie Summers 
	Stefanie Summers 
	Coordinator, The Center for Academic Excellence 
	Ivy Tech Elkhart County Campus 
	Ivy Tech Elkhart County Campus 
	Since 2012 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Hire, train, schedule 10-21 tutors per semester 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Building toward earning College Reading and Learning Association (CRLA) level 2 certification 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Maintain Center's webpage, launched fall 2012 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Built Microsoft Office Access database, track tutor-student contact hours, workshop attendance, & assignment submissions 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Tutor writing on occasion 


	Adjunct Developmental Writing Instructor 
	Ancilla College 
	2010 & 2013 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Create syllabus and course calendar 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Maintain course grades 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Prepare class agendas for student reference 



	Writing Lab Assistant 
	Ancilla College 
	Since 2008 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Assist students with writing process prewriting to finished piece 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	Coherency, parts of speech, and syntax 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Format headers, margins & page numbers 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Provide MLA & APA citation support 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Assist with source search 



	• 
	• 
	• 

	Visit classes to promote the Writing Lab 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Encourage & support students 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Advocate student responsibility 


	Curriculum Vitae 

	Stefanie Summers 
	Stefanie Summers 
	ExperiencTeachin
	e 
	g 

	Ancil/a College, Donaldson, Indiana 
	Writing Concepts 
	• 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Incorporate in-class workshops 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Recognize a need to incorporate individual writing conferences 



	Ivy Tech, Elkhart, Indiana 
	Tutor Training Workshops 
	• 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Select and research a topic 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Develop a deliverable format 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	PowerPoint, Discovery sessions, Group Activities 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Produce agenda, handouts and assessment materials 



	Writing 
	Indiana University, South bend, Indiana 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Thesis 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Transformative Learning Theory 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Personal Creative Nonfiction & Analysis 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Writing Center Pedagogy 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Developing Writing Apprenticeship, 2014 



	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Individual Project in Context for the Study of Writing course, 2011 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Adult learning theories 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Basic writing pedagogy 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Differentiated assignments 



	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Workshops 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Writing Poetry, 2011 & 2012 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Creative Nonfiction, 2012 & 2013 
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	Curriculum Vitae 
	Stefanie Summers 
	Stefanie Summers 
	Experience Continued I Research 
	Educatio
	Educatio
	n 


	Ivy Tech, Elkhart, Indiana 
	CRLA Training Sessions 
	• 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Problem Solving Methods 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Critical Thinking 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Brain Dominance Theory; Neuroplasticity and Dendrite Growth 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Recognizing and Avoiding Sexual Harassment 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Learning Center Ethics 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Adult Learning Theories 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Learning Styles 


	Interests 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Effect of hope within learning center, and how to build hope among writing apprentices 

	Sparked by Shane Lopez's Making Hope Happen 
	• 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Best learning practices in response tdevelopmental course load restriction
	o 
	s 



	MA English 
	Indiana University, South Bend, Indiana 
	February 2013 
	Thesis: Transformative Learning Theory: A 
	Journey from Janitor to Master Apprentice 
	BA Writing and Literature 
	Union Institute and University, Cincinnati, Ohio 
	March 2010 
	Culminating Project: American Wills-Cather and Faulkner: A Study of Two American Modernist Novelists and Their Sense of Reality 
	.. I 
	ProfessionaDevelopmen
	ProfessionaDevelopmen
	l 
	t 


	Community Service 
	Memberships 
	Memberships 
	Curriculum Vitae 




	Stefanie Summers 
	Stefanie Summers 
	Conference Attendance 
	15th Midwest Conference on the Scholarship of Teaching & Learning (SoTL), Indiana University, South Bend, Indiana, April 2014 
	Intentions 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Resume studying Spanish & take Database courses, Ivy Tech, Indiana 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Attend Midwest Regional Association for Development Education (MRADE) conference, Missouri, October 2014 



	Provide Writing Assistance 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Woodland Elementary School Elkhart, Indiana 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Approved-Planning in Progress 
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